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 Electrospinning was examined for its potential to create functional 
materials.  Three distinct electroactive materials were electrospun into fibers and 
fiber mats and then characterized with the intent of determining their utility in 
aerospace and biomedical applications such as micro-air vehicles and the 
cardiovascular system.  Electrospun Graft Elastomers demonstrated potential as 
actuators, as electromechanical strain testing showed comparable response to 
the film form of this material.  Further improvement of electroactive response was 
realized with high dielectric inclusions and fiber orientation.  Electrospin 
processing imparted piezoelectric properties to the fibers of poly(vinylidene 
fluoride).  Differential scanning calorimetry and infrared spectroscopy indicated a 
degree of control over crystalline phase in poly(vinylidene fluoride) fibers based 
on electrospinning conditions.  An increase in dielectric constant in the direction 
of fiber orientation proved that electrospinning also caused alignment of single-
walled carbon nanotubes within the fibers.  Ultem®/aligned single-walled carbon 
nanotube fiber nanocomposites were also fabricated; these showed evidence of 
enhanced piezoelectric strain response relative to fibers composed of the matrix 
alone.  Thermal and static mechanical testing of all three types of fibers revealed 
no significant findings that would limit their use in abovementioned applications.  
Extract biocompatibility tests did not indicate severe adverse reaction of L929 
mouse fibroblast cells to fiber mats for either Graft Elastomers or poly(vinylidene 
fluoride).  These contributions prove that functional electroactive materials can be 
produced utilizing electrospinning as the processing method.  This technique is 
simpler and cheaper to carry out, and resulting fiber mats showed comparable or 
improved properties and performance compared to other physical forms of the 
same materials. 
  1
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
 Electrospinning is a processing technique that produces small diameter 
polymeric fibers at a rapid rate and results in a lightweight material with 
architectural features at the nanoscale.  Though this method was discovered in 
the late 1800s, it has not yet been utilized to produce functional materials on a 
large scale.  The goal of this work was to move beyond demonstration of 
electrospinning as a technique to produce novel fiber architectures and carry out 
a more realistic assessment of its utility in the aerospace and biomedical fields.   
 Electroactive polymers and composites were chosen as the means to 
achieve this goal.  These materials have been studied for over four decades and 
are attractive not only because of their electromechanical properties but also due 
to their stability and durability in varied environments.  This set of attributes is 
suitable for aerospace applications where their electromechanical characteristics 
can be exploited to achieve flow control for aerodynamic efficiency.  These same 
properties are also useful in biomedical applications such as cardiovascular 
repair.  Currently, the full potential of these materials has not yet been realized 
due to shortcomings that include low modulus and force output.  Electrospinning 
has the capability to overcome these limitations.  The combined elements of 
electric field and elongation over the short time course of the process may 
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optimize molecular mechanisms in these materials that are responsible for their 
electromechanical response.  These features are unique to electrospinning and 
will enable enhanced response of electroactive polymers and composites.  
Further, the high surface to volume ratio and minimal mass of electrospun fibers 
may enable even greater response.  
 Three promising electroactive materials were chosen for study in 
electrospun form.  Graft Elastomers are a novel family of electrostrictive 
polymers that have shown potential as actuators because electric-field induced 
strain is exhibited without loss of mechanical modulus.  Poly(vinylidene 
fluoride) (PVDF) is one of the most widely studied piezoelectric polymers and the 
only piezoelectric film available commercially (Measurement Specialties, Inc.).  
Its properties have made it useful historically in sensor applications.  Ultem® is an 
amorphous polyetherimide available commercially from General Electric Plastics 
that is valued as a structural polymer due to its high thermal stability and 
strength.  Electroactive properties imparted to this matrix by inclusion of carbon 
nanotubes can lead to possible application as an actuator and an alternative to 
graft elastomers in a composite sensor/actuator with PVDF. 
 The approach was to first determine appropriate parameters for spinning 
these polymers and then follow with testing of these fibers for properties 
important to both aeronautic and biological applications.  Because electrospun 
fibers have diameters on the same order as fibrous components of the human 
body, cells respond well, i.e., develop and perform as if in a natural environment, 
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to this size fiber and the porous nature of the fiber mats.1, 2  Electroactive fibers 
could be important for repair of congenital defects and damage from heart 
attacks that impede optimal heart performance by interrupting heart circuitry and 
decreasing cardiac contraction and output.3, 4  In the aerospace area, current 
micro-air vehicle (MAV) designs rely on scaled down versions of conventional 
fixed-wing aircraft that incorporate a flexible graphite fiber composite wing 
structure covered with a latex skin.5  Electroactive fibers could be used to 
fabricate a lighter wing skin that has the ability to mimic the agility and versatility 
of birds in flight by activating single or groups of fibers to impart fine control of 
motion to the vehicle.   
 As a consequence of the fibrous nature of the mats, analyses required 
development of new measurement techniques and modifications to standard 
techniques typically used to study electroactive thin films. This was necessary in 
order to separate out intrinsic material properties from artifacts resulting from the 
material form.  These methods will provide future researchers with the suite of 
tools needed to investigate other electrospun polymers that may be of interest for 
a wide variety of applications. 
 This report begins with a comprehensive review of electrospinning 
research and the materials of choice.  Following the literature review, the 
electrospinning apparatus and the traditional and innovative characterization 
methods utilized in analysis of the fiber mats are described.  These methods 
were chosen because they each contribute pertinent information to the 
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assessment of electrospinning’s potential to create useful electroactive materials.  
Data and their interpretation with respect to this potential are presented next.  
Finally, overall conclusions and areas for future work are discussed.  This work 
advances the fields of both electrospinning and electroactive polymers by 
establishing their realistic potential for future functional materials.  
 5 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
 
 
ELECTROSPINNING 
 Electrospinning is a polymer processing technique by which nanoscale 
diameter fibers can be fabricated and subsequently collected as a nonwoven 
mat. A schematic depicting this process is illustrated in Figure 1. The system 
consists of a means to dispense an electrically charged polymer solution (or 
melt) through a small opening (usually a needle or pipette tip) and a grounded 
collector or target (usually a metal screen, plate, or rotating mandrel). The 
solution is drawn toward this grounded collector as a jet because of its charge. 
During jet travel, the solvent gradually evaporates, leaving a fine mat of charged 
polymer fibers on the collector. Charges on the fibers eventually dissipate, as 
they are neutralized by the surrounding environment.6  The resulting nonwoven 
fiber mat is composed of fibers with diameters on the order of several or 
hundreds of nanometers, as illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1.  Schematic of the electrospinning set-up. 
 
Figure 2.  Scanning electron micrograph of electrospun fibers. 
 
 The fundamental principle of electrospinning was first reported by Lord 
Rayleigh in the 19th Century as part of his investigation into the process of 
electrospraying. He determined the charge on a droplet at the tip of a nozzle 
required to overcome its surface tension so it can be ejected in a stream.7 He 
hypothesized that, as evaporation reduces the size of the droplet, the resulting 
charge density increase on its surface due to Coulomb repulsion overcomes the 
surface tension holding the droplet together. Now known as the Rayleigh 
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instability, this phenomenon brings about the disruption of the droplet into the 
much smaller droplets observed in electrospraying. 
 Zeleny further documented the phenomenon of electrospraying in 1917.8, 9 
Most of his experiments were with low viscosity aqueous solutions of electrolytes 
having relatively high values of electrical conductivity and surface tension. Under 
these conditions, the emerging liquid forms a fine spray of highly charged 
droplets that evaporate rapidly in air. He observed that, as a droplet evaporates, 
it suddenly breaks up into a plurality of smaller droplets. 
 Electrospinning and electrospraying are essentially the same processes 
where different results are achieved as a function of polymer solution viscosity. 
For very low viscosity liquids, the polymer jet ejected disintegrates into droplets 
due to overwhelming surface tension, resulting in a sprayed coating on the 
collection plate.10 In higher viscosity liquids, the jet does not break up, thus 
producing a continuous stream of fiber.   
 Viscosity is affected by polymer concentration and polymer molecular 
weight.  All other factors equal, a balance between these two properties can 
affect whether the result is a sprayed coating, fibers, or, in the case of a very high 
viscosity solution, a situation where applied electric field cannot initiate jet 
ejection.  These results can be explained by considering polymer chain 
entanglements.  In the case of a sprayed coating, the number of chain 
entanglements is too low to maintain a continuous jet.  For the realm where fibers 
form, the number of entanglements allows the jet to remain stable and produce a 
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fiber.  Finally, the overwhelming number of chain entanglements in a high 
viscosity solution prohibits jet formation.  
 Many of the initial fundamental studies on electrospinning focused on 
understanding the effects of electric field strength on the solution of interest. 
Taylor’s investigation of the events that occur at the nozzle as the electric field 
deforms the droplet and it begins to form a jet revealed that, when the voltage is 
initially applied to the solution, the droplet at the nozzle forms a hemispherical 
surface.11 As the electric field is increased, the balance between solution surface 
tension and the increasing solution charge causes a transition in drop shape from 
hemispherical to spherical and then to conical. The final conical shape is known 
as the Taylor cone.12 If applied voltage induces enough charge to overcome 
surface tension, a jet is ejected from the tip of the Taylor cone. 
 One of the first patents in this area was granted to Formhals in 1934 for an 
electrospinning process that produced fine fibers from a cellulose acetate 
solution (U.S. Patent 1,975,504).6, 13-15  Formhals was granted related patents 
(U.S. Patents 2,116,942; 2,160,962; and 2,187,306) in 1938, 1939, and 1940.16-18 
 
MATERIALS INVESTIGATED 
 Following the work of Formhals, there was about a three decade gap in 
the literature before interest in electrospinning was revived in the seventies, most 
notably by Baumgarten 19 and Larrondo and Manley.20-22  Most of the efforts 
during this period of renewed interest were focused on exploring a wide variety of 
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types of materials that could be spun using this process and how small the 
resulting individual fiber diameters could be made. This review will provide a brief 
overview of the range of materials that has been electrospun to date.  
References are supplied for readers interested in detailed information.   
 Interest in the electrospinning process has intensified even more in the 
last decade with Reneker’s group making major contributions in demonstrating 
the novel characteristics that can result from electrospinning polymers of various 
chemistries.23-27  Electrospinning was found to be useful in the fabrication of high 
performance materials amenable to processing only in hazardous solvents. 
Kevlar® (poly(p-phenylene terephthalamide)) was dissolved in sulfuric acid and 
spun to obtain 1.3 µm diameter fibers that exhibited some crystallization 
characteristics similar to those of commercial Kevlar® fibers spun from the liquid 
crystalline state.23 For these experiments, the fibers were collected in a grounded 
water bath used to facilitate removal of residual acid, a necessary step for fiber 
coagulation. Nomex (poly(meta-phenylene isophthalamide)) fibers in 
dimethylacetamide were electrospun to obtain fibers having a surface area per 
unit mass 50 times larger than that of the original standard textile fibers that are 
used for applications from protective clothing to airplane construction.24 A patent 
was granted in 2000 for electrospinning silk fibers dissolved in 
hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) (U.S. Patent 6,110,590).25 Carbon nanofibers with 
diameters in the range of 100-500 nm were also electrospun from 
polyacrylonitrile solution and from molten mesophase pitch.26, 27 These types of 
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carbon nanofibers could be used in small electronic devices, rechargeable 
batteries, and supercapacitors because of high electrical and thermal 
conductivity of the materials coupled with the increased surface area afforded by 
the electrospinning process.26  Schreuder-Gibson and MacDiarmid published 
results of electrospinning electronic and photonic polymers such as polystyrene, 
polyaniline, and polyacrylonitrile, as well as solutions containing carbon 
nanotubes; results show a marked increase in conductivity of the fibers.28 
 Electrospinning is effective in processing water-soluble materials as well 
and has caught the interest of researchers interested in biological applications. 
Doshi and Reneker attempted to electrospin poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) as a 
solution in water and obtained fiber diameters in the range of 0.5-5.0 µm.12 Other 
groups also utilized PEO and other biodegradable materials such as poly(lactic 
acid) (PLA) to electrospin fibers.10, 29, 30 Bognitzki discovered that doping a PLA 
solution with tetraethyl benzylammonium chloride (TEBAC), an organosoluble 
salt, helped to decrease fiber diameter by increasing solution surface tension and 
electrical conductivity.31 Jaeger completed atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
studies on PEO fibers and observed a high level of order in the fiber, with 
evidence of parallel packing of polymer chains.32 Huang et al. experimented with 
a collagen-PEO solution in a weak acid. By adding sodium chloride to the 
solution, conductivity increased, jet stability increased, and bead formation 
decreased; the extra electrolyte in the solution introduces a drag force that 
facilitates these results.33 
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IMPORTANT FACTORS IN ELECTROSPINNING 
 Until recently, few researchers concentrated on critical analysis of the 
electrospinning process. Deitzel et al. detailed the effects of solution 
concentration and spinning voltage on fiber morphology.29 Another group 
investigated thermal properties of electrospun polyesters.34 Gibson et al. studied 
transport properties of the fibers and fiber mats.35, 36 Mathematical models 
describing the travel of the fiber jet were developed by Reneker et al.37, Rutledge 
et al.38, and Warner et al.39 Conclusions presented by these groups are discussed 
below. 
 The diameter, morphology, and orientation of the resultant fibers are 
influenced by many parameters. The properties of the solution, including the 
nature and chemistry of the polymer and solvent, polymer molecular weight and 
concentration, solution viscosity, conductivity, and surface tension, are the most 
changeable parameters.12, 31 An increase in solution viscosity or concentration 
results in a larger and more uniform fiber diameter.10, 29, 32 Higher solid 
concentrations also give rise to increased surface tension and a more cylindrical 
fiber morphology. 
 Solvent volatility, temperature, and spinning atmosphere, e.g., relative 
humidity, affect fiber dryness and, therefore, formation of bead defects.12 If fibers 
are still wet when they contact the collecting plate, they agglomerate to some 
degree with other fibers in their vicinity, forming “beads” at these junctions via a 
process known as solvent welding. Higher polymer concentrations mean less 
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solvent in a given volume of solution, leading to drier fibers.10, 29 Equipment 
parameters such as solution infusion rate into the system and distance between 
the initiation tip and collecting plate also affect fiber dryness.10, 29, 31 
 Deitzel et al. investigated the effects of spinning voltage on morphology 
and formation of bead defects. As voltage increases, the number of bead defects 
increases due to jet instability that occurs when the rate at which the solution is 
removed from the tip of the nozzle exceeds the rate at which the solution is 
delivered to the tip. The jet becomes unstable when it is drawn from the inside 
surface of the nozzle as opposed to from the Taylor cone.10, 29 
 Senador et al. compared solutions of polystyrene in chloroform, 
polystyrene in tetrahydrofuran/N, N-dimethylformamide, PEO in ethanol, and 
polyvinylalcohol in water to find relationships among the critical solution 
properties and process variables:  electrical conductivity, viscosity, surface 
tension, tip radius, voltage, and tip-collector distance.40 Using published 
equations for critical voltage for electrospinning, these variables were 
investigated for applicable relationships among various solutions of the above-
mentioned polymer-solvent systems. 
 More recently, Theron et al. investigated five polymer solutions with 
respect to the authors’ opinion of the governing parameters of electrospinning:  
solution flow rate, polymer weight concentration, polymer molecular weight, 
applied voltage, and distance between the needle tip and collector.41 The group 
found that volume charge density and electric current depend upon polymer 
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weight concentration, polymer molecular weight, applied voltage, and solution 
flow rate according to the power law but exponentially on distance between 
needle tip and collector. Increases to all except solution flow rate lead to an 
increase in volume charge density; an increase in solution flow rate means that 
the solution spends less time near the electrode, leading to a decrease in volume 
charge density. Change in electric current with increase in flow rate depends 
upon the solution being measured. Electric current increases exponentially with 
distance, while volume charge density decreases exponentially because electric 
field strength decreases.  
 A few groups have been able to manipulate the electrospinning process to 
induce the creation of fibers with various morphologies. Reneker et al. created 
tubes, ribbons, coils, and branched and split fibers.37, 42, 43 The ribbons and tubes 
result when electrospinning of a polymer solution results in a fiber comprised 
mostly of solvent but is coated with polymer. Eventually, the solvent diffuses from 
the center of the fiber and evaporates leaving a polymer tube, which sometimes 
remains a tube and sometimes collapses to form a flatter tube or ribbon. Reneker 
also electrospun melts in vacuum and was able to induce production of flat, 
curved, and even twisted fibers.44 Schreuder-Gibson created fibers with a “raisin-
like” appearance due to evaporation of interior solvent after fiber spinning; this 
evaporation led to deflation of the fiber.45 Bognitzki and Greiner took further 
advantage of this solvent evaporation phenomenon to produce fibers that had 
pits or pores on their surface with diameters on the order of 100 nm.46 
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 A few groups have used electrospinning to create coated or layered fibers.  
Reneker experimented with coating pre-electrospun fibers via chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD).47 Bognitzki and Greiner went a few steps further using 
electrospun polymer fibers as templates for the fabrication of hollow fibers. Once 
the electrospun fiber was coated with the desired material, the initial fiber was 
degraded or dissolved away leaving a hollow fiber. For example, they 
electrospun PLA, then coated it with poly(p-xylylene) (PPX), and finally dissolved 
away the electrospun PLA. They coined this process TUFT (tubes by fiber 
templates).48, 49  
 Another group has exploited the electro-hydrodynamic forces that exist at 
the nozzle tip to create coaxial jets of different liquids.50  In this research, an inner 
nozzle containing one liquid was surrounded by a second annular nozzle 
containing a second liquid.  Application of electric field resulted in a single two-
phase jet consisting of an inner stream of one liquid and an outer stream of the 
second liquid, respectively.  This jet eventually broke up, giving droplets 
composed of an outer capsule of the second liquid surrounding a core of the first 
liquid.  The outer capsule was then polymerized, creating an encapsulating bead.  
Though this group was focused primarily on the dynamics of the interactions 
between the two liquids at the nozzle, they clearly demonstrated successful 
electrospraying of encapsulating beads on the micro- to nano-scale, as well as 
control of thickness of the surrounding layer and overall size of the bead.51, 52  
This work could lead to applications in drug delivery and even repair of cracks or 
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holes in structural and space materials.  Controlled degradation of the outer 
capsule or a signal initiated externally could trigger release of the inner core for 
drug delivery in the human body.  In space, the same force that caused a hole or 
crack in a structure could also cause the outer capsule to crack, releasing a 
healing agent stored in the inner core.   
 
MODELING 
 With the explosion of interest in electrospinning comes a push to 
understand the mechanism behind the process, and researchers have begun to 
develop appropriate models. Recent work by Reneker attempted to explain in 
detail the travel of the fiber jet from the nozzle to the collecting plate. The 
experiments use high-speed photography (2000 frames per second) to capture 
images of the traveling jet. Shortly after a smooth segment is ejected from the 
nozzle, the jet becomes unstable and bends back and forth until the 
perturbations become so large that the jet begins to follow a spiraling path in 
three dimensions.37 This spiraling path grows in circumference, and the jet 
diameter decreases continually along the path to the collecting plate. At some 
points along the path, sections of the jet develop a separate and smaller bending 
instability that follows the same sequence of events, contributing to the decrease 
in diameter of the main jet.37 Using the data acquired, a comprehensive 
theoretical model of the electrospinning process that includes process, material, 
and frequency parameters was developed. More recent modeling work by this 
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group attempts to further understand this bending instability by also accounting 
for solvent evaporation and polymer solidification in the modeling.53 
 Also on the mechanistic front, an MIT group under the direction of Gregory 
Rutledge attempted to model the electrospinning system with simple fluid 
mechanics. They define the jet as a long, slender object and developed a model 
based upon relevant characteristics of the spinning fluid, operating parameters, 
and process variables. Using this model and experimental data, a computer 
program able to develop and validate the mechanism of electrospinning is being 
created. At this point, the model was applied only to the beginning of the process, 
from jet formation and thinning to initial fluid instabilities.38, 54-56 
 A group at University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth, also investigated the 
process and how to model it. They used laser Doppler velocimetry to look at 
velocity of the fiber as a function of distance from the nozzle; this method is 
similar to the methods of high-speed photography used by Reneker. In addition, 
they developed working equations for material balance, energy balance, and 
motion of the spinning jet.39 
 
INSTRUMENTATION 
 Other researchers have concentrated on making modifications to the 
electrospinning set-up in order to improve some facet of the process and product. 
Ko et al. at Drexel University are developing a melt spinner, in addition to 
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creating a system of wet electrospinning, where the fibers are spun into a 
grounded wet coagulation bath.57  
 The University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth, developed two methods to 
increase throughput: the spray triode, which is an electronic device that can 
atomize solutions at much higher rates than current electrospinning set-ups; and 
the rotor-spinning machine, which consists of many needles (nozzles) oriented 
radially outward on a disk that is then spun while the fiber spinning process is 
initiated.39 
 Gupta et al. used a side-by-side electrospinner in which the two polymer 
solutions came into contact only at the tip of the needle. Judicious choice of 
electrospinning conditions resulted in formation of only one Taylor cone 
comprised of both solutions, and bicomponent nanofibers were created.58 Ding et 
al. sought to further the efforts of Gupta with a multi-jet electrospinner.59 
 Other groups focused on perfecting alignment and placement of fibers 
during collection. Li et al. utilized a collector consisting of two conductive gold 
electrodes separated by a gap to manipulate the electrostatic forces present in 
the newly-formed fibers.60 The fibers collected in an aligned fashion, suspended 
in the gap between the electrodes. Fiber collection at various angles was 
achieved by simply rotating this collector. Another group created nanofiber 
crossbars via control of the electrostatic field and polymer rheology.61 
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CHARACTERIZATION OF ELECTROSPUN MATERIALS 
 Analysis of the resulting materials from electrospinning is becoming an 
important facet of the research as the interest moves from exploratory studies to 
technology maturation that enables realistic assessment of commercial potential. 
Gibson et al. investigated transport properties of electrospun fibers and mats for 
possible use as aerosol chemical warfare clothing.35, 36, 62  Electrospun mats 
inherently possess a high density of very small pores.  These pores are small 
enough to impart resistance to convective gas flow (wind resistance) to the mats.  
However, due to the large number of tiny pores, water vapor 
diffusion (breathability) can still occur. 
 Kim and Lee investigated thermal properties of melt-electrospun fibers. 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of 
polyesters in pellet and electrospun form showed that glass transition 
temperature and crystallization peak temperature are lower, crystalline melting 
peak temperature remains constant, and heat of crystalline melting increases 
due to melt-electrospin processing of these polymers.34 These results indicate 
that there is a decrease in molecular weight due to thermal degradation 
associated with melt-electrospinning at such high temperatures (270°C). This 
decrease in molecular weight leads to a decrease in molecular chain 
entanglements and, therefore, an increase in segmental mobility.34 
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APPLICATIONS 
 In addition to ideas presented in work by Gibson et al., other researchers 
have recently begun to look into applications for electrospun fibers and mats. 
Reneker suggests their possible use as drug delivery devices and as solar sails 
and mirrors for use in space.37  Fibers placed between crossplies in advanced 
composite materials may help to improve crack resistance by acting as ripstop.6 
Dzenis and Reneker patented use of electrospun fibers to produce delamination 
resistant composites (U.S. Patent 6,265,333).63 Deitzel et al. have attempted to 
control the surface chemistry of the fibers to impart stain resistance and water 
repellance.64 The possibility of electrospun membranes for optical sensors has 
been explored by Samuelson et al.65 Yarin et al. have successfully exploited 
electric field to organize fibers into crossbars in parallel periodic arrays for use in 
nanoelectronic devices.61, 66 Martin and colleagues at the University of Michigan 
attempted to create biocompatible coatings for silicone devices that are utilized in 
the central nervous system.67, 68 A few groups also looked into the possibility of 
using these fibers to create small diameter vascular graft implants 69-72 and tissue 
engineering scaffolds.1, 2, 73, 74   The key to this work has been that individual fiber 
diameter and resulting mat pore size are on the same order as that of the body’s 
extracellular matrix (ECM).  Cells appear to function as if in this natural 
environment when seeded onto electrospun scaffolds composed of components 
of the ECM such as collagen.73  Smith and his group at the University of Akron 
investigated the application of electrospinning to wound dressings for similar 
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reasons.75 Electrospinning of recombinant proteins such as elastin and spider silk 
has also been reported.76, 77 Recent work by our group is focused on utilizing 
electroactive polymers to electrospin micro-air vehicle wing skins.78 
 
SUMMARY OF STATE OF THE ART 
 Overall, electrospinning is advantageous for many reasons. The fibers are 
very thin and have a high length to diameter ratio, allowing them to provide a 
very large surface area per unit mass.6, 12 The set-up is simple, and the technique 
is fast and easy to run.79 Only a small amount of material is required, and there is 
very little waste.67 Finally, the process is versatile:  fibers can be spun onto any 
shape using a wide range of polymers. However, the process can be tedious. Not 
all solutions or melts will form fibers, and it can be a challenge to determine the 
optimal conditions for each sample. 
While much preliminary study of electrospinning has been done to date, true 
potential for this processing technique for future functional materials has not yet 
been tapped.  Methods to assess functional properties of these materials are 
rudimentary if they exist at all.  These methods are developed and applied here 
to investigate possible aerospace and biomedical applications of electrospun 
electroactive polymers and composites.   
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MATERIALS 
POLY(VINYLIDENE FLUORIDE) 
 Electroactive materials are those which respond to application of electric 
field or other stimulus with a change in electrical polarization.  Traditionally, a 
class of electroactive materials characterized as piezoelectric has been studied 
extensively because they exhibit strain in response to an applied electric field or 
vice versa.  These responses are due to changes in inherent or induced 
molecular dipoles.  If a mechanical stress causes changes in the dipoles 
resulting in an electrical polarization, it is called the direct effect.  If application of 
an electric field results in a deformation of the material, it is called the converse 
effect.  Piezoelectric materials have been favored in the research due to their 
wide bandwidth, fast electromechanical response, comparatively low power 
requirements, and relatively high generative forces compared to other classes of 
electroactive materials.80   
 Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) has been found to exhibit one of the 
highest piezoelectric responses of any semicrystalline polymer studied thus far 
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and has been favored in many applications requiring these properties.  Most 
notably, the material is used as flexible electromechanical transducers.81-83  PVDF 
is also used for mechanoelectric transducers for pressure measurement, 
electroacoustic transducers for sound measurement, and ultrasonic 
transducers.84  In addition, it has been investigated as a sensor in biomedical 
applications such as neural signal transmission, intravenous pressure sensors, 
biologic memory, skin sense of touch and warmth, and even drug delivery 
systems.84, 85  Finally, PVDF is used as electrical insulation for wires and as a 
finish for exterior metal siding.86  The goal in this work was to investigate the 
electrospun form of PVDF and determine if the fibers have promise for improving 
the performance of PVDF in these and other applications of interest. 
 Classical research states that a material can only be piezoelectric if its 
crystalline regions are non-centrosymmetric.  This means that the polymer repeat 
unit has no center of symmetry and, therefore, exhibits no net dipole.  It is noted 
that more recent studies suggest the possibility that piezoelectricity may exist in 
amorphous materials as well, though the mechanism is different; this is not in the 
scope of the present work.87 
 The phenomenon of piezoelectricity can be further broken down.  If the 
material is inherently polar, it is called pyroelectric and can respond to changes in 
temperature as well.  If the material is in a special class of pyroelectrics called 
ferroelectric, applied field can cause an overall change in direction of material 
electrical polarization due to reversal of the direction of centers of positive and 
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negative charge of composing molecules.  This is called polarization reversal or 
ferroelectric switching.80   
 The capacity of a material to exhibit polarization reversal is illustrated by 
its hysteresis loop, which plots electrical displacement (D ) or polarization (P ) as 
a function of electric field (E ).  This graph is generated by applying a sinusoidal 
high voltage to a material and measuring its charge response.82  A typical 
hysteresis loop for PVDF is shown in Figure 3.  The point at which the hysteresis 
loop intersects the vertical axis is called remnant polarization (Pr); this is residual 
polarization that is left over after applied electric field is removed.  Another 
important point on the loop is coercive field (Ec), located where the loop 
intersects the horizontal axis.  This is the electric field at which dipoles become 
mobile and begin to switch direction; for many ferroelectric polymers, Ec is 
usually about 50 MV/m at room temperature.80  Both Pr and Ec depend on 
temperature and frequency.  If the material is ferroelectric, polarization can be 
repeatedly cycled by varying electric field, and the same hysteresis loop results.83 
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Figure 3. Typical hysteresis loop for PVDF.80, with permission 
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 The structure of PVDF is –(CH2–CF2)n–, with a typical molecular weight in 
the range of 4x106 for commercially-available PVDF.86  This molecular structure 
is inherently polar at the level of an individual monomer unit and can exhibit 
ferroelectric switching, so PVDF is piezoelectric, pyroelectric, and ferroelectric.  
Typically, processing subsequent to initial crystallization is required to orient and 
align the dipoles in PVDF to make it permanently piezoelectric, resulting in a 
strong overall dipole moment (µ) and large remnant polarization (Pr). 
 PVDF exists in four major phases:  α (II), β (I), δ (αp)(IV)(IIp), and γ (III).  
The conventional way to describe these conformations is shown in Figure 4, 
which illustrates the conformations with respect to two axes of the unit cell and 
assumes that the third axis is orthogonal to the other two axes.  Both the α and β 
phases are very stable as a result of van der Waals interactions.82  However, the 
α phase is not polar; the dipole components that are normal to the molecular 
chain axes are antiparallel and, therefore, neutralize each other.83  The β, δ, and γ 
phases are all crystalline and polar, but the latter two forms have a spontaneous 
polarization only half that of the β phase.82  Therefore, the β phase of PVDF is the 
most useful in applications that take advantage of the piezoelectric properties of 
the polymer. The unit cell dimensions of the β phase are a=8.58 Å, b=4.91 Å, and 
c= 2.56 Å.88  Because of these dimensions, the unit cell is considered pseudo-
hexagonal.  Crystal density for this phase is 1.97 g/cm3, and conformation is 
distorted all-trans planar zig-zag.   
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Figure 4. Conformations of the four PVDF phases.88, with permission  Forms I, II, IIp, and 
III correspond to β, α, δ, and γ phases in the different naming systems. 
 
 
 
 Typically, PVDF thin films are produced in the α form via melt- or 
solution-casting or melt-pressing.  In this phase, the polymer crystals are very 
small and arranged as spherically symmetric polycrystalline aggregates called 
spherulites that have no net polarization.83  These spherulites are composed of 
10-20 nm thick crystalline lamellae that grow out from the center of the spherulite 
and have the noncrystalline component interposed between them.89  Conversion 
from α phase to the desired β phase is achieved by stretching the film 3-7 times 
its length at elevated temperatures of about 60-140°C and then cooling at a rate 
of 10-20°C/min or higher while still in the stretched state.84, 88  Mechanical drawing 
or stretching causes breakdown of the spherulites, orientation of the molecular 
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chains in the direction of the force, and rotation and orientation of the -CF2- 
dipoles in the direction of the film thickness.  From this point, the film is poled to 
align the oriented dipoles of the β phase and create the necessary strong 
resultant dipole moment and remnant polarization.  A common method of poling 
is to apply a static electric field on the order of 0.5 MV/cm at approximately 
100°C with a low current, high voltage DC power supply for up to one hour; this is 
called thermal poling.85  Commercially-available PVDF films, however, are 
typically poled via corona poling because this technique is amenable to mass 
production and results in a product with a more stable polarization over time.85  In 
this process, a corona discharge caused by a field of several million volts ionizes 
the air surrounding a grounded sample; these ions deposit on and create a 
potential across the sample causing poling.  Figure 5 shows the typical axes 
naming convention for a stretched and poled PVDF film.  Methods available to 
convert PVDF to its various phases are shown in Figure 6, as described by 
several sources.  
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Figure 5. Accepted naming convention for PVDF film axes.  The 1 direction is 
typically defined as the stretch direction; in most cases, this is done along the 
longitudinal axis of the material. The 3 direction is typically defined as the poling 
direction; in most cases, this is done through the thickness of the material. The 2 
direction is orthogonal to the 1 and 3 directions. 
 
 
Figure 6. Conversion between various phases of PVDF.  Adapted from various 
sources. 
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Reneker et al. published an article addressing what is occurring at the 
level of the polymer chain during stretching and poling of PVDF.94, 95  Prior to 
stretching, polymer chains and their inherent -CF2- dipoles are locally ordered in 
the crystalline regions of the spherulites but have no overall orientation.  After 
stretching, polymer chains are aligned in the draw direction, but dipoles are still 
randomly oriented, i.e., the molecules are unpolarized.  The material is separated 
into grains and further into domains within each grain.  Domains within a grain 
each have a single dipole moment, the magnitudes of which cancel each other 
out, giving a summed dipole moment of an individual grain that is usually very 
small or zero.  Therefore, the overall dipole moment of the material is also zero. 
Within each domain, chain twist boundaries exist.  These boundaries are 
perpendicular to the chain axis, the domain longitudinal wall, and the grain 
boundary longitudinal wall.  At each chain twist boundary, there is a 180° twist of 
every chain along the boundary, putting the dipoles on either side of the twist 
180° apart and, therefore, separating domains of polarization.  These chain twist 
boundaries are created during initial crystallization of the material or during 
deformation when folds and defects are allowed to form.91 
 During thermal poling with an externally applied field perpendicular to the 
draw direction, the twists move along the chains and propagate the chain twist 
boundary.  Modeling of the energy and kinetics at these boundaries suggests 
that to maintain the lattice in the lowest energy conformation during poling, the 
actual chain twist boundary must move one repeat unit at a time.90  Further, the 
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polymer chains at a boundary must twist simultaneously the distance of one 
repeat unit to advance the chain twist boundary and increase overall polarization 
of the material.  Twisting of individual chains at different times would induce a 
lattice misfit, a very high energy state for the lattice to achieve.   
 As the chain twist boundaries propagate, each domain dipole moment 
gradually equals that of other domain dipoles within the grain, and the grain 
dipole moment increases in the poling direction.  All grains follow this pattern, 
and the material eventually gains an overall polarization via orientation of the 
-CF2- dipoles that are situated along the aligned polymer chains.  Once this state 
is achieved, the material is cooled to a temperature at which the dipoles cannot 
rotate, while maintaining the applied field, and dipoles are “frozen” or locked into 
the polarized position (if thermal poling is used).92 
  Electromechanical property testing of films in the aligned β phase has 
proven PVDF to be highly piezoelectric.  These tests typically involve application 
of electric fields to a thin film that has been electroded on both sides via 
spraying/silk-screen printing or vacuum coating; typical electroding metals are 
silver, gold, nickel, chromium, and aluminum.84  PVDF is about 50% crystalline 
with dipole moment (µ) of 7x10-30 C-m, remnant polarization (Pr) of 40-55 mC/m2, 
and dielectric constant (ε/ε0) of 10-15.83, 87  PVDF has piezoelectric strain 
coefficient (d31) of 18-27 pC/N, piezoelectric stress coefficient (g31) of 
0.240 Vm/N, and pyroelectric coefficient (p3) of 27-40 µC/K-m2.80, 93  In these 
measures, the first index refers to electrical direction (direction of polarization or 
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applied electric field), and the second index refers to mechanical direction 
(direction of mechanical strain or applied stress).  For pyroelectric coefficient, the 
subscript refers to direction in which measurements are taken.   
 Compared to the piezoelectric ceramic PZT (Lead Zirconate Titanate), 
PVDF has a much higher piezoelectric stress coefficient (voltage output 
coefficient) in spite of a much smaller strain coefficient, making it a better sensor.  
This is because PVDF possesses a 10-100 times higher dielectric breakdown 
voltage (operating field)(dielectric strength) (can withstand fields of 75 volts per 
micron without depolarizing) and lower dielectric constant (1% that of PZT).85, 94  
In addition, polymers are valuable sensors in applications where ceramics fail 
because polymers are more flexible, imparting a wider frequency range and 
ability to mold to a desired shape, and have low acoustic and mechanical 
impedance comparable to that of water and human tissue, beneficial for 
underwater and biological applications. 
 Ultimately, the phenomenon of piezoelectricity involves coupling between 
elastic variables (stress and strain) and electric variables (electric 
displacement/electric charge density and electric field).81  This coupling can be 
separated into two major components:  extrinsic and intrinsic piezoelectricity.  For 
PVDF, extrinsic piezoelectricity accounts for about 2/3 of the piezoelectricity.  In 
most materials, this effect is typically due to nonlattice contributions such as 
domain wall motion and defects; for polymers such as PVDF, however, changes 
in the dimension of the polar axis (usually thickness) of the sample also 
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contribute to the extrinsic effect.81, 95, 96 Intrinsic piezoelectricity accounts for the 
balance of the piezoelectricity exhibited by PVDF; these lattice effects are due to 
actual contributions from the sample dipole moment.97  Investigation of the 
validity of these mechanisms and their contributions is discussed in more detail 
below. 
 Several mathematical treatments have attempted to model the behavior 
exhibited by PVDF.  Frohlich used a classical macroscopic treatment that looks 
at a simple dielectric material.98  Assuming constant temperature and frequency, 
a dielectric material can be defined as one in which charges can be displaced but 
cannot move about freely, as they do in a conductive material.  Dielectric 
materials are electrically insulating (nonmetallic) but are good supporters of 
electrostatic fields because they can be made to exhibit an induced electric 
dipole.  To explain this, classical macroscopic theory developed by Frohlich 
considers two parallel plates separated by a distance, d .  In vacuum, when a 
voltage is applied across the plates, they store charge, and the plates are called 
a capacitor.  The charge, Q , on each plate is equal but opposite to that of the 
other and defined as: 
DAQ =  
 
where A  is the surface area of each plate and D  is the charge per unit area, 
also called surface charge density or electric displacement.  This charge initiates 
an electric field, E , between and perpendicular to the surface of the plates: 
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)(vacuum
d
VE =  
 
where V  is voltage, which is also proportional to D  by: 
ED 0ε=  
where 0ε  is the permittivity of free space, a constant valued at 8.85x10-12.  The 
capacitance, C , describes how well the capacitor can hold this charge and can 
be expressed as: 
d
A
V
QC 0ε==  
 
 If a dielectric material is then inserted between the plates, voltage 
decreases, and the ratio between the voltage in vacuum and the new voltage is 
defined as the dielectric permittivity of the material, ε .  Electric field will drop also 
by a factor of ε
1 : 
)( platesbetweendielectricwith
d
VE ε=  
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 ε  is always greater than 0ε , so their ratio, known as the dielectric 
constant, is always greater than 1.  This means that insertion of a dielectric 
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material between the plates increases the charge-storing capability of the 
capacitor, as illustrated in Figure 7. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.  Charge separation in a dielectric material between parallel plates. 
 
 
 
 In other words, the insertion of the dielectric causes an increase in D  
represented by P  as: 
PD += 0ε  
where P  is the polarization or increase in electrical displacement due to the 
presence of the dielectric between the plates.  P  is also defined as: 
A
QP =  
where Q  is the new total charge due to the insertion of the dielectric.   
 Polarization originates upon application of voltage to a capacitor with an 
inserted dielectric, which results in an electric field that causes dipoles within the 
material to align with field direction.  Because the dipoles must effectively rotate 
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to align with the electric field direction, polarization can also be defined as the 
total dipole moment per unit volume of the dielectric material: 
Ad
MP = . 
 Frohlich’s book describes the different types of moment that can occur in a 
dielectric material, all of which contribute to total polarization.  Since Frohlich’s 
description, these definitions have been updated in many textbooks.  The first 
type, which Frohlich described as being due to elastic displacements of 
electrons, is called electronic polarization.  It is found in all dielectric materials 
and is due to displacement by an electric field of the center of the negatively 
charged electron cloud of an atom relative to its positive nucleus.  These are 
induced dipoles that are only present during application of an electric field.  The 
second type is known as ionic or atomic polarization and can only occur in ionic 
materials.  This type was noted by Frohlich as being due to elastic displacements 
of atoms.  It differs from electronic polarization in that there is relative motion of 
atoms themselves, not components of the atoms.  In this case, applied field 
causes cations and anions to move in opposite directions, giving rise to a net 
dipole moment.  The third type of moment is called orientation or molecular 
polarization.  For this type, applied electric field causes rotation of the permanent 
dipoles within the material, so that they are aligned with the field.  Frohlich 
described orientation polarization as moment due to actual turning of the dipoles 
to line up with field, which leads to turning of the whole molecule.  Note that 
some refer to interfacial polarization or space charge effects as another type of 
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polarization.  This polarization is due to accumulation at physical barriers, e.g., 
grain boundaries, of mobile charge carriers that are accelerated by an applied 
field. 
 These definitions lead to a classification system for dielectric materials.  
Non-polar dielectrics display electronic polarization only.  Polar dielectrics display 
electronic and atomic polarization.  Dipolar materials can display all three; PVDF 
is an example of a dipolar material.  Subsequent models focused specifically on 
PVDF and take this more atomistic view of dipolar moment in their analyses. 
 Broadhurst et al. investigated the basis for piezoelectricity in PVDF by 
modeling the piezoelectric constant considering contributions from the sample 
dipole moment (intrinsic effects) and the film thickness (extrinsic effects) due to 
applied stress, assuming that space charge is negligible.95  A major contributor to 
this extrinsic portion is heterogeneities such as grain boundaries and domain 
walls that exist in semicrystalline PVDF.  This extrinsic portion can sometimes be 
larger than the intrinsic contributions.  Consider again that: 
PM
A
Q ==
V
 
where 
A
Q  is the charge per unit area of electrodes, 
V
M  is total dipole moment per 
unit volume of polymer between the electrodes, and P  is polarization.  Then, the 
total charge on the electrodes, Q , is equal to total moment, M , divided by film 
thickness, 3x : 
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3x
MQ = . 
The piezoelectric constant, jd3 , is the change in Q  with applied stress, jS , per 
unit area, A , or change in charge per unit stress: 
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where the first term in parentheses refers to the contribution from sample dipole 
moment to piezoelectric constant and the second term in parentheses, also 
called js3 , the elastic compressibility constant or elastic constant or compliance, 
represents the contribution from film thickness to piezoelectric constant. 
 This model then considers each of these contributions separately while 
keeping the other constant to evaluate how much each effect contributes to the 
piezoelectric constant.  Published data were used to determine the proportion of 
contributions from dimensional changes due to sample thickness and other 
extrinsic effects at fixed sample dipole moment.  Though some of the data was 
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difficult to apply due to use of various sample configurations and measurement 
techniques in the literature, calculations still clearly concluded that this factor is 
responsible for approximately 2/3 of the total piezoelectric effect exhibited by 
PVDF.  Broadhurst et al. go on to note that this large extrinsic contribution is 
unique to polymers because they are much more flexible and their thickness can 
be compressed or expanded.95  For inorganic piezoelectric materials, extrinsic 
effects can really only be attributed to domain wall motion and defects which 
decrease piezoelectricity, while thickness/dimensional effects evident in polymers 
add to the magnitude of the extrinsic contribution. 
 This group’s discussion of the contribution to piezoelectricity from sample 
dipole moment at fixed sample thickness, i.e., intrinsic contribution and the first 
term in the equation for jd3 , following changes in applied stress is brief.  They 
explain that this factor is more difficult to assess because PVDF consists of 
crystalline and amorphous regions with little overall order and is, therefore, not 
well-understood from a predictive standpoint.  So, Broadhurst and Davis 
approach it by utilizing a simplified model determined from the work of various 
sources and, then, qualitatively discuss effects of stress on dipole moment of a 
sample.95  Consider: 
( ) ( ) LL
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+= 000 cos  
where cN  is the number of dipoles in the crystalline phase, x  is a ferroelectric 
disorder parameter, 0µ  is the vacuum dipole moment of the crystalline phase, Lα  
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and Cα  are the molecular polarizability of the liquid (amorphous) and crystalline 
phases, LE  and CE  are the local electric fields in the liquid (amorphous) and 
crystalline regions, sε  and cε  are the dielectric constants for the sample and the 
crystals that make it up, 0θ  is the angle of a particular crystal moment from the 
axis perpendicular to the sample plane, and ( )0φJ  is the 0th order Bessel 
function. 
 The study subsequently address the importance of each major term in this 
equation for M .  The number of dipoles in the crystalline portion of the material 
can depend greatly on applied stress, temperature, and possibly any reversible 
crystallization that may occur at crystalline-amorphous or crystalline-crystalline 
interfaces.  The ferroelectric order parameter takes into account differences 
between dipoles that are parallel and antiparallel to the overall crystal moment.  
Vacuum dipole moment and molecular polarizability of the crystalline phase both 
change with applied stress but very minimally.  Though Broadhurst and Davis 
report that most authors ignore this factor, the local electric field acting on 
crystalline regions (effective moment of a dipole when it is put into a crystal) 
provides a decreased crystal moment and, therefore, an increased contribution to 
piezoelectricity.  



c
sf ε
ε  considers capacitive coupling between sample crystals 
and applied electrodes (effective moment of a stack of amorphous and crystalline 
lamellae as it affects the electrodes); though it is accepted that this effect could 
be of significance, it is difficult to model because of its strong dependence on 
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crystal shape (which is not well-understood for PVDF).  Because stress causes 
rotation of the crystals in PVDF, the angle of a particular crystal moment 
compared to the 3 axis has an important effect on the components of the electric 
field in the plane (1 or 2 axis) of the material.  For example, strain in the plane of 
the film along the 1 direction (as during stretching) increases molecular alignment 
in the 1 direction and, therefore, dipole alignment in the 3 direction (though this 
does not orient the dipoles).  Oscillatory motions of dipoles are only important if 
they are of large magnitude.  Coupling between crystalline lamellae in a 
crystalline-amorphous stack will cause polarization of the amorphous regions 
(added contribution to moment of a stack of amorphous and crystal lamellae 
when the amorphous lamellae are included), leading to an increase in the 
molecular polarizability of these regions and an effective local electric field.  This 
has the effect of reducing apparent moment at the electrodes, but its magnitude 
has not been calculated.   
 Overall, Broadhurst and Davis conclude that dipole moment contributes 
1/3 of the piezoelectricity in PVDF. 95   Strains in the 1 direction increase charge 
on the surface, while strains in the 2 and 3 directions decrease charge on the 
surface.  An increase in film thickness causes a decrease in charge on the 
electrodes because the electrodes are displaced in the fields of the constant 
dipole moment of the crystalline regions. 
 This model regarded space charge as negligible, as is the case for PVDF 
film.  Mobile charge carriers in the film will respond to the internal fields by 
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moving to the charged surfaces of the crystals and reducing the net charge.  This 
process is limited by the number of charges available and, especially in a film, by 
the space available for their accumulation.  Note that space charge could be 
important for electrospun materials, as electrospinning is essentially a charge 
injection process.  Experimentally, electrospun mats are definitely charged, as 
handling is often complicated by residual static charge.  There is space between 
fibers for charge to accumulate.  As happens for films, these effects should 
dissipate with time.  As Kepler notes, space charge cannot contribute to the 
piezoelectric effect unless there are inhomogeneities in the mechanical 
properties of the material.86 
 Recently, a more comprehensive approach was taken by Carbeck, Lacks, 
and Rutledge.99  They aimed to include all polarization contributors to determine 
crystal polarization and local electric field as a function of temperature and state 
of applied stress and strain.  Their fundamental structural unit for modeling was 
the single polymer chain.  They used consistent quasi-harmonic lattice 
dynamics (CLD) and atomistic force fields to determine lattice constants, atomic 
positions, and polarization of both a single PVDF chain in vacuum and a packed 
crystal.  Further, molecular dynamics was used to evaluate effects of thermal 
oscillations of the dipoles, since CLD considers the minimum free energy 
structure and, therefore, did not take into account thermal oscillations.  Inclusion 
of these components allowed for evaluation of the relative importance of various 
molecular mechanisms that give rise to PVDF’s polarization.   
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 To give more background, CLD is a statistical mechanical method based 
on Taylor series expansion of the crystal potential energy using the shell model 
atomistic force field published by Karasawa and Goddard.100  Briefly, the shell has 
the mass and charge of one electron and the nucleus consists of the balance of 
the electrons and the usual nucleus.  The quantities remain fixed, but their 
difference, which is modeled as a spring connecting the shell and the nucleus, 
defines polarization.  The thermodynamically stable crystal structure (in 
thermodynamic equilibrium, minimum free energy) is determined as a function of 
temperature. 
 Results showed that local electric field is a major contributor to 
polarization and leads to parallel alignment of chain dipoles in the crystal.  Local 
electric field can be due to electric field arising from two sources: other dipoles on 
the same chain or dipoles on neighboring chains.  Atom electronic contributions 
to the total crystal dipole, as determined using the shell model, are also very 
significant:  addition of this factor increased total repeat unit dipole magnitude by 
50%.  Calculations further showed that these contributions account for 94% of 
the total dielectric response of the crystal.  Dipole oscillations were found to 
make negligible contributions to the piezoelectric response; however, overall, 
they do serve to reduce polarization. 
 Increasing temperature resulted in decreased polarization because of an 
increase in unit cell volume that led to chains moving further apart.  In fact, 
changes in unit cell volume dominate piezoelectric and pyroelectric behavior.  
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This led to a decrease in local electric field and an increase in magnitude of 
dipole oscillations.  Though Carbeck et al. took a more modern approach, the 
study’s results concur with classical work by Broadhurst and Davis, who also 
determined that extrinsic (dimensional) effects dictate the piezoelectric effect in 
PVDF.95 
 A second article by this group extended their work to determine the 
elastic, piezoelectric, and pyroelectric properties of β-PVDF using their 
developed model.101  The piezoelectric and pyroelectric responses, including 
elastic contributions, according to this model can be determined by taking 
derivatives of the polarization with respect to strain and temperature, 
respectively.  Values for the variables were then determined from subsequent 
computations and input to these expressions.   
 Results showed that the piezoelectric stress coefficients are all negative 
due to a decrease in polarization with applied strain.  As noted by the authors, 
this result is in contradiction to the traditional models of PVDF, in which only g33 
is negative and g32 and g31 must, therefore, be positive given Poisson’s ratio.  
The authors explain that because they modeled only a single polymer chain, 
local electric field is small, forcing volume changes to be a smaller factor than 
polarization in resulting coefficients.  Their model also shows anisotropy: the 
coefficients transverse to the chain axis (g32 and g33) are three times larger than 
g31.  Since dipole oscillations do not significantly affect this, anisotropy is likely 
due to changes in induced moment with applied strain, which are due to changes 
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in local electric field.  Piezoelectric stress coefficients are not significantly 
affected by temperature changes. 
 The piezoelectric strain coefficients show very similar trends to the 
piezoelectric stress coefficients.  However, the strain coefficients are very 
sensitive to temperature, most likely due to the effect of elastic compliance 
changes with temperature.  This proves the importance of considering elasticity 
when studying the piezoelectric behavior of β-PVDF. 
 The calculated pyroelectric response (at constant stress) of this model 
was found to be comparable to other reported experimental values.  Typically, 
pyroelectric coefficient is considered to be composed of two components: 
primary pyroelectricity defined as the response to temperature change when the 
volume is constant (change in polarization with temperature when the sample 
dimensions are held constant) and secondary pyroelectricity defined as the 
response to temperature change caused by a change in volume (additional 
contribution observed when the sample dimensions are allowed to relax to their 
equilibrium values).86, 102  While the contribution from primary pyroelectric 
response, change in polarization with temperature at constant strain, is more 
stable, contribution from secondary pyroelectric response, the product of direct 
piezoelectric stress and thermal expansion coefficients, has a large temperature 
dependence and increases as temperature increases because the thermal 
expansion coefficients are reflected in their value. 
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 PVDFs piezoelectric properties are well-known and have been modeled 
extensively, making it an attractive material for this work.  In addition, PVDF is 
useful for applications in electrospun form because of its advantageous thermal 
and mechanical properties.  PVDF is thermoplastic with a glass transition 
temperature of approximately -40°C and melting temperature of approximately 
180°C, which means that most applications utilize the polymer in its rubbery 
state.83, 87  At room temperature, the material is flexible and easily strained.80  
However, it is important to keep in mind that above 80°C, the material begins to 
lose its piezoelectric properties because the applied mechanical stretch used 
initially to induce β phase begins to relax.  The amorphous region has a glass 
transition temperature that dictates the mechanical properties of the polymer, 
while the crystalline regions’ melting temperature dictates the upper limit of the 
use temperature.80  In film form, PVDF is thin, light, tough, and flexible, enabling 
machining and molding.83  The polymer exhibits a tensile modulus (E11) of about 
2.6 GPa in the stretch direction.87  Other mechanical property benefits are 
resistance to creep under load and to fatigue after repeated flexure.86  In addition, 
PVDF has excellent resistance to abrasion, chemical attack, and sunlight 
effects.86  PVDF has a broad frequency response (0-giga Hz), good clarity of 
signal, and acoustic impedance comparable to that of water.85 
 As discussed, PVDF is utilized in many applications.  The goal in this work 
is to investigate the electrospun form of PVDF and determine if the fibers have 
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promise for improving the performance of PVDF in these applications or even 
widening the range of applications in which this polymer is useful. 
 
GRAFT ELASTOMERS 
 Graft Elastomers (GE) are included in a class of electroactive polymers 
that exhibit strain proportional to the square of applied electric field.  Because 
greater strain can result compared to piezoelectric polymers, these electroactive 
polymers are typically used as actuators.  The particular graft elastomers studied 
in this work consist of a flexible backbone with grafted side groups that can 
crystallize.  These polar side moieties are the electroactive portions of the 
molecule and also provide physical crosslinking sites for the elastomer system.  
Figure 8 depicts a possible model of GE morphology.  
 This family of polymers has shown an advantage over more traditional 
electrostrictive polymers:  bending actuators made of this material have exhibited 
high electric-field induced strain while maintaining high mechanical modulus.103, 104  
Processing of GE via electrospinning introduces the potential for developing 
artificial muscle designs that can actively adapt to changing environments such 
as wind gusts in the case of Micro-Air Vehicle applications.  Work presented here 
will investigate these possibilities. 
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Figure 8.  Schematic of possible structure and morphology of Graft Elastomers.  
Once the polymer chain is grafted (a), multiple chains crosslink with each 
other (b). Arrows indicate overall dipole direction in each crosslink region. 
 
 
 Figure 9 shows actual polymer composition.  The top structure is the 
poly(trichloroethylene-trifluoroethylene) backbone of graft elastomers.  The 
bottom structures are two different grafts used in variants of the polymer:  on the 
left, a vinylidene graft used in the original GE; on the right, a copolymeric graft 
consisting of difluoro- and trifluoro- groups, which is used for trifluoro-elastomer 
or TrF1.  The “x” and “y” values for the copolymer graft of TrF1 are not known, 
but the initial ratio during polymer synthesis was 80 and 20, respectively.  During 
polymer synthesis, the grafted group for both variants is added in the amount of 
30 mol percent; how much of this actually grafts to the backbone is unknown.  
The grafts are assumed to attach to the backbone randomly at hydrogen 
positions. 
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      (a) 
 
 
 
      (b) 
Figure 9.  Composition of Graft Elastomers:  (a) polymer backbone; (b) two 
grafted segment options. 
 
 This polymer is experimental, obtained from Central Glass, Inc., as a 
special order.  The nature of the polymer and its low supply have made it difficult 
to fully assess basic material properties.  However, initial analyses have provided 
a good range from which to work.  Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
analysis indicates that the melting temperature of GE is in the range of 164-
176°C.104  In-house gel permeation chromatography (GPC) has given a molecular 
weight (Mw) of approximately 189,000 ± 30,000.  GPC data have been difficult to 
confirm because of difficulties in finding a repeatable method to dissolve the 
polymer; heating may be causing some breakdown of the polymer, leading to 
inaccurate molecular weight readings. 
 Prior experimental results on this polymer suggest an advantageous 
response compared to polyurethane (PU) elastomers, which have been studied 
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extensively.104-107  For these more traditional electroactive elastomers, an increase 
in strain response is accompanied by a decrease in mechanical modulus, i.e., the 
material can bend more if it is softer.  However, graft elastomers show a high 
electric field-induced strain while maintaining high mechanical modulus, resulting 
in a large force output, a benefit for electroactive polymer applications such as 
bending actuators.104, 108  Data are shown in Figures 10 and 11. 
 
Figure 10.  Strain response of GE films.104 
 
Figure 11.  GE modulus as a function of temperature for various frequencies.104 
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 A comparison of the responses of PU and GE is shown in Table 1.  
Though only 4% strain can be induced in the film form of GE, its modulus is 
higher than PU, resulting in a much higher output force and strain energy 
density.104  Output force, often called actuation pressure, is determined from 
modulus and strain of the material and is defined as actuation force per unit area 
in the thickness direction or electrostatic energy per unit area per unit 
displacement in the thickness direction.109  Strain energy density is the energy 
generated per mass of material. 
 
Table 1.  Comparison of electromechanical properties of GE to PU.104, 109 
 
Material Strain 
(%) 
Modulus 
(MPa) 
Output force 
(MPa) 
Strain Energy Density 
(J/kg) 
GE 4 550 22 247 
PU 11 17 2 87 
 
 GE exhibits this behavior because it contains dipoles in the crosslinked 
side groups, illustrated in Figure 8.  These dipoles are randomly oriented at 
ambient conditions; however, application of a large electric field (specifically, the 
square of electric field) causes rotation and orientation of the dipoles to produce 
a bulk material strain response.  This mechanism is distinct from that discussed 
for PVDF in a previous chapter, in which response through the thickness derives 
from stretching of pre-aligned dipoles. 
 Electric field-induced strain in nonpiezoelectric materials such as 
polymeric elastomers can derive from two mechanisms:  Maxwell stress effect or 
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electrostrictive effect.  Both of these mechanisms exhibit a quadratic dependence 
on the applied electric field.104   
 Maxwell stress effect is due to generation of electrostatic forces under 
applied field, not presence of dipoles.110  Forces generated by accumulated 
charges on opposing surfaces of the material under applied field and other 
electrostatic forces such as those that arise from dielectric inhomogeneities 
cause localized charge separation and lead to a nonuniform electric field 
distribution through the sample thickness.105, 107  Strain due to the Maxwell effect 
in both the longitudinal and transverse directions can be expressed as: 
2
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where K  is the dielectric constant, s  is the mechanical compliance, 0ε  is the 
permittivity of free space, E
v
 is the applied electric field, υ  is Poisson’s ratio, and 
Y  is Young’s modulus.104  For a soft material, Maxwell stress-induced strain is 
significant. 
 The electrostrictive effect is a direct coupling between polarization and 
mechanical response in the material and can be described as the strain or stress 
change resulting from a change in polarization level in the material.105, 107  It arises 
from field-induced intramolecular forces that cause the polar phase in 
electrostrictive materials to reorient.109  The expression for the electrostrictive 
effect in both the longitudinal and transverse directions is: 
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where Q  is the electrostrictive coefficient.104 
 The total electric field-induced strain is that due to the sum of both of 
these mechanisms and can be expressed as: 
2ESSS Maxwellictionelectrostr
v
M=+=  
where M  is the electric field-induced strain coefficient.104 
 Table 2 shows a comparison of the contributions of each effect to strain 
for PU and GE based on work by Su et al.104  PU elastomer exhibits strain via 
both Maxwell and electrostrictive effects.  Due to its low modulus, Maxwell effects 
predominate.  The strain response of GE is much more dependent on 
electrostriction; the Maxwell effect is only a small contributor to the total resulting 
strain of GE because of its high modulus.  In addition, while PU exhibits a 
dielectric constant between 2 and 8 depending on temperature and frequency, 
the dielectric constant of GE is higher, between 10 and 12.104, 107  Because GE 
shows an increase in strain without a decrease in mechanical modulus, it has a 
possible advantage over PU for applications.  GE is also readily processable by 
conventional methods (in film form), making it easy to combine with other 
additives or matrices to enhance strain response or some other property.104   For 
these reasons, this work explores GE as a possible electrospun actuator. 
Table 2.  Contributing mechanisms to the strain response for GE and PU.104 
 
Material Electrostriction (%) Maxwell Effect (%) 
GE 95 5 
PU 65 35 
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 Active inclusions are one such additive used to improve strain response of 
electroactive polymers.  Several groups have investigated a sheet-like polymer 
called copper-phthalocyanine (CuPc) for these purposes.110-112  This polymer is 
synthesized by fusing two phthalocyanine rings by sharing of a benzene ring, 
resulting in interesting electrical properties that classify this polymer as an 
organic semiconductor.113  A schematic of the polymer is shown in Figure 12.  
The dielectric constant ranges between 10 and 1500, high for a polymer; this 
behavior is attributed to the polymer form, versus the monomer, which has a 
dielectric constant of only between 5 and 7.113  The large dielectric constant can 
be explained by the creation of conjugated π-bonds during polymerization, giving 
electrons mobility under an applied electric field.110 
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Figure 12.  Schematic of CuPc polymer. 
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 In the case of GE, addition of these inclusions was aimed at enhancement 
of strain response.  This could occur via several possible mechanisms:  
increasing space charge-containing capability, enhancing dielectric constant, 
enhancing local electric field, or all three, thereby, increasing effective local field 
on the sample.  Because the inclusions are polymeric, they do not affect the 
modulus of the matrix and, thereby, do not restrict strain response. 
 GE has also been combined with ferroelectric polymers.  In two reports by 
the same group, GE was combined with the piezoelectric copolymer 
poly(vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene) in an attempt to take advantage of the 
properties of both.103, 104  The copolymer is typically brittle with a high modulus, 
while GE is softer but exhibits significant strain.  The goal was to improve the 
toughness of the copolymer and enhance the force output of GE.  Further, the 
aim was to accomplish this in a controllable manner based on proportions of 
each component.  Though response was harder to predict than expected, these 
goals were achieved.  Preliminary testing of a prototype bending actuator of a 50 
weight percent blend film (50% GE, 50% copolymer) with a 22 mm length 
showed deflection of approximately 4.5 mm.  Though this is not as much 
deflection as that exhibited by pure GE under the same conditions, further testing 
can determine if this deflection tradeoff is truly countered by increased output 
force.103, 104 
 Though literature exploring the possibilities of GE is not extensive, 
sufficient data exist to make GE an interesting polymer to investigate in 
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combination with electrospinning for actuator applications.  Its observed 
advantages over softer elastomers and ability to be combined and processed 
with drastically different polymers make it optimal for actuator/sensor 
applications.   
 
ULTEM® 
 
 Ultem® 1000 is an amorphous thermoplastic polyetherimide available 
commercially from General Electric Plastics.  It is synthesized by 
polycondensation, resulting in the structure shown in Figure 13.  It has a 
molecular weight (Mw) of about 30,000, with a glass transition temperature of 
about 217°C.  The polymer is valued for its high heat and chemical resistance, 
inherent flame retardancy, excellent dimensional stability (stable coefficient of 
thermal expansion), and durability.  It also offers high strength and stiffness, with 
a tensile strength of 105 MPa and tensile modulus of 3.6 GPa.114  This 
mechanical strength is maintained at high temperatures, with a maximum usage 
temperature at 180°C (356°F).  Ultem® exhibits very good retention of properties 
following repeated washing and autoclaving and is used for non-implantable 
medical instruments and trays.115  The polymer is also known for its processability 
and is used often for extrusion and injection molding.114  Finally, Ultem® is 
transparent to visible and infrared light and microwave radiation.115 
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Figure 13.  Repeat unit chemical structure of Ultem®. 
 
 Though Ultem® was developed commercially for the above properties, this 
work sought to impart electroactive properties, i.e., electric field-generated strain, 
to Ultem® to expand its range of applications by making it multifunctional.  The 
small -C=O- dipole that is part of the imide group may act to generate strain, 
while addition of carbon nanotubes to the fibers may enhance this response 
further.  Since Ultem® has not been investigated for electroactive properties prior 
to this study, speculated mechanism behind observed response will also be 
addressed.  
 
SINGLE-WALLED CARBON NANOTUBES 
 
 A brief review is presented here in order to give an introduction to carbon 
nanotubes prior to discussion of single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) 
incorporation into two of the polymer matrices studied within this work.  First 
discovered by Iijima in 1992, a SWNT is a graphene sheet rolled into a cylinder.  
Because of the high aspect ratio of SWNTs (often 103), they can be considered a 
one-dimensional form of carbon.116, 117  Typically, SWNTs are about 1 µm long 
with diameters between 0.7 and 1.0 nm.116  The individual carbon atoms are 
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arranged as six-membered rings in a honeycomb lattice relative to the long axis 
of the tube.  These cylinders are closed off at each end by what is often called an 
end cap, which consists of half of a fullerene.116   
 There are three major methods used to produce SWNTs, though a fourth 
method can sometimes yield SWNTs as well.  In laser vaporization synthesis, 
also called laser ablation or pulsed laser vaporization, SWNTs are fabricated by 
applying laser pulses to a graphite target that contains approximately 0.5 atomic 
percent Nickel or Cobalt.  The reaction takes place in a tube furnace that is 
heated to 1200°C, and the created SWNTs are carried downstream by Argon gas 
to a water-cooled copper collector.116  The carbon arc or carbon discharge 
synthesis method uses a voltage of 20-25 volts and direct current of 50-
120 amperes between electrodes that are separated by about 1 mm across a 
carbon rod filled with metal catalyst powder to fabricate SWNTs.116  The 
atmosphere is Helium or Argon at a pressure of 500-600 torr.118  Chemical Vapor 
Deposition (CVD) methods are sometimes used to make SWNTs, though they 
are more often used to create multi-walled carbon nanotubes.  In this method, 
low pressure carbon monoxide or methane is the carbon source, and it flows 
through a chamber at approximately 900-1200°C that contains metal catalyst 
particles; tubes collect in the chamber over the catalyst particles and are 
retrieved once the system has cooled to room temperature.116, 119 
 The fourth and most recently-developed method of fabricating SWNTs is 
called High Pressure Carbon Monoxide Flow Conversion (HiPCO).  It has 
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become popular to manufacture SWNTs in bulk quantities and is the method 
used to create the SWNTs utilized in this work.  In this method, the carbon 
source is an atmosphere of carbon monoxide that reacts with catalyst particles 
that are created during the process by thermal decomposition of iron 
pentacarbonyl.119  Temperature and pressure in this system are 800-1200°C and 
about 10 atm, respectively.  The high pressure increases the growth rate of 
SWNTs. 
 Metal catalyst particles are required for formation of SWNTs and are 
believed to have a role in initiation of nanotube growth.120  Following fabrication, 
the ropes of multiple SWNTs typically need to be purified to remove any 
amorphous carbon or residual catalyst particles.  One method that has been 
used to accomplish this is reflux in a nitric acid solution to oxidize amorphous 
carbon and remove at least some leftover catalyst.119  SWNTs are most often 
created in the form of ropes, in which many nanotubes are lined up side-by-side 
and held together by van der Waals forces to create a rope that can be up to 100 
microns long.116  These ropes also aggregate into bundles.  Break-up of both the 
bundles and ropes is necessary for incorporation of the nanotubes into functional 
materials.   
 Until recently, difficulty in dispersing SWNTs has limited experimental 
studies of their properties.  Investigations focused on modeling of their behavior 
have been more numerous.  SWNTs are believed to possess great flexibility in 
bending and twisting modes, as well as good strength in tension.116, 120  
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Theoretical and experimental results yield an elastic modulus of about 1 TPa, 
higher than that of diamond, with a strength 10-1000 times higher than steel, 
good thermal stability up to 2800°C, and conductivity 1000 times higher than 
copper.121  These properties are exciting, considering that SWNTs are 50% 
lighter than aluminum. 
 Successful dispersion of SWNTs in films has recently been accomplished 
by Park et al.122  Using in situ polymerization under sonication, uniform dispersion 
of SWNTs was achieved in a matrix of colorless polyimide, called CP2.  Thermal 
stability and conductivity of resulting films were greatly enhanced, and dynamic 
mechanical analysis revealed an increase in elastic modulus.123  They were also 
able to successfully electrospin fibers of this same composition.123 
 Other investigations have focused on just electrospinning of polymer 
solutions containing carbon nanotubes.124-126  One group investigated electrospun 
fibers of poly(vinylidene fluoride) in dimethyl formamide with SWNTs to assess 
their effects on fiber structure and properties.127  The authors obtained fibers with 
diameters as small as 70 nm.  Conductive properties of the solution, spin-coated 
films, and electrospun fibers were investigated.  Results showed that the 
percolation threshold for the solution and film were the same, while the 
electrospun fibers exhibited higher percolation, indicating possible creation of 
semiconducting fibers. 
 With the advent of nanotechnology comes the possibility of 
multifunctionality at this scale.  SWNTs possess the potential to make this a 
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reality.  One avenue is incorporation of these into polymers that exhibit 
electroactive behaviors that can be explained, and potentially controlled, at the 
nanolevel.  Parts of this thesis look at inclusion of SWNTs into polymer matrices 
and studying of enhancement of functional properties of the composite due to 
their inclusion. 
 
POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS 
 These investigations explore the potential of the above materials in 
electrospun form with the intention of determining their utility in the aerospace 
and biomedical fields especially for sensor and actuator purposes.  A few specific 
applications are introduced briefly below. 
 
AEROSPACE:  MICRO-AIR VEHICLE (MAV) WING SKIN 
 MAVs are small, lightweight vehicles valued for their versatility and 
mobility.128, 129  They are useful for collecting and transmitting visual images from 
hazardous locations.  Most MAV designs rely on scaled down versions of 
conventional fixed wing aircraft, incorporating a flexible wing structure consisting 
of a graphite fiber composite frame covered with a latex skin.5   
 Electrospun electroactive polymers can be used to fabricate an active 
wing for MAV designs.  A lightweight, tailorable wing skin would allow the vehicle 
to mimic the agility and versatility in control exhibited by birds in flight.  This 
would enable MAVs to operate in urban environments and inside buildings where 
tighter turns are required.130  Because MAVs fly so much slower than 
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conventional aircraft, an active wing would also facilitate adjustment to 
turbulence such as wind gusts.131 
 Other advantages are gained with use of a fibrous wing covering as well.  
Electrospun fibers are much smaller in diameter and, therefore, much lighter with 
a larger surface area per unit length compared to films or fibers produced by 
traditional fiber spinning techniques.  This feature provides an increase in surface 
area for wing activation while decreasing its weight, in answer to the need for 
MAVs that weight less than 50 grams.130  In addition, these electrospun fiber mats 
are still impermeable to air.132 
 Originally, the active wing skin described was envisioned to actuate only.  
A subsequent redesign of the currently-used MAV airframe relies on feedback 
signals from a piezosensor to adjust wing dynamics.  This introduced the 
possibility of adding a sensing component to the wing skin that would allow it to 
provide feedback for subtle modifications to increase flight efficiency, making the 
MAV an even more interesting target for electrospun electroactive polymers.   
 
BIOMEDICAL:  CARDIOVASCULAR AND SKELETAL 
 Electrospun fibers have diameters ranging from 30 nm to a few microns, 
on the same order as fibrous components of the human body.  Researchers have 
found that cells respond well, i.e., develop and perform as if in a natural 
environment, to this size fiber and the porous nature of the fiber mats.1, 2 
 While a structurally-sound heart is crucial to its proper functioning, 
congenital defects and damage from heart attacks impede optimal heart 
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performance by interrupting heart circuitry, blocking electrical conduction 
pathways, and decreasing cardiac contraction and output (performance).3, 4  A 
patch composed of biocompatible fibrous electroactive materials could cover a 
defect and possibly be adapted to conduct electrical signals and induce 
contraction.  A fibrous enclosing sac composed of materials investigated in this 
work could minimize over-expansion of a damaged heart.  This may allow the 
heart to recover from injury and minimize permanent tissue damage.   
 Bone is constantly deposited and resorbed by bone cells called 
osteoblasts and osteoclasts, respectively.  Compressional stress on bone 
stimulates this osteoblastic deposition and calcification via a piezoelectric effect.  
A recent study showed that stem cells seeded onto electrospun scaffolds of 
nonpiezoelectric materials presented signs of differentiation into bone cells, had 
penetrated the scaffold pores, and initiated secretion of extracellular matrix 
components.1  A seeded electrospun piezoelectric material could provide a 
structural support for damaged bone and, in tandem, decrease recovery time by 
stimulating bone growth. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
 
 
 
 
ELECTROSPINNING APPARATUS 
 
 The electrospinning set-up used in these studies is completely self-contained 
and mobile.  See Figure 14.  A benchtop fume hood, which utilizes the house 
ventilation system, houses the equipment to perform electrospinning.  This hood 
provides protection from hazardous solvent fumes and electric fields.  A high voltage 
power supply (Spellman High Voltage Electronics Corp., Hauppage, NY) charged 
the polymer solution contained in a syringe (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ) 
with a voltage in the range of 0-30 kV via an alligator clip attached to the needle tip.  
At some distance from the tip, a grounded wire screen (collecting plate) (McMaster-
Carr Supply Co., Atlanta, GA) is suspended so that the two are aligned.  The 
charged solution, in an attempt to complete the circuit created by the set-up, forms a 
jet that ejected from the needle tip toward the grounded screen.  As the jet travels, 
the solvent evaporates, leaving a solid polymer fiber that deposits on the screen.  
These fibers continuously build up and spread on the screen, as they are attracted 
to the most electrically-favorable deposition location, and eventually create a 
nonwoven fiber mesh.  This phenomenon is maintained by a syringe infusion 
pump (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) that continually supplies polymer solution to 
the needle tip at a desired delivery rate. 
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Figure 14. The initial electrospinning apparatus. 
 
 In attempts to increase process control, several modifications can be 
added to the base system to increase complexity and capabilities, allowing for 
control of fiber properties.  For example, a variable speed rotating collector was 
developed, as illustrated in Figure 15.  Rotation of the target mandrel can be 
used to induce a degree of fiber orientation.  The speed control was variable over 
a range of 0-4100 rpm, as measured by a stroboscope.  See Figure 16.  
Additionally, the actual collector shape inserted into this system can be changed.  
The photograph in Figure 16 shows a flat plate, but this work typically utilized a 
roller with approximately two-inch diameter. 
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Figure 15. Variable speed rotating collector. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16.  Electrospinning roller speed as a function of applied voltage. 
 
 
 Future plans include addition of a heater to regulate the temperature of the 
electrospinning atmosphere and incorporation of a three-headed needle that can 
itself rotate, creating a twisted, three-fiber product.  To this point, a prototype 
three-headed needle was fabricated and utilized to electrospin without rotation; 
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three jets were initiated, one from each of the three needle tips of the “ejector.”  
This prototype is shown in Figure 17. 
 
 
Figure 17.  Three-headed needle prototype. 
 
SOLUTION PROPERTIES 
 Solution surface tension and viscosity were measured for PVDF and 
Ultem® electrospinning solutions.  A Digital Instruments Tensiometer Model 
DCAT 21 measured surface tension of electrospinning solutions via the DeNouy 
ring technique.  Solution viscosity was determined with an ARES-RDA 
rheometer.  A few drops of solution were placed between two opposing discs, 
one of which oscillates at a rate of 10 radians/sec, while the other is connected to 
a transducer that measures the induced torque to allow calculation of viscosity.  
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Three runs at room temperature were performed for each solution formulation.  
One reading was taken every 20 seconds for a total test duration of 10 minutes. 
 
SWNT DISPERSION 
SONICATION AND HOMOGENIZATION 
 SWNTs were dispersed into the predetermined successful cosolvent 
mixture to be used for PVDF or Ultem® electrospinning, respectively.  This was 
accomplished with a Fisher Scientific Model FS20 sonicator that had a set 
frequency of 40 kHz.  Following this, the sonicated solution was combined with a 
premade PVDF or Ultem® solution in the same solvent combination and 
homogenized.  Homogenization was done for 10 minutes using a Fisher 
Scientific PowerGen 125 at approximately 15,000 rpm. 
 
RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY 
 Raman spectroscopy was completed on samples containing SWNTs to 
investigate presence and dispersion.  A Thermo Nicolet Almega™ dispersive 
visible Raman spectrometer coupled to Omnic v. 6.1a software was used in 
these investigations.  A characteristic peak located at 1592 wavenumbers (cm-1) 
and a group of characteristic peaks located in the range of 180-300 cm-1 
indicated presence of SWNTs within electrospun fibers.  In addition, use of a 
polarizer with Raman helped confirm possible SWNT alignment within a single 
fiber.  Ten scans per sample were performed at a rate of 2 seconds of exposure 
per scan, using 10% intensity of a 785 nm laser through a 25 micron slit.  An 
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area of an electrospun mat was magnified 10 times for standard Raman, and, for 
SWNT alignment, a single fiber magnified 50 times was isolated. 
 
MICROSCOPY 
OPTICAL MICROSCOPY 
 Optical microscopy was utilized to observe fiber morphology and 
orientation.  An Olympus BH-2 optical microscope coupled to Scion Image 
v.1.62c image capture software was used for these analyses. 
 
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was completed either on a JEOL 
JSM-5600 or a JEOL JSM-6400.  Samples were sputtered with either gold or 
gold-palladium at a thickness of approximately 15 nm prior to testing.  
Micrographs were utilized to observe fiber morphology and orientation visually, 
and fiber diameter was quantified using UTHSCSA ImageTool 3.00 software.  
Fiber diameter was determined by taking the width of a fiber as it appeared in a 
micrograph. 
 
THERMAL PROPERTIES 
PVDF 
 For PVDF, Differential Scanning Calorimetery (DSC) was performed on a 
TA Instruments Q1000 power compensated DSC.  Materials were heated from 
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room temperature to 200°C at 10°C/min, then cooled to -80°C at 10°C/min, and 
finally heated to 200°C at 10°C/min. 
 Heat flow was recorded for all samples.  The objective of the first heat was 
to observe whether any differences in thermal properties occurred due to 
electrospin processing.  The first heat was analyzed for melt temperature (Tmelt) 
and heat of fusion (∆H). Tmelt is defined as the temperature at the maximum of 
the endotherm.  ∆H is defined as the area under the melt curve bound by the 
baseline, or some other definition.  The second heat served as a baseline or 
reference to compare the samples.   
 Modulated DSC (MDSC) was completed on some samples with an 
additional instrument attachment.  Heat flow of the materials was monitored over 
the range of -80°C to 200°C with temperature modulation (+/- 0.8°C every 
60 sec) superimposed on a 5°C/min heating rate. 
 
ULTEM® 
 For Ultem®, Differential Scanning Calorimetery (DSC) was completed on a 
Perkin Elmer Pyris 1 power compensated DSC.  Materials were heated from 0-
400°C at 10°C/min, then quenched and held at 0°C for 7 minutes, and finally 
heated to 300°C at 10°C/min.  Heat flow was recorded for all samples.  As for 
PVDF, the objective of the first heat was to observe whether any differences in 
thermal properties occurred due to electrospin processing.  Glass transition 
temperature (Tg) was used as the gauge.  Tg was measured as the temperature 
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where specific heat change is half the change in the completed transition.  
Following quench, the second heat served as a baseline or reference to compare 
the samples. 
 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was also completed for Ultem® 
samples using a Perkin Elmer Pyris Diamond Thermogravimetric/Differential 
Thermal Analyzer to assess thermal stability of the polymer samples.  A test 
program of 100-350°C at a rate of 2.5°C/min under nitrogen was used.  Percent 
of weight loss over the temperature range is reported. 
 
MECHANICAL PROPERTY TESTING 
 
 For PVDF and Ultem®, an Instron Microtester Model 5848 equipped with 
5 N and 0.5 N load cells, respectively, was used for mechanical property testing 
of electrospun materials.  Crosshead speed was 10 mm/min.  Samples were cut 
using a dogbone-shaped die obtained from ODC Tooling and Molds.  The 
electrospun mat was placed on top of a sheet of release paper, with a 
poly(ethylene) plate underneath.  The die was placed directly on top of the 
material, and a blunt shot-filled hammer was used to strike the die and cut the 
sample from the mat.  Sample size was based on ASTM-D1708, but modified to 
give a total sample length of 2.5 cm, width of the grip regions of 9 mm, and width 
at the center of the gage length of 3 mm.  Sample thickness was determined by 
placing the cut dogbones between glass slides and measuring with a micrometer; 
glass slide thickness was subsequently subtracted out.  Sample mass was also 
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measured to an accuracy of four decimal places.  All samples tested were 
composed of aligned fibers electrospun out of a 50/50 mixture of DMF and 
acetone with and without 0.1 weight percent (wt%) SWNTs.  Tensile modulus 
and strength were determined.  Tensile or Young’s modulus is defined as the 
rate of change of stress as a function of strain and is determined by taking the 
slope of the initial linear portion of the stress-strain plot.  Tensile strength is 
defined as the tensile stress at maximum load. 
 For GE samples, mechanical testing on early TrF1 electrospun samples 
was performed using a Satec APEX T1000 test frame in conjunction with Satec 
Partner, v. 3.0a, analysis software.  Samples were 5 mm wide.  ASTM D882-01: 
Standard Test Method for Tensile Properties of Thin Plastic Sheeting was utilized 
as a guide for mechanical testing.  Tensile modulus and percent elongation at 
break were calculated.  Tensile modulus was calculated as the slope of the initial 
linear region of the stress versus strain curve.  Elongation at break was 
determined from peak strain. 
 
CYTOTOXICITY TESTING 
 Cytotoxicity testing was performed on PVDF and GE samples of interest 
as an initial screen for possible use as medical devices.  The protocol for testing 
was developed based upon three standards:  ISO 10993-5: Biological Evaluation 
of Medical Devices—Part 5: Tests for In Vitro Cytotoxicity, ASTM 748: Standard 
Practice for Selecting Generic Biological Test Methods for Materials and Devices, 
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and ASTM F619-79: Standard Practice for Extraction of Medical Plastics.  The 
Elution or Extract test involves placing cell medium that has been exposed to the 
test material for a period of time in contact with a cell monolayer.  According to 
ASTM 748, this method can only be used as an early screening test for severe 
cytotoxic response and also as a method to provide information that can aid in 
the development of future biocompatibility tests predictive of in vivo performance 
of the test materials.  This test does not simulate the actual site of implantation 
and is not an absolute indication of biocompatibility. 
Cytotoxicity studies were conducted in the Tissue Engineering Laboratory 
at Virginia Commonwealth University.  Standard equipment included a laminar 
flow hood, 37±2°C incubator with 4-6% CO2 and greater than 90% relative 
humidity, a clinical centrifuge that attains speeds of 1300 xg, and an inverted 
optical microscope.  Unless noted, materials were sterilized via steam autoclave 
at 121°C and 15 psi for a minimum of 15 minutes. 
 The cell source utilized for this work was L-929 mouse connective tissue 
fibroblast cells (CCL1 NCTC clone 929 strain, clone of strain L) obtained from 
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC).  It is the recommended cell line for 
this type of testing because it is one of the first cell types to populate a healing 
wound and is prevalent in tissues that attach to implants.  All reagents were 
purchased from Invitrogen Corp. (Grand Island, NY), unless otherwise noted.  
Cell culture medium consisted of 500 ml of Minimal Essential Medium 
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supplemented with 5% Fetal Bovine Serum and 5 ml of a 29.2 mg/ml solution of 
L-Glutamine in sterile water. 
 Cell maintenance was completed twice per week.  Feeding was completed 
once per week and consisted of removing depleted media, rinsing the cell layer 
with Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) without calcium, magnesium, or 
phenol red, and finally adding 5-10 ml of fresh media.  Passaging (including 
feeding) was completed once per week.  During passaging and for use of the 
cells in testing, a 0.025% solution of Trypsin in HBSS was used to harvest cells.  
When cells were removed from storage in liquid nitrogen for use, the dimethyl 
sulfoxide (DMSO) freezing medium was diluted out of the cultures, and the cells 
were subcultured for at least one passage prior to use in testing. 
 Three controls were employed for this testing.  Organo-tin poly(vinyl 
chloride) (PVC) (SIMS Portex, Ltd.) was utilized as a positive control, which 
should give a moderate toxic response.  The positive control was disinfected via 
ethanol immersion for 15 minutes in the laminar flow hood.  The negative control, 
which should give a negligible toxic response, was high-density 
poly(ethylene) (HDPE) (U.S. Pharmacopoeia).  The negative control was 
disinfected via immersion in boiling water for five minutes.  Finally, a cell 
monolayer served as a general viability control to ensure that outside factors did 
not affect the testing.   
 A copy of the protocol is included in Appendix A.  In this testing, an extract 
was developed by placing a 1 cm2 massed and sterilized piece of the material 
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into cell culture medium at 37°C for a period of 4 days in sterile polystyrene six-
well plates using aseptic technique.  Two of each test and control material were 
placed into 6 ml of medium.  In addition, two wells were filled with medium only, 
as a contamination control.  On Day 5 of this extraction period, the extract 
medium was placed in contact with L929 mouse fibroblast cells that had been 
plated in triplicate for 6±1 hours in sterile 96-well polystyrene plates in triplicate at 
a concentration of 105 cells per milliliter.  The cells typically exhibited about 60% 
confluency.  The extract was left in contact with the cells for approximately 60 
hours at 37°C.  After this time, cells were evaluated qualitatively and 
quantitatively.  Media was not removed before evaluation.  Tests were completed 
one time for each material. 
 Evaluation consisted of qualitative and quantitative segments.  The 96-
well plates were removed from the incubator and evaluated at 100x magnification 
with an optical microscope (Micromaster, Fisher Scientific) according to the 
ranking scale shown in Table 3.  Statistical evaluation was completed on the 
results by applying the Kruskal-Wallace unpaired non-parametric ordinary one-
way ANOVA by ranks.  The Kruskal-Wallace tests for differences (α=0.05) 
among all column medians by reporting a P-value.  If the Kruskal-Wallace 
showed significant differences existed among all groups, the Dunn’s multiple 
comparisons post test (α=0.05) was done to determine where the differences in 
the medians lay.  Testing was performed using GraphPad InStat version 3.05 for 
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Windows 2000 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, California, USA, 
www.graphpad.com). 
 
Table 3.  Qualitative cytotoxicity scale. 
 
 Rank  Reactivity Observations 
 
 0  None  Discrete intracytoplasmic granules; no cell lysis 
 1  Slight  Not more than 20% of the cells are round, loosely  
     attached, and without intracytoplasmic granules;  
     some lysed cells are present 
 2  Mild  Not more than 50% of the cells are round and devoid  
     of intracytoplasmic granules; extensive cell lysis and  
     empty areas between cells 
 3  Moderate Not more than 70% of the cell monolayer contains  
     rounded cells and/or are lysed 
 4  Severe Nearly complete destruction of the cell monolayer 
  
 Quantitative evaluation was completed using the MTT Cell Proliferation 
kit available from ATCC.  The assay determines cell population response to 
external factors, such as the extract utilized in these tests, by assessing cell 
viability and proliferation through measurement of the reduction of tetrazolium 
salts.  It gives an indication of cell metabolic activity, specifically, mitochondrial 
activity.  The yellow tetrazolium MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazolyl-2)-2,5-
diphenyltetrazolium bromide) is reduced in metabolically active cells, in part by 
action of mitochondrial dehydrogenase enzymes, to form intracellular purple 
formazan crystals.  Detergent is then added to lyse the cells and solubilize the 
crystals.  The color is then quantified by spectrophotometric analysis at 570 nm.  
Spectrophotometer readings were completed on a Molecular Devices 
Thermomax Microplate Reader using SoftmaxPRO v. 2.34.  Initial runs of the 
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assay were completed to determine the appropriate seeding concentration to 
ensure proper execution of the test.  The spectrophotometric data were 
normalized using the value given for a background blank consisting of culture 
medium without cells.  An ordinary one-way ANOVA (α=0.05) was completed on 
the data using Microsoft Excel 2000. 
 A second quantitative analysis was also completed using the MTT assay 
data.  This test was used to assess the health of the cells proportional to a cell 
control exposed only to standard culture medium.133  Health of the cells was 
defined as their viability as determined by measurement of mitochondrial activity. 
      Fraction of healthy sample cells 
 Fraction of Healthy Cells   =      ------------------------------------------------ 
      Fraction of healthy control cells 
The fraction of healthy sample cells was calculated as OD570 of the sample minus 
the average background OD570 of a set of three blank wells that contain only 
media.  The fraction of healthy control cells was calculated as the average of the 
difference between the OD570 of the cell control minus, again, the average OD570 
of the set of three blank wells that contain only media. 
 
TESTING OF ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATION OF GE AND ULTEM® 
 Using modified equipment traditionally used to investigate thin films, strain 
properties of electrospun fiber mats of GE, Ultem®, and Ultem® with SWNTs were 
probed. Dr. Tian-Bing Xu (National Institute of Aerospace) was responsible for 
development of this instrumentation.  Both electrospun and film (films tested only 
in the case of GE) samples were electroded either on each side of the thickness 
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or at both ends of the length via evaporation or sputtering and tested either 
through the thickness or from end-to-end.  If electrodes are on either side of the 
thickness, the sample can be tested through the thickness (longitudinal) or from 
end-to-end (transverse).  Similarly, samples electroded at both ends can be 
tested through the thickness (transverse) or from end-to-end (longitudinal).  
These configurations are illustrated in Figure 18.  As shown in Figure 19, the 
sample is fixed between a stable stage and a cantilever beam, and, as it is 
strained by applied voltage, displacement of the cantilever beam is recorded by a 
photonic sensor. 
 In the transition to measuring fiber mats, these methods required that 
some assumptions be made.  It is not possible at this time to account for the 
porous nature of the electrospun material, so only rough measurements of 
thickness can be taken.  While results are still comparable within these 
studies (measurement method was consistent), a true thickness is required in 
order to accurately measure strain through the thickness of electrospun material.  
To measure strain end-to-end, only length of the sample is required.   
 As discussed earlier, electrostriction has been proven to be the dominant 
effector of response for GE films.103  It is assumed in this work then, that the same 
holds true for the electrospun form of this material.  In order to separate the two 
effects, both mechanical compliance and dielectric constant for each sample 
must be determined; these have not been measured for these samples.  In the 
case of Ultem®, electromechanical actuation properties have not been studied, 
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as it is typically used as a structural material.  Its structure, however, does 
contain some dipolar character, and testing here will assess if it is possible to 
harness it for use. 
Transverse: 
 
 
 
Longitudinal: 
 
 
Figure 18.  Possible electromechanical actuator testing configurations. 
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Figure 19.  Schematic of the electromechanical strain measurement set-up. 
 
 
PVDF-SPECIFIC TESTING 
FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY 
 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) was performed on PVDF 
samples using a ThermoNicolet IR300 Spectrometer with Omnic v. 6.2 software.  
The measurements were taken in the range of 600-1500 cm-1 with 128 scans 
performed per sample. Data were analyzed by visually comparing observed 
differences in intensity of characteristic peaks of the PVDF crystalline phases. 
 
THERMALLY STIMULATED CURRENT 
 Thermally Stimulated Current (TSC) was measured for PVDF samples 
using an automated SETARAM TSC 3000 that tracked the release of stored 
dielectric polarization from samples in the form of current during heating at a 
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constant rate of 2°C/min.  Testing was done under dry nitrogen over a 
temperature range from 25°C to 150°C.  Additional poling was completed on 
samples after initial TSC analysis.  This was done at 80°C for a period of 20 
minutes, after which time the sample was allowed to cool with electric field still 
applied.    Field was removed, and TSC was then rerun from -100°C to 150°C.   
 During TSC, samples were inserted between two metallic contacting 
electrodes and short circuited under a high-sensitivity electrometer to record 
current during heating runs.  Current was monitored as a series of peaks, the 
shape and location of which can be related to dipole reorientation and other 
charging mechanisms. 
 
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 
 Dielectric constant was calculated for PVDF samples via the following 
equation: 
A
dCp
0εε =  
 where pC  is the capacitance at a given frequency, d  is the thickness of the 
material under investigation, 0ε  is the permittivity of free space, 8.85x10-12, and 
A  is the surface area of one of the material electrodes.  pC  was measured at 
room temperature using an HP 4248A LCR meter at the following frequencies: 
20, 100, 1000, 5000, and 100,000 Hz.  The output signal level was 1 volt (root 
mean square voltage).  Measurements of dielectric constant through the 
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thickness (through fiber diameter) and from end-to-end (along the long axis) of 
the fiber mats were investigated. 
 
GE-SPECIFIC TESTING 
 
 Samples of electrospun GE were stretched at room temperature using 
different cycles and subsequently tested for crystallinity to determine if any of the 
stretching programs led to increased crystallinity.  Using the apparatus in 
Figure 20, two samples (aligned (at 1600 rpm) and unaligned (at 160 rpm)) were 
tested using three different stretching programs for a total of six stretched 
samples. The sample was clamped at either end, leaving a gage length of about 
4.2 cm.  Stretching was accomplished by manually turning a dial at the right side 
of the apparatus that effectively pulled one clamp further from the other clamp via 
a lead screw.  Cycle 1 consisted of turning the dial five times and then removing 
the samples.  Cycle 2 consisted of turning the dial one time every hour for four 
hours, so that the test materials were stretched for a total of five hours.  Cycle 3 
consisted of turning the dial five times and then allowing the samples to remain 
stretched for 15 hours.  The samples experienced a total strain of 14.3%.  Effects 
of stretching were assessed with x-ray diffraction and DSC. 
 The six stretched samples plus an aligned and an unaligned control and 
stretched and unstretched film samples were tested for crystallinity.  X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) was performed using a Siemens D5000 X-ray Diffraction 
System with a step size of 0.20° 2θ and scan step time of 2 seconds.  The range 
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Figure 20.  Apparatus utilized to stretch GE samples. 
 
of interest for the measurements was for 2θ between 10 and 50°.  Presence and 
relative amount of particular crystalline phases were determined by examining 
the characteristic absorption bands of the respective crystalline phases, as well 
as DSC data. 
 DSC was completed on these stretched samples using a Perkin Elmer 
Pyris 1 power compensated DSC for the purpose of assessing amount of 
crystallinity in the polymers following stretching.  The thermal program consisted 
of heating from -75 to 200°C at 2°C/min.  Heat of fusion (∆H), defined as the area 
under the melt curve bound by the baseline, indicated amount of crystalline 
phase within a sample. 
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DATA AND RESULTS 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 Electrospun fibers possess diameters on the order of several nanometers 
to hundreds of nanometers, making it an attractive approach for fabrication of 
future functional materials; however, the value of the process has not yet been 
tested.  Here, an assessment of its potential is made using three electroactive 
materials.  Graft Elastomers are a newer family of polymers that have shown 
promise as actuators because they exhibit high electric-field induced strain 
without decline of mechanical modulus.  Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) was 
chosen because of its strong history as a sensor material.  Ultem® in combination 
with SWNTs was selected for its potential as a composite with PVDF that can 
both actuate (Ultem®/SWNT) and sense (PVDF).  This chapter is organized to 
include data and results for each material in a separate section.  Based on these 
analyses, a realistic conclusion of the potential for electrospun materials in the 
biomedical and aerospace fields is presented. 
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GRAFT ELASTOMERS 
 
Graft Elastomers are a family of polymers that consist of a random 
poly(trichloroethylene-trifluoroethylene)-based flexible backbone with the addition 
of randomly-grafted crystalline polarizable side chains, which provide crosslinking 
sites to help retain elastomeric properties.134  The materials are of interest 
because they offer high strain capability and are easy to process by conventional 
methods.  Currently, MAV designs employ more conventional aircraft features 
that incorporate a passive flexible wing structure consisting of a graphite fiber 
composite frame covered with a latex skin.5  An actuating skin that would 
increase MAV versatility and efficiency is a possibility for the next generation of 
vehicles.  Requirements to this point are that the wing skin must contract through 
a range of about 0.5 cm at 25 Hz with approximately 1.3 N of actuation force.135  
Research here explored electrospun GE for this and other actuation purposes 
because film performance in prior experimentation showed that GE exhibits high 
electroactive strain without decline of mechanical modulus.134, 103 
Both GE and another member of the polymer family, TrF1, were initially 
investigated.  Solutions for preliminary studies were prepared in dimethyl 
formamide (DMF) (Sigma-Aldrich).  For comparison, static moduli of these 
materials in film form were measured and are shown in Table 4.  Static modulus 
for PVDF film was measured as a validation of testing methods; results 
compared favorably with published data.86 
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Table 4.  Tensile modulus of polymer films. 
 
Material Elastic Modulus (MPa) 
GE 169 ± 9 
TrF1 86 ± 1 
PVDF 3000 ± 590 
 
GE was electrospun to determine feasibility of producing dry fibers.  The 
major factor in polymer choice was fiber quality, evaluated by fiber dryness and 
shape uniformity.  An optical micrograph of spun Graft Elastomer (GE) is 
illustrated in Figure 21.  Predominantly fibrous mats with fiber diameters ranging 
from 2-3 µm were obtained with favorable spinning conditions.  However, minor 
changes in any of the spinning parameters yielded widely different mat qualities.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21.  Electrospun GE at 13 wt% concentration.  Each division is 10 µm. 
 
 
 To further establish rationale for this work, strain versus applied field was 
measured longitudinally between electrodes placed at both ends of an 
electrospun fiber mat and a film of GE.  Fibers showed better strain response, as 
shown by the data in Figure 22.  Aligned fibers of Graft Elastomer (GE) provided 
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more strain over a wide range of applied fields.  At 100 V/mm, the response was 
almost an order of magnitude larger. 
 
Figure 22. Longitudinal strain response of electrospun and film forms of GE. 
 
 
Trifluoro Graft Elastomer (TrF1) (patent pending) copolymer is a variation 
of GE in which the grafted segments are a piezoelectric copolymer.  Because 
TrF1 was more readily available, this matrix was tested under a variety of 
conditions to study effects that spinning parameters have on the final 
arrangement and quality of grafted elastomer fibers.   
The effect of varying voltage while holding other variables constant is 
illustrated in Figure 23.  At low voltage, a smaller proportion of fibers versus 
nonfibrous masses were evident.  Furthermore, the fibers were not as dry as 
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desired.  As voltage was increased, however, the proportion of fibers increased, 
and fibers were better defined and drier.   
 
                 
 (a) (b)   
Figure 23.  Effects of voltage on electrospinning of TrF1.  As voltage was 
increased from (a) 12 kV to (b) 25 kV, the proportion of fibers increased, and 
fibers were more defined and drier.  Each division is 10 µm. 
 
 
Distance between the jet initiation point and target had significant effects 
on fiber formation.  The micrographs presented in Figure 23 are of samples that 
were electrospun at a distance of only 7.6 cm between the jet initiation point and 
target, which was too close for optimal fiber formation of this polymer 
composition.  Figure 24 shows micrographs of TrF1 electrospun at two different 
distances under otherwise constant conditions.  At a distance of 7.6 cm, 
nonfibrous masses were predominant and fibers that did form were wet.  If 
distance was increased to 25.4 cm, fibers were predominant and very dry.  In 
addition, fiber morphology and diameter were uniform.   
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 (a)       (b) 
Figure 24.  Effects of distance on electrospinning of TrF1.  As distance was 
increased from (a) 7.6 cm to (b) 25.4 cm, fibers were predominant, and 
morphology and diameter were regular.  Each division is 10 µm. 
 
 
Solution properties including concentration and molecular weight, which 
both contribute to final viscosity, also lead to major differences in mat properties.  
In these investigations, molecular weight was held constant, and concentration 
was varied.  The optical micrographs in Figure 25 illustrate the effect of 
concentration on electrospun mat characteristics holding all other variables 
constant.  At 10 wt%, the entire collected sample was a nonfibrous mass of wet 
droplets.  At 16 wt%, some fiber formation was obvious; these fibers were very 
tiny with diameters of about 500 nm.  However, the sample still exhibited holes or 
open regions where it appeared that sprayed wet solution droplets deposited on 
the mat and redissolved some of the preformed fibers.  At 20 wt%, fibers were 
much more defined, drier, and had larger diameters.   
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(a) (b) 
                                          
(c) 
Figure 25.  Effects of concentration on electrospinning of TrF1.  Changes in fiber 
formation characteristics and properties were evident with an increase in solution 
concentration: (a) 10wt%, (b) 16wt%, and (c) 20wt%.  Each division is 10 µm. 
 
 
Figure 26 shows scanning electron micrographs of TrF1 electrospun at 
optimal conditions of 16wt% polymer concentration, 25 kV applied voltage, and 
25.4 cm distance.  A series of samples was spun, resulting in various fiber 
morphologies.  The inset in Figure 26a shows that flat ribbons can be fabricated 
in contrast to the predominantly cylindrical fibers observed in Figure 26b.  
Figure 26a also reveals the formation of agglomerations to varying degrees.  
Occasionally, droplets were visible.  Fiber diameters ranged from 200-300 nm to 
3-4 µm. 
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  (a)                     (b) 
Figure 26.  SEM micrographs of electrospun fibers of TrF1.  (a) Mat and (b) detail 
of fibers.  Note cylindrical and flat fiber morphology and agglomerations. 
 
 
Another attraction to the use of electrospinning for the MAV wing is its 
capacity to deposit fibers on complex shapes.  Using this processing technique, it 
was possible to electrospin TrF1 fibers from solution onto the open MAV wing 
frame target.  The wing frame was mounted to the front of a flat grounded target, 
and fibers were allowed to deposit randomly onto the wing frame.  Once a 
significant amount of fiber had accumulated, the frame was removed from the 
grounded collector, flipped over, and remounted to spin fibers onto the other side 
of the frame.  Figure 27 illustrates the spun wings. TrF1 fibers covered the wing 
frame forming a mat that remained securely attached and intact when the frame 
was removed from the collector.     
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 27.  TrF1 fibers electrospun onto MAV wing frames.  (a) Double wing 
configuration, approximate dimensions are 15.2 cm x 5.1 cm.  (b) Single wing 
configuration, approximate dimensions are 10.2 cm x 6.4 cm. 
 
 
Mechanical testing (n=10) of electrospun mats of TrF1 confirmed this 
observation.  See Table 5.  The electrospun fibrous mats give an expected 
property knockdown compared to the film, which exhibited a stiffness of 
86 ± 1 MPa and an elongation of 985 ± 29%.  This was anticipated due to the 
fibrous nature of the mats.  The electrospun fibers created an unoriented mesh, 
with bonded contact points between fibers.  Upon elongation, contact points in 
the mat were broken, and, finally, fibers were broken.  As the mats were pulled in 
tension, contributions from mesh properties as well as fiber properties were 
observed.   
Table 5.  Mechanical properties (n=10) of electrospun TrF1. 
 
Mechanical Property TrF1 
Elastic Modulus (MPa) 14.8 ± 2.4 
Elongation at Break (%) 90.5 ± 27.3 
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Preliminary actuation testing was completed on these electrospun MAV 
wings, as well.  To accomplish this, an AC electric field was applied to the wing 
via attached leads at both the wing tip and center connection between the wings.  
Waveform and frequency selection were optimized to evoke the largest response 
from the wing for identification of its resonant frequency, defined as the 
frequency where the wing vibrates with the largest amplitude.  The fiber-coated 
wing frames exhibited a resonant vibration upon excitation with a 2 kV (peak-to-
peak) sine wave at 6.7 Hertz. 
These preliminary results suggest that electrospun grafted elastomer 
compositions may be useful for the fabrication of lightweight, responsive MAV 
wings.  Though TrF1 was the focus in this early work due to better supply, testing 
of films of GE and TrF1 showed that GE exhibits more electroactive strain.  
Results are shown below in Figure 28.136  These films were electroded on either 
side of the thickness and measured end-to-end.  Future work focused on the GE 
polymer formulation because it performed better in this testing. 
Strides were taken to improve the spinnability of GE.  A cosolvent study 
with solvents that are more volatile than DMF was completed.  Higher solvent 
volatility typically results in drier fibers, since solvent evaporates from the 
spinning jet more quickly.  Because GE is not very soluble in more volatile 
solvents than DMF (boiling point=153°C), this solvent was kept as a component 
of the final solvent system.  Various solvent mixtures using DMF with either 
toluene or acetone were attempted.  GE content was held constant at 16 wt% for 
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Figure 28. Transverse strain with applied field for films of TrF1 and GE. 
 
 
this study.  Acetone was unsuccessful as a cosolvent; stable solutions could not 
be made.  Toluene (Fisher Scientific) gave better results as shown by formation 
of fibers and fiber mats in the digital photographs and optical micrographs shown 
in Figure 29.  A range where Toluene content helps fiber formation and 
minimizes spraying is obvious in the 1:1 and 1:2 cases. 
 Aligned and unaligned mats of electrospun GE were made with both the 
1:1 and 1:2 solvent mixtures and subsequently tested for longitudinal 
electroactive strain properties.  Optical micrographs are shown in Figure 30.  
Results of strain testing are shown in Figure 31.  Aligned fiber mats responded at 
a lower electric field compared to unaligned mats, suggesting higher efficiency 
over unaligned samples because less voltage is required for response.  Aligned 
fiber mats also gave a higher response at lower fields.  The MAV application 
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warrants lower applied fields, since only smaller, lightweight power supplies can 
be utilized in order to keep the vehicle mass low.  Also, considering the fibers are 
not completely aligned, it is likely that further increases in fiber alignment would 
lead to better results.  Fiber alignment is revisited later in this chapter. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 29. GE cosolvent study.  Macroscopic photograph and optical micrograph 
detail of mat.  Results with varying proportions of Toluene and DMF, respectively.  
Optical micrographs are at 100x magnification. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 30. Electrospun GE.  Optical micrographs showing alignment of GE fiber 
mats tested for strain response.  (a) Unaligned and (b) aligned.  Magnification is 
50x.   
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Figure 31. Fiber alignment affects longitudinal GE strain response. 
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Strain response can be improved by other methods in addition to fiber 
alignment.  Effects of doping electrospun GE fibers with the dielectric enhancer 
Copper Phthalocyanine (CuPc) (Fisher Scientific) on strain response were 
investigated, as well.  CuPc was added in the amount of 11 wt%.  Results shown 
in Figure 32 illustrate that the inclusion did improve strain response of GE.  This 
could be due to several mechanisms:  increasing in space charge-containing 
capability, enhancing dielectric constant, enhancing local electric field, or all 
three, pointing to increase in contribution from both Maxwell effect and 
electrostriction.  These mats were also electroded and measured at both ends, 
so that longitudinal strain was measured.  This result has also been seen by 
others studying CuPc in combination with different polymers.110-112 
 
 
 
Figure 32. Improvement in longitudinal strain of GE with CuPc inclusions. 
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Subsequent to this initial strain testing, GE was electrospun out of equal 
amounts of DMF and Toluene at four different collection speeds to determine if 
speed affected alignment and if level of alignment affected strain results.  SEM 
micrographs of the fiber mats are shown in Figure 33.  Clockwise, beginning from 
top left, are fibers electrospun at collector motor voltage of 1 volt, 10 volts, 20 
volts, and 28 volts.  These correspond to rotation speeds of 160, 1600, 3200, and 
4500 rpm, respectively.  Conditions for electrospinning were 25 kV, 20 cm, and 
8.5 ml/hr, determined by trial and error to produce fibers; other conditions and 
volume of solution electrospun were roughly equal.  Final fiber diameters for the 
four cases were 0.9, 1.1, 0.9, and 1.1 microns, respectively. 
 
Figure 33.  Electrospin orientation of GE fibers.  Samples were electrospun at 
different collection speeds to impart different levels of alignment to the fibers:  (a) 
160, (b) 1600, (c) 3200, and (d) 4500 rpm collector rotation speed. 
  
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
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 Samples spun with collector speeds of 160 and 4500 rpm were tested for 
electric field induced strain.  These two samples were the only two of the four 
that significant amounts of material could be removed from the collector for 
testing.  Electrodes were applied on either side of the thickness of the materials 
and tested for transverse strain, that is, from end-to-end.  Compared to results 
shown in Figure 28 for GE film, all of the data for these electrospun mats 
exhibited an overall lower percent strain versus applied electric field.  Significant 
problems were experienced during this testing.  It is believed that electrodes 
failed during testing, and higher values would be obtained if the electrodes were 
better adhered to the electrospun material.  This failure appears to initiate and 
worsen as electric field is increased, introducing more and more error as higher 
electric fields are applied. 
 An electrode consisting of 10 nm chrome and 50 nm gold applied via 
evaporation was initially used in testing.  Chrome is typically used for film 
electroding as a base layer in combination with gold because gold does not 
adhere well to films.  When it was clear upon testing that resulting data were not 
typical, an additional 40 nm of gold was sputtered onto the 4500 rpm sample, 
and it was retested.  The observed trend, shown in Figure 34, is more similar to 
what is expected for an electrostrictive material.  Though chrome adheres better 
to films, it seemed that its brittleness caused it to break loose from the flexible 
fibrous mat; gold adhered better.  Sample number was limited, however. 
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 Considering any error introduced by electrode failure, data in Figure 34 
show that alignment of fibers does affect resulting strain.  For unaligned fibers, 
strain ranges from 0-0.004%; electrodes were failing at this point, and testing 
was stopped.  For aligned fibers, the strain was approximately the same at the 
same applied field; however, once electrodes were repaired, strain increased to 
0.013% at this applied field.  A better method to effectively attach electrodes to 
the fibrous material is needed, and more comparable and conclusive findings 
would then result. 
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Figure 34.  Transverse strain in aligned and unaligned GE samples. 
 The aligned fiber samples were tested both in the direction longitudinal to 
fiber orientation and transverse to it.  As shown in Figure 35, orientation of fibers 
did not seem to affect response significantly, though these data do not point to a 
specific trend.  Again, electrode adhesion was likely an issue, as discussed 
above.  It was also of interest to measure strain through the thickness of the 
aligned fiber material versus end-to-end, as was done for most of the testing.  It 
is clear in Figure 36 that strain through the thickness is larger.   
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Figure 35.  Transverse strain changes with fiber orientation. 
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Figure 36.  Strain longitudinal and transverse to electrode placement. 
 
 Electrospun GE samples spun at 1 volt and 10 volts motor power, 
corresponding to 160 rpm and 1600 rpm, were stretched under various 
conditions to assess any increase in sample crystallinity that might lead to 
increased electroactive strain response.  X-ray diffraction (XRD) and DSC were 
utilized for analysis.  XRD clearly showed crystallinity in all electrospun samples, 
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as illustrated by the representative curve in Figure 37.  Crystalline peaks were 
observed at 2θ values of 18°, 20°, and 27° for all samples except one; these 
peaks are expected for the α phase of PVDF, the polymer which comprises the 
crosslinks and crystalline regions in GE.  A stretched film, used as a control 
comparison, showed only one peak at approximately 20.4°, which represents the 
β phase of PVDF.   
 Considering that the PVDF graft material is added in 30 mol percent 
during polymer synthesis, it follows that the maximum crystallinity that can be 
achieved for this polymer is 30%; this statement is true only under the 
assumption that the backbone of GE does not crystallize.  Previous work has 
determined percent crystallinity of GE to be 22%.104  Using the cut and weigh 
method on the XRD data here, percent crystallinities ranged from 57-73%, which 
are too high for the polymer composition, so this method was deemed 
inaccurate. 
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Figure 37.  Representative XRD plot of stretched electrospun GE. 
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 DSC heat of fusion data was utilized as an alternative to determine 
percent crystallinity.  Heats of fusion for the samples are shown in Table 6 below.  
Using a heat of fusion value of 105 J/g given in the literature for 100% crystalline 
PVDF 137, 138, percent crystallinity of the GE samples under different stretching 
regimes was calculated.  These values are all below the given limit of 
crystallinity.  Melting temperatures for GE in all cycles were from 167-170°C; 
these values are consistent with the published range of 164-176°C.104 
 While XRD graphs were sufficient for qualitative comparison, DSC data 
were utilized to draw conclusions with regard to effects of the stretching regimes.  
Compared to the controls, Cycle 1 caused an increase in crystallinity for the 
unaligned sample.  Cycle 3 led to an increase for the aligned sample.  No effects 
were seen for any other cases.  Cycles 1 and 3 consisted of turning the dial five 
times, then either immediately removing the sample or leaving in the stretched 
state for 15 hours, respectively.  While these data suggest that stretching caused 
an increase in crystallinity, they are not conclusive.   
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Table 6.  Percent crystallinity of GE after stretching. 
Stretching 
Cycle 
Aligned?
∆H 
(J/g)
Crystallinity 
(%) 
1 No 23 22 
1 Yes 15 14 
2 No 18 17 
2 Yes 15 15 
3 No 18 17 
3 Yes 26 25 
Control No 18 17 
Control Yes 17 16 
Film N/A 14 13 
Stretched Film N/A 18 17 
 
  Samples composed of graft elastomer (GE) were also evaluated for 
cytotoxic effects to determine if any extreme adverse reactions would exclude 
these materials from future consideration for biomedical applications.  Four 
samples were tested:  solution-cast GE film, electrospun GE mat, solution-cast 
GE/CuPc film, and electrospun GE/CuPc mat.  Qualitative and quantitative 
analyses were completed on the results.  Protocol sheets and results are shown 
in Appendix A. 
 Qualitative analysis consisted of performing Kruskal-Wallace on rankings 
of cell cytotoxicity defined in Table 3.  First, a Mann-Whitney (α=0.05) non-
parametric test for only two groups of data was done to determine if any 
statistical difference existed between positive and then between negative 
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controls for the two trials completed with these materials.  Results showed that 
neither group exhibited any statistical differences in their medians.  Therefore, 
the data from both trials were combined for statistical testing purposes.  The 
Kruskal-Wallace performed among positive and negative controls and material 
samples also showed no statistically significant difference among the samples.  
Statistically significant differences should emerge, at least between positive and 
negative controls.  However, lack of statistical differences does lead to the 
conclusion that GE does not induce an extreme cytotoxic response given the 
conditions.  Visual observation of the cells during ranking did indicate that cells 
were affected by presence of the material extract.  These indicators, though not 
significant enough to emerge statistically, do point toward possible problems with 
these materials during more rigorous biocompatibility testing.  At this point, 
however, these results support inclusion of GE in the next round of testing with 
caution. 
 Quantitative analysis consisted of two comparisons of data obtained via 
the MTT cell proliferation assay.  A t-test assuming equal variances was 
completed on spectrophotometric data obtained from positive and negative 
controls to determine if any statistical differences existed between positive and 
then between negative controls from the two trials that involved these materials.  
Results showed that neither group exhibited any statistical differences.  
Therefore, data from both trials were combined for statistical testing purposes.  
The one-way ANOVA performed among positive and negative controls and 
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material samples showed no significant differences.  Again, though differences 
should be seen at least between positive and negative controls, no extreme 
response was elicited by the GE materials, and they can continue on in testing to 
the next level with caution.  As discussed above in the qualitative results section, 
GE extracts did have an impact on the cells that was observed visually, and 
these indicators may emerge as significant in future more stringent 
biocompatibility tests that apply longer culture periods. 
 A second quantitative analysis was also completed using the MTT assay 
data.  This test was used to determine health of the cells proportional to a cell 
control exposed to non-extracted media.  Results are shown in Figure 38.  These 
data show that GE does cause harmful effects to cells compared to a live cell 
control.  The cells were only 60-70% as healthy as an untested cell control.  No 
trend is obvious; however, data again indicate that the materials should be 
included in the next round of more intense testing. 
 Data from this early screening test support continuing to the next step of 
biocompatibility testing with all materials with caution.  While this method of 
testing is a good initial screen for extreme adverse reactions, more rigorous 
testing such as cell seeding directly onto the electrospun mats is necessary 
before decision on the biocompatibility of these materials can be made. 
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Figure 38.  Comparison of tested GE materials to a cell control. 
 
 Overall, Graft Elastomer formulations do not perform well enough in 
electrospun form to warrant further research.  Results show that the film form 
performs just as well or better.  It is difficult to obtain electrospun fibers from 
solutions of the polymer, partially because it did not dissolve in attempted 
solvents volatile enough to evaporate between the nozzle and collector during 
electrospin processing.  Other issues are lack of consistency in polymer 
manufacturing and lack of information available on the formulations.  Low 
availability of polymer limits how much experimentation can be done.  Finally, 
while a proposed model of polymer structure has been presented, inconsistent 
results explained here in working with and analyzing the polymer point to the 
conclusion that the polymer is too complex to be understood with this simple 
model. 
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POLY(VINYLIDENE) FLUORIDE 
 
 Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) has been found to exhibit one of the 
highest piezoelectric responses of any semicrystalline polymer studied thus far 
and has been favored in many applications requiring these properties.  The goal 
in this work was to investigate the electrospun form of PVDF with and without 
SWNTs and determine if the fibers have promise for improving the performance 
of PVDF in applications of interest. 
 During initial work, 30 wt% solutions of PVDF in dimethyl 
formamide (DMF) were electrospun.  Kynar® PVDF pellets were obtained from 
Atofina Chemicals, Inc.  The effect on the quality of electrospun fibers of 
electrospinning parameters such as applied voltage, distance between syringe 
needle tip and collector, and infusion rate of the solution into the system are 
presented in Figures 39 through 41.  
Figure 39 shows that voltage can have very different effects on fiber 
formation.  Though PVDF was difficult to electrospin out of DMF because low 
solvent volatility led to collection of wet fibers and sometimes even droplets, 
acceptable fiber quality with diameters of about 10 microns was obtained with a 
combination of a voltage of 10 kV, solution dispensing rate of 6 ml/hr, and a 
22.9 cm distance between needle tip and collector.  Acceptable fiber quality was 
defined as dry fibers with uniform cylindrical shape.  Deviation from this voltage 
in either direction resulted in wetter, non-uniformly-shaped fibers, as evidenced 
by visual and optical microscopy observation. 
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(a)                            (b)                           (c) 
Figure 39. Effects of voltage variation on fiber formation.  PVDF electrospun at 
(a) 8 kV, (b) 10 kV, and (c) 15 kV is shown.  One division of the bottom scale bar 
is 10 microns. 
 
Figure 40 illustrates the effects of distance between the needle tip and 
collector on fiber formation and morphology.  PVDF samples were processed 
with a 6 ml/hr infusion rate at 10 kV.  As distance was increased from 15.2 to 
25.4 cm, a transition from larger diameter, almost sprayed morphologies, to 
clearly defined and cylindrical fibers with smaller diameter was observed.  Again, 
PVDF seemed to have a small range of electrospinnability; at 25.4 cm, favorable 
conditions were achieved and dry, uniformly-shaped fibers resulted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         (a)                                 (b) 
Figure 40.  Effects of distance between syringe needle tip and collector. The 
micrographs represent PVDF electrospun at (a) 15.2 and (b) 25.4 cm distances.  
One division is 10 microns. 
 
 
Effects of infusion rate on resulting fiber formation were not as clear, as 
illustrated in Figure 41.  For PVDF spun at 10 kV and a 22.9 cm distance, the 
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system appeared to present a range of fiber diameters for each of the infusion 
rate settings of 5, 8, and 10 ml/hr. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   (a)          (b)         (c) 
Figure 41.  Effects of infusion rate of the polymer into the electrospinning system. 
The micrographs represent PVDF electrospun at (a) 5, (b) 8, and (c) 10 ml/hr.  
One division of the bottom scale bar is 10 microns. 
 
 
 Processing conditions for successful electrospinning of PVDF were 
established in this initial work.  However, the narrow range and inconsistency of 
conditions that produce dry, uniformly-shaped fibers when electrospinning out of 
DMF at room temperature limited the usefulness of this technique for PVDF.  To 
overcome these barriers, subsequent work focused on electrospinning of 15wt% 
PVDF in acetone and a 50/50 mixture of DMF and acetone.  Adding a solvent 
with higher volatility led to collection of drier fibers over a wider range of 
electrospinning parameters.  PVDF pellets for this work were obtained from 
Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc., and had a molecular weight (Mw) of 530,000.  
Fibers were electrospun at conditions found favorable for fiber formation of 
Kynar® PVDF in DMF:  6 ml/hr and 22.9 cm.  Voltages of 10 kV, 15 kV, and 
20 kV all yielded fibrous mats for both acetone and acetone/DMF solvents.  SEM 
micrographs of fibers electrospun out of DMF alone, the 50/50 mixture, and 
acetone alone are shown in Figure 42 a, b, and c, respectively.  Fiber diameter, 
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surface tension, and viscosity are presented in Table 7 for all cases.  Viscosity of 
the solution in acetone, reported as the average viscosity over the measurement 
period, is likely not accurate, as the solution dried too quickly over the testing 
time.  Fibers and mats electrospun from all three solvents were tested to obtain 
thermal, spectroscopic, mechanical, and dielectric characteristics.  During 
testing, evidence demonstrated that electrospinning led to formation of the polar 
β-phase, described earlier as the most useful piezoelectric form of PVDF.  
Analyses and proof of β phase formation are discussed below. 
 
Figure 42.  PVDF fibers electrospun from the three solvents.  From left to right, 
fibers electrospun out of (a) DMF, (b) DMF/acetone, and (c) acetone at 10kV. 
 
Table 7. Solution properties and resulting fiber diameter for the solvent 
combinations. 
Solvent Fiber Diameter (µm) 
Surface Tension
(mN/m) 
Viscosity 
(P) 
DMF 4.8 22.5 22 
DMF/acetone 0.6 19.9 36 
acetone 0.6 17.8 3504 
 
 Because PVDF can exist in at least four polymorphs and β form is 
important for piezoelectricity, it was important to determine which phase or 
(b) 
(c) (a) 
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phases were present in electrospun fibers of the polymer.  Differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) was one tool used to obtain this information.  According to the 
literature 93, solution-based processing can yield three PVDF polymorphs.  Figure 
6 shows that α phase is obtained when casting films from acetone, γ phase is 
obtained when casting from dimethyl acetamide, and β phase is obtained when 
casting from strongly polar solvents such as hexamethylphosphorictriamide.  
Electrospinning may or may not follow these same experimentally-determined 
guidelines because the added element of electric field may influence phase 
formed by particular solvents in traditional casting. 
 Melting temperatures of predominantly α and predominantly β phases to 
be 158°C and 160-161°C, respectively.137  Undrawn (α) and uniaxially drawn (β) 
PVDF films to have melting temperatures of 145°C and 148°C, respectively.139  
Melting temperature of β phase depends strongly on prior history; poled β phase 
PVDF is reported to have a melting temperature of 175-180°C.140 
 Commercially-available β poled and unpoled films and α phase pellets 
were used as baseline materials.  DSC plots for first and second heats are 
shown in Figures 43 and 44, respectively.  β phase melt peaks appear at 
approximately 173°C for both films in both heats.  As expected, pellets 
purchased from Aldrich exhibited a lower melting temperature at about 160°C, 
evidence of α phase.  Heat of fusion values are also presented on the figures.  A 
slight increase in heat of fusion was seen from first to second heat for all cases.  
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Both poled and unpoled β films exhibited approximately the same heats of fusion, 
while the pellets exhibited much lower values. 
 The same phases seen during first heat remained during second heat for 
all cases.  In fact, the peaks were actually sharper on second heat, suggesting 
that greater purity of crystal phase occurred during cooling compared to the prior 
processing method.  Though it was expected that only α phase would 
recrystallize from the melt, the β phase films recrystallized as β phase.  It has 
been shown that, if PVDF is subjected to a higher annealing or poling 
temperature, crystallization and polarization can be retained.141  This indicated 
that the films were annealed and/or poled during prior processing.  Increased 
poling temperature promotes formation of more thermally-stable and perfect 
crystallites, evidenced in the DSC curve as a shift of the melt temperature to 
higher values even on second heat.141  In addition, if β phase PVDF is annealed 
at high temperatures near but below its melting point, it can subsequently retain 
this phase after melting and recooling.142  Unexpectedly, there was evidence of 
some α phase character in the unpoled β phase film especially in the first heat.  
Since this film was obtained from MSI, Inc. as a special order and not part of the 
normal quality-controlled assembly line of the company, it is possible that some 
imperfections in stretching resulted in incomplete transformation from α to β 
phase. 
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Figure 43.  First heat DSC plots of baseline cases.  α phase pellets and β phase 
films. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 44.  Second heat DSC plots of baseline cases.  α phase pellets and β 
phase films. 
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 In this work, different solvent combinations affected crystallinity of the 
electrospun fibers.  Results showed that electrospinning out of: 1) DMF results in 
fibers that contain a large amount of β phase PVDF, with some α phase; 2) 
acetone results in fibers that are mostly α phase PVDF; and 3) a 50/50 cosolvent 
of DMF and acetone by weight results in a phase composition that includes both 
phases.  These conclusions are supported by Figure 45, which plots the first 
heats for fibers electrospun from the three solvent compositions compared to 
poled β phase film.  Note that the DSC of fibers electrospun out of DMF were of 
Kynar® PVDF (30wt%), while the other two cases were Aldrich PVDF (15wt%).  
The film showed a clear β phase melting peak at about 172°C.  In the case of 
fibers electrospun out of acetone alone, only an α phase peak at the lower 
temperature of 159°C was evident.  Fibers spun out of DMF clearly showed a 
double melt peak, with one peak at about 158°C (α phase) and the other at about 
167°C (β phase).  Fibers spun out of DMF/acetone also showed a definite peak 
at about 158°C (α phase), followed by a small shoulder at about 166° (β phase).  
(The peak at approximately 120°C will be discussed later.)  These results are 
consistent with those for the base cases illustrated in Figures 43 and 44.   
 Findings are also corroborated by Salimi’s work where it was shown that 
there was a 6°C difference between lower α and higher β phase melt peaks for 
PVDF films 143 and El Mohajir who reported a 14°C difference.144  Though at 
slightly lower temperatures, a similar double melt peak was also reported by Liu 
and Yu for PVDF films.139  These results suggest coexistence of both α and β 
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phases in fibers electrospun from either DMF or a DMF/acetone mixture and 
demonstrates that solvent choice can be used to control resulting fiber crystal 
phase. 
 Of the samples compared in Figure 45, the poled β phase film exhibited 
the highest heat of fusion at 61 J/g; heat of fusion for α phase pellets was 
reported earlier as 31 J/g.  The fibers electrospun out of acetone alone showed 
the lowest heat of fusion at 41 J/g, while fibers spun out of DMF/acetone and 
DMF had values of 51 and 54 J/g, respectively.  Although heat of fusion cannot 
be used to distinguish what phases are present, these values for electrospun 
fibers are between the two pure phase cases, in correct sequence considering 
the proposed phases of the samples. 
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Figure 45.  Electrospinning solvent affects phase formed. 
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 To strengthen the conclusion that electrospinning from DMF induces 
formation of β phase, Figure 46 illustrates the DSC plots of Kynar® PVDF fibers 
electrospun from DMF at two different voltages.  There is clear presence of both 
α and β phases in the fibers.  In the second heat, α phase predominates, as 
expected since the material was not poled at a high temperature or annealed.  
Melting during first heat of the DSC scan erased any crystallization induced by 
electrospinning.  Heat of fusion values were lower from first to second heat for 
both applied voltages.  The 15 kV case exhibited higher heat of fusion for both 
heats, indicating that electrospinning of Kynar® PVDF in DMF at 15kV may be 
better for maximizing crystallization. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 46.  DSC plots of fibers spun out of DMF alone. 
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 An interesting peak seen in many of the first heat DSCs just prior to the 
main melt peak (and may even be part of the melt endotherm) led to a modulated 
DSC (MDSC) investigation on a few samples to understand its nature.  MDSC is 
a method in which the heat cycle increases and decreases continually in small 
increments as the sample is heated over a larger range.  It enables the 
separation of reversing and nonreversing melt features.  An example of a 
reversing feature is melt or a thermodynamic event, while an example of a 
nonreversing feature is presence of solvent in the polymer or some kinetic event.   
 An example of this peak can be seen in Figure 45.  Initially, it seemed that 
the peak may be indicating the Curie temperature, above which a crystal is no 
longer considered ferroelectric and cannot exhibit ferroelectric switching.  Though 
this point has been difficult to pinpoint for pure PVDF, it has been found to be 
located at the low end of the main melt peak for copolymers of PVDF and 
Trifluoroethylene (TrFE).145  Subsequent literature searching and MDSC data 
indicate that this peak may be attributed to other features of the melting polymer 
in addition to the Curie temperature.     
 MDSC data on samples of interest actually presented three distinct peaks 
in some samples, as shown in Figures 49 and 50.  Figures 47 and 48 show plots 
of two control materials:  Aldrich pellets (α phase) and commercial poled, 
stretched β phase film.  The main melting peak was the largest and was always 
found at the highest temperature, the same as seen above for conventional DSC 
plots.  Just below the peak at approximately 120°C, a second peak presented as 
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a reversing feature.  This second peak appeared in the plots of the electrospun 
DMF/acetone sample only.  At lower temperatures of about 60°C, another peak 
appeared that seemed to be associated mostly with nonreversing events.   
 These two lower peaks could indicate both Curie temperature and other 
features of the melting polymer concurrently.  The upper peak at about 120°C 
has been discussed by a few authors as being associated with the melting of less 
organized and smaller crystals.137, 146  The later main melt peak then represents 
melting of well-formed and larger crystals, a portion of which reorganized during 
DSC heating.137, 146  The combined heat of fusion for these two peaks does not 
vary much, as total crystallinity is fairly constant.137   
 Because electrospinning is a very uncontrolled process, formation of 
different crystal sizes is highly likely, especially with use of mixtures of different 
solvents.  The higher peak at about 120°C is only evident in the electrospun 
DMF/acetone sample, suggesting the presence of different sizes and types of 
crystals, i.e., both α and β phase PVDF crystals.  Akin to DSC data above, 
existence of a shoulder at the high end of the main melt peak indicates presence 
of β phase PVDF.  The lower temperature of the main melt peak confirms 
presence of α phase PVDF.  Neither the film nor the pellets exhibit this peak at 
120°C, also indicating that a single type of crystal phase is present.  The fibers 
electrospun from acetone alone do not show this peak at 120°C, indicating 
predominance of one phase in these fibers.  This phase is likely α, considering 
the similarity in melt temperature to pellets.   
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 The lowest temperature peak at about 60°C is likely a nonreversing event 
and is more difficult to explain.  It could be due to solvent that evaporates out of 
the polymer during heating, although this is unlikely in these cases because the 
peak appears in both control samples that do not contain any residual solvent.  
Euler et al. and Mano et al. suggest that this peak may represent a crystalline 
relaxation.137, 147  Neidhofer et al. suggest that this peak may be due to annealing 
of the material and saw that increases in annealing temperature led to an 
increase in temperature location of this peak.138  In Neidhofer’s study, samples 
annealed even at room temperature showed this peak.   
 The lower melt peak at approximately 60°C is present in all four scans, 
minimizing the possibility that it is due to residual solvent.  If solvent was the 
reason for this peak, film and pellet scans would not show this peak since 
processing conditions of these commercially-available products involved little to 
no solvent.  Also, scans of electrospun materials would show this peak at 
different locations depending on the boiling point of the solvent involved.  Though 
further investigation is necessary, this peak likely originates from annealing at 
room temperature, as Neidhofer suggested, just by virtue of storing the samples 
before MDSC testing.138 
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Figure 47.  MDSC plot of Aldrich PVDF pellets. 
 
 
 
Figure 48.  MDSC plot of stretched and poled PVDF film. 
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Figure 49.  MDSC plot of PVDF electrospun from a DMF/acetone mixture. 
 
Figure 50.  MDSC plot of PVDF electrospun from acetone. 
 
 Analysis of the various cases of electrospun PVDF with IR spectroscopy 
enabled further confirmation of the phases present in the fibers.  Qualitative 
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distinction of relative amounts of both α and β phase was discernible, as well.  
Ample literature provided locations of expected peaks for both α and β phases.  
Characteristic α-phase peaks are located at 614, 762, 795, and 975 cm-1.143, 148, 149  
The presence of a strong peak at 840 cm-1 and another peak at 1280 cm-1 
indicate β-phase.149-151  Peaks at 444, 470, and 510 cm-1, which were difficult to 
access with available equipment, are also indicative of β-phase.137, 151, 152  
Unfortunately, information to specifically identify poled versus unpoled β-phase 
via IR spectroscopy was not found in the literature. 
 Data presented in Figures 51-55 are normalized against α-phase film 
data, based on the characteristic PVDF peak located at 3020 cm-1 (not shown 
here).  Normalization was accomplished by calculating factor, z , that related the 
peak intensities of the α-phase film, x , and sample of interest, y .   
z
y
xand
x
x ==1  
Each value of the sample data set was then multiplied by this factor.  Clearly, 
electrospinning induced formation of both α and β phases.  The amount of each 
phase present was evaluated based upon solvent and applied voltage during 
electrospinning. 
 The spectra in Figures 51 and 52 show PVDF electrospun out of DMF and 
50/50 DMF/acetone at three different voltages.  Note that Kynar® PVDF was 
used with DMF and Aldrich PVDF was used with DMF/acetone.  Applied voltage 
does not seem to significantly affect the resulting spectra.  It is clear that both β 
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films and all electrospun cases appear very similar, while the α film spectrum 
looks different.  Specifically, the characteristic β phase peaks appear in both β 
films and all electrospun cases but not in the α phase spectrum.  Characteristic α 
phase peaks appear in the α phase film and, to a lesser extent, in the unpoled β 
phase film spectrum.  As discussed in the DSC analysis, this unpoled β film was 
purchased as a special order from MSI, Inc.  Since the company does not 
manufacture unpoled β film regularly, the processing procedure may not be as 
controlled as that for poled β film; stretching may have been incomplete.  
However, such a drastic difference between poled and unpoled β film and the 
similarities of the electrospun and poled β phase spectra still suggest that 
electrospun fibers contain at least some poled β phase. 
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Figure 51.  IR spectra of fibers electrospun from DMF. 
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Figure 52.  IR spectra of fibers electrospun from a DMF/acetone mixture. 
 
 
 To distinguish real differences between α and unpoled β phase films, 
Figure 53 shows the quantitative difference between their spectra.  Peaks that 
appear above the baseline represent locations where the unpoled β phase film 
intensity is greater than the α phase film intensity.  Vice versa is true for peaks 
below the baseline.  Though the unpoled β phase spectrum exhibits both α and β 
character, indicating its retention of some α phase character following stretching, 
the subtraction shows that the film phase compositions are distinctly different.  
The α phase film depicts stronger α character, as shown in the high intensity of 
the characteristic peaks at 614, 762, and 975 cm-1 on the subtraction spectrum.  
Further, the high intensity of characteristic β peaks at 840 and 1280 cm-1 shows 
that the unpoled β film definitely contains β phase. 
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Figure 53.  Differences in the IR spectra of α and unpoled β film. 
 
 Spectra for different voltages electrospun out of acetone alone, as shown 
in Figure 54, exhibit drastically different results from the DMF alone or mixture of 
DMF and acetone.  If electrospun out of acetone, Aldrich PVDF fibers exhibit 
much more α phase character.  The peaks at 840 and 1280 cm-1 are still present 
but with less intensity.  In addition, peaks at the characteristic α phase 
wavenumbers of 614, 762, 795, and 975 cm-1 are now present.   
 These observations corroborate DSC findings that identify solvent as a 
major factor in resulting phase of electrospun PVDF fibers and, further, that use 
of DMF leads to increased amounts of β phase.  For clarity, Figure 55 illustrates 
the spectra for the various solvent mixtures electrospun at the same voltage, 
15 kV.  Clearly, the figure indicates that presence of DMF, either as the lone 
solvent or as a mixture with acetone, causes β phase formation in resulting 
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electrospun fibers.  In addition, because β phase peaks are stronger for DMF 
alone compared to DMF/acetone, it appears that increased DMF content leads to 
increased β phase.   
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Figure 54.  IR spectra of fibers electrospun from acetone. 
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Figure 55. IR spectra of samples electrospun from various solvents at 15kV. 
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 Subsequently, attempts were made to further confirm presence of β phase 
by looking for peaks located at 444, 470, and 510 cm-1 (data not shown).  These 
wavenumbers are out of the range of the equipment used above.  Data were 
taken in transmission mode of a Digilab FTS 7000 Series spectrometer.  
Unfortunately, due to large variations in the samples, use of transmission mode 
often led to either too high or too low intensity to compare the spectra.  Because 
these data are not conclusive, it is only appropriate to mention that β phase 
character at these wavenumbers was evident in some samples.  In addition, it did 
appear that samples electrospun out of DMF exhibited more β phase character, 
while samples electrospun out of acetone displayed more α phase character.   
 The conclusion from IR data is that electrospinning out of DMF causes 
formation of β phase crystals in PVDF fibers.  This supports DSC results that 
also indicated presence of β phase in fibers electrospun out of DMF and, with 
less intensity, DMF/acetone.  While both solvents are prone to form α phase, 
because DMF has a low volatility and evaporates from PVDF more slowly, more 
time is allowed for elongation of the polymer jet.  The molecules in the jet are 
mobile longer, and extensional forces inherent to electrospinning allow α phase 
to be converted to β phase.  α phase is more kinetically stable and will, therefore, 
form more readily if the solvent, e.g., acetone, evaporates before stretching can 
occur. 
 Once DSC and FTIR confirmed presence of polar phases in the fibers, the 
next step was to determine if these phases were poled by electrospinning.  
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Thermally Stimulated Current (TSC) measures the release of stored dielectric 
polarization in the form of charge.  The charge in a polymer may be due to 
various mechanisms, typically orientation of permanent dipoles or trapping of 
space charges at structural defects or interfaces.141  If poled, PVDF should exhibit 
both orientation polarization and interfacial polarization (space charge).  Heating 
of a sample at a constant rate accelerates the decay of charge, which can be 
observed as a current release.  For this work, samples underwent TSC before 
and after poling to determine if electrospinning induced formation of poled 
crystalline phase or just formation of crystalline phase without dipolar orientation.  
Presence of poled crystalline phase peaks immediately following electrospinning 
indicates that electrospin processing poled the samples.  If additional poling was 
required to cause orientation, electrospinning was able to induce crystalline 
phase formation only. 
 Classical TSC peaks for α and β phase PVDF were determined from the 
literature.   For both phases, an αa peak at approximately -40°C, the Tg of PVDF, 
represents amorphous region main chain motion.141, 153, 154  Both unpoled α and 
poled α phase, also known as δ phase, exhibit a second peak at approximately 
50°C, which can be attributed partly to dipole relaxation in crystalline regions or 
regions intermediate between crystalline and amorphous phases (αc) 155 but is 
mostly due to interfacial polarization or space charge at crystallite folds.153  This 
peak is only observed in unstretched samples, i.e., magnitude of this peak 
decreases with stretching.153, 156   
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 Finally, if a sample is poled, it also shows a peak at approximately the 
poling temperature.  If the sample is poled β phase PVDF, this peak can be 
attributed to orientation polarization.157  If the sample is poled α (δ) phase PVDF, 
this peak is due to interfacial polarization or space charge, i.e., trapped carriers 
at crystalline-amorphous interface regions.153, 156-158  Determination of which phase 
this peak represents for a particular material is accomplished by poling at a range 
of fields.  If increase in poling field results in peaks that increase in maximum 
current but maintain the same temperature location, the peak represents 
orientation polarization and, hence, poled β phase PVDF.  If the temperature of 
the peak decreases with increasing poling field, the peak represents interfacial 
polarization or poled α (δ) phase PVDF. 157 
 Initial TSC runs on electrospun samples did not show that samples were 
poled by electrospinning.  Figure 56 presents representative curves for 
commercial films and an electrospun case.  Commercially poled and unpoled 
films seem to exhibit some α character with the peak at approximately 50°C.  
This is likely due to incomplete stretching during manufacturing, as discussed 
earlier.  The poled film also shows the orientation polarization peak at 
approximately 100°C; the film was likely poled at this temperature.  As expected, 
the unpoled film did not exhibit any orientation polarization.  Fibers are Aldrich 
PVDF electrospun from a 15wt% solution in 50/50 DMF/acetone at 15 kV.  
Investigations of Kynar® PVDF fibers or of fibers electrospun from DMF or 
acetone alone were not completed.  Unfortunately, electrospun Aldrich fibers did 
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not show any peaks prior to poling, suggesting that electrospin processing did 
not induce poling.   
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Figure 56. TSC of samples prior to poling. 
 
 
 Both the commercially-available unpoled film and electrospun fibers were 
poled at 80°C and then rerun in the TSC from a lower temperature of -100°C.  
This decrease in start temperature was aimed at capturing the low TSC peak due 
to amorphous main chain motion (Tg).  These curves are shown in Figure 57.  As 
mentioned, the commercially-poled film is the same as that shown above.  Note 
that a glass transition is not obvious for the poled film; likely, the ratio of 
crystalline to amorphous material is high enough that this peak is small 
compared to the orientation polarization peak.  The stretched film clearly exhibits 
all three expected peaks after poling.  It is assumed that the highest peak at 
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approximately 80°C (poling temperature) represents poled β phase for stretched 
film, but additional testing with a range of poling fields is needed to confirm this.   
 For electrospun fibers as for films, TSC was more sensitive to α phase 
than either DSC or FTIR.  The DSC thermogram in Figure 45 exhibits presence 
of mostly α phase but also a small amount of β phase for the DMF/acetone case.  
FTIR scans in Figure 52 show a significant amount of β phase in the 15 kV case 
for DMF/acetone.  TSC following poling, however, showed evidence of only α 
phase in the 15 kV case, as illustrated by presence of the peak at approximately 
50°C.   
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Figure 57. TSC of samples after poling. 
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 Overall, TSC suggests that electrospinning induced formation of at least 
some crystalline α phase, but additional poling was required to render it poled α 
or δ phase.  This corroborated DSC and FTIR studies that also conveyed that 
electrospinning induced crystallinity in PVDF; however, TSC further shows that 
the process did not orient the associated dipoles for the case tested here.  
Additional poling was necessary to accomplish this.   
 Once electrospinning of PVDF was demonstrated, single-walled carbon 
nanotubes (batch CM0026-2) made via the HiPCO method and obtained from 
Carbon Nanotechnologies, Inc. (CNI) were added to PVDF matrix.  These 
experiments were based on a suggestion by Reneker et al. that anisotropic 
nanofillers such as carbon nanotubes could be aligned during electrospinning 
because the jet is elongated as much as 100,000 times during its short travel 
time (< 1 sec) to the collector.37, 159  If alignment could be achieved with 
electrospinning, proposed benefits of adding SWNTs to composites such as 
increased dielectric response and improved static mechanical properties might 
be realized. 
 SWNTs were successfully dispersed by first sonicating SWNTs into the 
solvent mixture (50/50 DMF/acetone) and then adding this solution to a premade 
solution of PVDF in the same solvent mixture.  The combined solution was 
subsequently homogenized.  The same conditions used for electrospinning of 
PVDF alone were also used to electrospin SWNT-doped PVDF solutions.  
Electrospinning of these solutions was successful, judging by the light gray color 
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of the resulting mat.  Black dots, indicative of clumps of SWNTs, were not visible 
macroscopically in the fiber mat.  An SEM of the fibers is shown in Figure 58.  
Fiber diameter average is 980 nm, larger than the average fiber 
diameter (600 nm) determined above for PVDF alone in the same solvent 
mixture.  Raman spectroscopy confirmed that SWNTs were well-dispersed in the 
electrospun mat.  A peak at 1592 cm-1 represents the longitudinal 
mode (tangential peak) of SWNTs.160, 161  Raman completed at various locations 
on the mat at 10x magnification exhibited the same signal intensity at this 
wavenumber, indicating good dispersion of SWNTs.   
 
 
Figure 58.  SEM of electrospun PVDF mat with dispersed SWNTs. 
 
 
 
 Polarized Raman spectroscopy analysis of single electrospun fibers of the 
SWNT-filled polyimide 2,6-bis(3-aminophenoxy)benzonitrile/4,4-oxydiphthalic 
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anhydride, (β-CN)APB-ODPA has shown carbon nanotube alignment.162  This 
technique analyzed a single fiber at 50x magnification over a range of polarizer 
angles, where 0° was along the fiber axis and 90° was perpendicular to it.  
Different longitudinal peak intensities illustrated a pattern indicating SWNT 
alignment along the fiber long axis:  intensity decreased gradually from highest 
along the fiber axis to lowest perpendicular to it.   
 This method was utilized here to investigate SWNT alignment in PVDF 
fibers.  Because PVDF fibers were smaller in diameter than both Ultem® and 
(β-CN) APB-ODPA fibers, a single fiber was more difficult to isolate.  The 
resulting orientation pattern shown in Figure 59 was not as clear as shown in 
other work 162 or in this work with respect to Ultem®.  This technique was not 
suitable for these smaller diameter fibers.  Investigations of dielectric constant, 
discussed below, proved to be a better method to assess SWNT alignment in 
these smaller diameter fibers.  
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Figure 59.  Polarized Raman spectroscopy of PVDF with SWNTs.  
 
 
 Dielectric constant for some electrospun samples was investigated, first 
through the thickness of the fiber mats and then from end-to-end, as shown in 
Figure 60.  Dielectric measurements were taken for two reasons.  First, dielectric 
constant provides evidence of phases present in the fibers, confirming DSC and 
FTIR findings and further clarifying TSC findings.  Second, for the PVDF/SWNT 
fiber samples, measurements of dielectric constant in different orientations 
provide information about SWNT alignment within the fibers, important especially 
since Raman spectroscopy was ineffective in determining this.  All samples 
tested were electrospun from 15wt% Aldrich PVDF in 50/50 DMF/acetone except 
the asterisked PVDF/SWNT sample (in Table 8) which was in DMF alone. 
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Figure 60.  Dielectric constant measurement orientations. 
 
 To investigate PVDF phase present in the fibers, dielectric constant was 
measured through the thickness of the fiber mats.  Typical methods used to 
electrode thin films were problematic because of the fibrous nature of the 
materials.  Evaporation of metals was initially attempted.  100 Å of chrome and 
900 Å of gold were deposited onto the samples.  These samples had too much 
resistance (greater than 100 ohms) for dielectric constant to be measurable with 
this technique.  Though chrome is typically used as an initial layer to help the 
gold adhere better to the substrate, it was too brittle to maintain adherence to the 
fiber mats.  The next step was to try 2000 Å of silver.  Resistance values were 
much lower (an average of 30 ohms), and dielectric measurements were 
attempted.   
 Electroding remained a problem, as it was necessary to maintain stable 
and constant contact with the electrodes on the material.  After several iterations, 
the final configuration consisted of attaching aluminum foil electrodes to glass 
microscope slides with double stick clear tape and sandwiching an unelectroded 
x direction, through the thickness 
z direction, end-to-end 
PVDF 
fiber 
mat 
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sample of electrospun material between the slides with office binder clips.  A strip 
of each aluminum foil electrode protruded from the glass slides, and alligator 
clips were connected to these strips to connect the configuration to the LCR 
meter.  In this way, dielectric constants at 1 kHz were determined as displayed in 
Table 8 in the composite column.   
 
Table 8. Dielectric constant (n=1) through the thickness of electrospun mats. 
Sample Porosity (%) 
Composite 
dielectric 
constant at 
1kHz 
Fiber 
dielectric 
constant at 
1kHz 
15kV aligned 82 2.2 7.8 
20kV aligned 82 2.5 9.0 
15kV unaligned 79 2.3 6.6 
20kV unaligned 74 2.5 7.0 
20kV aligned + 0.1% SWNT 76 2.5 7.2 
25kV aligned + 0.1% SWNT* 71 3.2 8.4 
 
 These values for electrospun mats are extremely low for PVDF.  Typical 
values for α phase PVDF are 6-7, poled β phase are 7-9, and unpoled β phase 
are 10-12.140, 163  Considering the large amount of air within the mat, mixture rule 
was employed to obtain more realistic fiber dielectric constant measurements.  A 
proportion corresponding to mat density was determined using mass divided by 
volume of a fiber mat, then dividing that value by the polymer density, 1.8 g/cm3 
for PVDF.  Mat porosity was the total of 1 minus mat density, as shown below.   
porosity
densitypolymer
volumematfiber
massmatfiber
=




−1  
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Using a dielectric constant of air equal to 1, dielectric constants at 1 kHz were 
calculated as displayed in Table 8 in the fiber column.  Representative plots of 
dielectric constant against frequency for samples tested through the thickness 
are shown in Figure 61. 
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Figure 61.  Dielectric constant measured through the thickness. 
 
 
 Adjusted values for dielectric constant indicate polar character in the 
PVDF fibers.  The range is between 6.6 and 9.0, within the range for polar 
PVDF.140, 163  However, it is difficult to conclude what phase and if the samples are 
poled from this small amount of data.  Values indicate that aligned electrospun 
fiber mats with and without SWNTs have dielectric constants between 7 and 9, 
indicating poled β phase PVDF.  With dielectric constants between 6 and 7, 
unaligned electrospun fiber mats should be α phase PVDF.  The more likely 
situation is that differences between the samples correspond to differing amounts 
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of α and β phases in the samples, with some oriented polar phase included as 
well.  DSC, FTIR, and TSC analyses discussed above also point to this 
conclusion of a combination of phases for fibers electrospun out of a 50/50 
mixture of DMF and acetone. 
 The second reason for dielectric measurements was to determine if 
SWNTs were aligned within individual electrospun fibers.  Effective media theory 
is an approach used to calculate the dielectric constant of a dispersion of 
dielectric spheres in a homogeneous matrix and can be used here to investigate 
SWNT alignment within the fibers.  This theory has been extended by Giordano 
for the case of ellipsoidal dispersions 164 and further by Banda for SWNT 
dispersions.162  Briefly, the theory assumes that SWNTs are uniformly aligned 
and embedded in a homogeneous matrix.  Because they are aligned, dispersed 
SWNTs can be considered one SWNT, and anisotropy of dielectric constant is 
introduced into the composite.  Three components of dielectric constant in the 
three principal directions result.  These directions are shown in Figure 62.   
 
Figure 62.  Principal directions for an effective medium with dispersed SWNTs. 
x
z
y 
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 These developed equations were applied to the present situation of SWNT 
aligned and dispersed in PVDF matrix.  Using matrix dielectric constant of 
8 (average for PVDF in these investigations), SWNT dielectric constant to be 
106 (assumed to be very high), and concentration of SWNT in the matrix as 
0.1wt%, the equations from the literature give dielectric constants in the three 
principal directions: 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )
( ) 66
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6
10999,9988101.08
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This model shows that dielectric constant of a composite of PVDF and aligned 
and dispersed SWNT inclusions will be significantly affected by the inclusions 
only in the longitudinal or z direction. 
 Data above in Table 5 show that dielectric constant in the x 
direction (through the thickness of the PVDF/SWNT mats) was not significantly 
affected by SWNT inclusions.  Dielectric constant for aligned PVDF fibers with 
0.1wt% SWNT was 7.2, within the range observed for PVDF alone.  
Measurements of dielectric constant of the same samples along fiber length, at 
each end of an aligned fiber mat, were also undertaken.  According to effective 
media theory, if dielectric constant in this direction is significantly higher 
compared to that through the thickness of the mats, SWNTs are aligned and 
evenly dispersed.  A schematic of the two measurement orientations is shown in 
Figure 60. 
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 In these measurements, electroding was again a problem; good contact 
was difficult to attain.  This was even more important for end-to-end 
measurements because capacitance values approached the resolution of the 
LCR meter.  The final sample configuration consisted of painted silver electrodes 
at each end of the fiber mat clamped between glass slides, again with foil 
electrodes that protruded from the sandwich for connection to the meter.   
 Results of this testing are shown in Figure 63.  Clearly, dielectric constant 
along the fiber axis increases considerably with SWNTs.  Through the 
thickness (x direction), the maximum dielectric constant measured was 10, while, 
along fiber direction (z direction), dielectric constant was a minimum of 12.1 and 
a maximum of 80.  This anisotropy with measurement direction follows effective 
media theory and confirms that SWNT are, in fact, aligned in the PVDF fibers.    
 Comparison of the plots in Figures 61 and 63 illustrates differences in 
frequency stability of dielectric constant in the two measurement directions.  
These differences further confirm that SWNTs were dispersed and aligned within 
the electrospun fibers.  In work by Potschke et al., dielectric measurements of 
melt-mixed, extruded, and then melt-pressed sheets of polycarbonate matrix with 
various concentrations of multi-walled carbon nanotubes were performed to 
assess dispersion of the tubes.165  Results showed that the composites exhibited 
insulator characteristics if loading was less than 1.0wt% and conductor 
characteristics if loading was above 1.0wt%.  The differences in behavior were 
explained in terms of percolation threshold.   
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 While Potschke’s work focused on nanotube concentration in composite 
sheets, her findings are applicable here for fiber mats to interpret dielectric 
behavior with different measurement orientations.  In this case, a mat with 
0.1wt% SWNT concentration was tested in two orientations.  As in the publication 
by Potschke et al. for low nanotube loadings, stable dielectric constant was 
observed when SWNT-doped mats were measured through the thickness, 
signifying insulator behavior, i.e., resistance to electrical flow.  In contrast, the 
decrease in dielectric constant with increasing frequency exhibited by the SWNT-
doped mats when measured end-to-end indicates conductor behavior.  Because 
concentration was constant, dispersion and alignment of the SWNT in the fibers 
due to electrospin processing are responsible for this behavior.   
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Figure 63. Dielectric constant measured along fiber direction. 
  
 Mechanical properties are also an important aspect for multifunctionality 
and structural applications.  Table 9 presents mechanical property data of PVDF 
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fiber mats with and without SWNTs.  Though reported values for PVDF (2-4 GPa 
modulus and 25-60 MPa strength) are at least an order of magnitude larger than 
in the table, these values were likely determined from testing films or even thicker 
pieces of material.  Further, fiber mat testing cannot accurately reflect the 
mechanical properties of the individual fiber itself.  Effects of porosity of the 
electrospun mat would certainly decrease results.  To account for this, a 
normalization factor based on the mass of the fibers in the gage length region 
was utilized; this factor utilized a modified denier value, which is defined in the 
textile industry as grams of fiber per 9000 m length.  Both tensile modulus and 
tensile strength were normalized by this method and reported in Table 9 as 
normalized modulus and normalized strength.  Normalized strength is analogous 
to tenacity.  This method is based on ASTM D1294. 
 To explain this further, calculations of modulus and strength in the 
mechanical testing software have the units force per cross-sectional area, where 
area is total area of fibers and air in the cross-section of the mat, as shown in 
Figure 64 by dimensions a  and b .  If these experimental values are multiplied by 
a ratio that accounts for the differences between that area and area of actual 
fibers in the cross-section, truer values of modulus and strength for the fibers 
result.  Total area of the mat cross-section is given by: 
l
abl
length
VolumeArea TT ==  
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where l  is the length of the fiber mat (and of the fibers that compose the mat).  
Cross-sectional area of the fibers in the mat is given by: 
l
mass
length
VolumeArea
F
F
F
ρ==  
where Fmass  is mass of fibers in the gage length and ρ  is the density of the 
polymer, 1.8 g/cm3 for PVDF.  The ratio of total area to fiber area gives the 
conversion factor such that: 
FFF
T
T Area
Force
mass
abl
ab
Force
Area
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Figure 64.  Schematic of the cross-section of an electrospun fiber mat. 
 
Table 9.  Mechanical properties (n=5) of electrospun PVDF with and without 
SWNTs. 
Sample Orientation 
Tensile 
Modulus 
(MPa) 
Normalized 
Modulus 
(MPa) 
Tensile 
Strength 
(MPa) 
Normalized 
Strength 
(MPa) 
Thickness 
(µm) 
15kV aligned PVDF Longitudinal 32.1±5.3 365 1.1±0.1 13 102 
15kV aligned PVDF Transverse 1.5±0.4 17 0.2±0.0 2 100 
15kV unaligned PVDF Longitudinal 5.2±0.7 120 0.3±0.0 7 108 
15kV unaligned PVDF Transverse 7.8±0.8 168 0.3±0.0 6 101 
20kV aligned PVDF Longitudinal 51.9±3.3 563 1.7±0.3 18 153 
20kV aligned PVDF Transverse 1.3±0.7 15 0.3±0.1 4 166 
20kV unaligned PVDF Longitudinal 5.4±3.7 47 0.6±0.5 5 190 
20kV unaligned PVDF Transverse 7.4±3.7 59 0.5±0.3 4 177 
20kV aligned 
PVDF/SWNT Longitudinal 50.9±3.5 343 1.1±0.1 7 99 
20kV aligned 
PVDF/SWNT Transverse 4.0±1.2 28 0.2±0.0 1 101 
 
 
a
b
l
fibers within mat 
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 In all aligned cases, mats were stronger if fiber orientation in test samples 
was longitudinal to applied tension.  Transverse fibers are simply being pulled 
apart from one another.  Consequently, it is likely that transverse testing is more 
a measurement of interfiber bonding strength rather than material strength.  For 
unaligned samples, modulus and strength were comparable regardless of from 
where in the mat the sample was cut.  More isotropic properties are expected for 
mats that have little to no fiber orientation. 
 Applied voltage did not affect mechanical properties significantly or in any 
repeatable fashion.  Modulus for 15kV aligned transverse samples was greater 
than that for the 20kV case; tensile strength showed the opposite trend.  Values, 
however, were on the same order, so differences were fairly insignificant. 
 Mixture rule suggests that tensile modulus should increase to 309 GPa 
when 0.1wt% SWNT is added to PVDF if a tensile modulus for SWNTs is 
assumed to be 1 TPa.  However, incorporation of carbon nanotubes did not 
improve mechanical properties of the electrospun fiber mats.  After normalization, 
moduli and strength were very similar.  Modulus and strength in both orientations 
were comparable, as well. 
 These puzzling results can be explained by weak interactions between the 
SWNTs and the matrix that inhibit load transfer between them.  SWNTs have a 
high affinity for each other and assemble into aggregates; therefore, good 
dispersion is necessary for successful load transfer.166, 167  If the polymer matrix 
can infiltrate into the SWNT aggregate interstices and maintain these 
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interactions, load transfer and enhancement of modulus of the composite is more 
probable.166, 168  To accomplish this, the mixing method must allow the SWNTs 
and matrix to interact at the nanoscale.  Further, these interactions must be 
maintained once mixing is stopped.  Wise et al. published results showing good 
dispersion of SWNTs in (β-CN)APB-ODPA, a nitrile-substituted polyimide, using 
in-situ polymerization and sonication.166  Success was attributed to formation of a 
stable electron donor-acceptor interaction between the high electron affinity nitrile 
group on the polymer and the available extra SWNT electron.  This publication 
indicates that interaction at this level is a necessary component for successful 
dispersion and (likely) load transfer of SWNT and that not every mixing method 
or polymer matrix may effect it.  In the case of PVDF interacting with SWNT, this 
type of interaction may be possible if orbital overlap permits transport of 
electrons; however, the extra SWNT would be donated because fluorine is 
electronegative and would, therefore, serve as an electron acceptor.     
 In this work, homogenization was used to disperse SWNTs into PVDF.  
Though the solution was stable over time and dielectric measurements proved 
that SWNTs were dispersed and aligned within the electrospun fibers, 
homogenization is a mechanical mixing method that did not facilitate interactions 
between SWNTs and the PVDF matrix at the nanoscale.  Therefore, load transfer 
from the SWNTs to the matrix could not occur and mechanical properties were 
not enhanced.  It is important to note that mechanical properties were also not 
diminished. 
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While all testing completed on electrospun PVDF applies to both 
aerospace and biomedical applications, further evaluation of cytotoxic effects 
was necessary for continuing down the path of use in applications such as 
cardiovascular and skeletal devices.  Processing method and final form of the 
material are just as important as chemistry when it comes into contact with the 
body.  To this end, PVDF electrospun mats with and without SWNT were tested 
against PVDF films for cytotoxic response.  Films tested included:  commercially-
available poled (MSI), commercially-available stretched but unpoled film (MSI), 
in-house melt-pressed, commercially-available stretched in the 3,1 
direction (Amp, Inc.), and PVDF/SWNT.  Qualitative and quantitative analyses 
were completed on results.  Protocol sheets and results are shown in 
Appendix A. 
 Qualitative analysis consisted of performing Kruskal-Wallace on rankings 
of cell cytotoxicity defined in Table 3.  First, a Kruskal-Wallace was done to 
determine if any statistical difference in medians existed between positives and 
then between negatives for the four trials completed with these materials.  
Results showed that neither group exhibited any statistical differences.  
Therefore, data from the four trials were combined for statistical testing purposes.  
A Kruskal-Wallace test done on the combined data showed no significant 
differences among medians of the groups.  Overall, however, lack of significant 
statistical difference implies that materials do not appear to elicit an extreme 
cytotoxic response under these conditions.  Given these data, materials should 
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be included in the next round of biocompatibility testing.  Though a degree of cell 
abnormality was visually evident during ranking, a more rigorous testing protocol 
such as cell seeding directly onto the electrospun mat is needed to cause these 
effects to take their course and significantly affect results. 
 Quantitative analysis consisted of two comparisons of data obtained via 
the MTT cell proliferation assay.  A one-way ANOVA was completed between 
positive and then negative controls from the four trials that involved these 
materials.  Results showed that neither group exhibited any statistical 
differences.  Therefore, data from the four trials were combined for further 
statistical testing.  A one-way ANOVA performed among positive and negative 
controls and material samples showed no significant differences.  However, cell 
responses were not extreme overall, and PVDF has been proven to be 
biocompatible in several reports.169-171  Therefore, materials should continue on to 
the next level of testing that will involve longer culture times and more extreme 
conditions. 
 A second quantitative analysis was completed using the MTT assay data.  
This test was used to determine health of the cells proportional to a cell control 
exposed to non-extracted media.  Results illustrated in Figure 65 show that cells 
exposed to PVDF in various forms were 60-80% as healthy as a live cell control.  
These data show that PVDF does cause harmful effects to cells compared to a 
live cell control.  Samples that contained SWNT were slightly less biocompatible 
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than those that did not contain SWNT, in line with studies that provide evidence 
that carbon nanotubes are toxic to human keratinocyte cells.172 
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Figure 65.  Comparison of tested PVDF materials to a cell control. 
 
 For this early screening test, data support moving to the next step with all 
materials with caution.  While this method of testing is a good initial screen for 
extreme adverse reactions, more rigorous testing is necessary before decision 
on the biocompatibility of these materials can be made. 
 
ULTEM® 
 
 Ultem® 1000 is an amorphous thermoplastic polyetherimide capable high 
heat and chemical resistance, inherent flame retardancy, and excellent 
dimensional stability (stable coefficient of thermal expansion) and durability.  It 
also exhibits high strength and stiffness, even at high temperatures.  This work 
sought to build on these useful features and impart electroactive properties, i.e., 
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electric field-generated strain, to Ultem® to expand its range of applications by 
making it multifunctional.    
 Solutions of Ultem® in a mixture of tetrahydrofuran (THF)(Fisher Scientific) 
and dimethylformamide (DMF)(Sigma-Aldrich) were prepared.  Ultem® dissolves 
readily in both DMF and THF, but, to ensure that a dry fiber was collected, a 
balance between the two solvents was necessary to create a solvent mixture that 
evaporated during fiber travel from nozzle tip to collector.  THF and DMF have 
boiling points of 66°C and 153°C, respectively.  Solvent ratios were 70/30, 80/20, 
and 90/10, respectively.  Polymer concentrations were 10 and 15 percent by 
weight.  Electrospinning of the solutions was subsequently completed to assess 
optimal solution and spinning conditions.  Criteria were ability to obtain fibers and 
optical microscopy appearance, shown in Figure 66.  Of the compositions tried, 
the most successful for fiber formation was 10wt% polymer in 80/20 THF/DMF by 
weight.  Electrospinning settings for this composition were 17 cm tip-to-collector 
distance, 5 ml/hr infusion, and 15 kV applied voltage; nominal electric field 
strength was 0.882 kV/cm.  Temperature and relative humidity during these initial 
runs were 24.4°C and 23%, respectively.  The successful solution was too thin 
for in-house rheology measurement but exhibited a surface tension of 
17.69 mN/m.  SEM analysis in Figure 67 demonstrates fiber diameters of 
1.03 microns with a standard deviation of 0.67 microns (n=80). 
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Figure 66.  Optical microscopy of initial Ultem® fibers at 50x magnification.  
(a) 10wt% in 70/30 THF/DMF, (b) 10wt% in 80/20 THF/DMF, (c) 10wt% in 90/10 
THF/DMF, and (d) 15wt% in 80/20 THF/DMF. 
 
 Both thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) showed expected results for Ultem®.  Ultem®’s excellent 
thermal properties were maintained in the fibers.  Over the test program, Ultem® 
fibers only lost 0.5% of their initial weight.  Pure Ultem® pellets showed a similar 
response, as determined in this study and corroborated by others.173  This also 
indicates that most, if not all, solvent evaporated from the fibers prior to TGA, in 
contrast to Ultem® electrospun out of 1,1,2-Trichloroethane, which showed a 6% 
weight loss around the solvent’s boiling point of 110-115°C.174  DSC as shown in 
Table 10 gave a glass transition temperature (Tg), close to the published range of 
215-225°C.114, 115  No other thermal features were obvious during thermal 
treatment, which is expected because of Ultem®’s thermal stability.  Though still 
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
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in the expected range, a slightly lower Tg is noted for fibers on first heat.  
Considering the fairly high heating rate of 10°C/min, these small differences are 
insignificant; however, it is likely that the increased surface area afforded by such 
small diameter fibers compared to the larger pellet size made the glass transition 
temperature appear slightly earlier. 
 
Figure 67.  Scanning electron micrograph of electrospun Ultem® fibers. 
 
Table 10. DSC results of Ultem® pellets vs. electrospun fibers. 
Ultem® form Tg (°C) First Heat 
Tg (°C) 
Second Heat 
Pellets 222 219 
Electrospun fibers 214 219 
 
 Successful electrospinning of Ultem® polymer alone led to the main 
objective of incorporating single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) into the 
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matrix for enhancement of electroactive strain.  Single-walled carbon 
nanotubes (batch 004) made via the HiPCO method and obtained from Carbon 
Nanotechnologies, Inc. (CNI), were utilized in this testing.  Initially, SWNTs were 
sonicated in the cosolvent combination (80/20 THF/DMF) determined above for 
Ultem®.  SWNTs appeared to be well-dispersed.  The sonicated SWNT solution 
was then added to a premade Ultem® solution to give a final SWNT 
concentration in solution of 0.1wt% relative to the 10wt% Ultem® concentration, 
and this solution was subsequently sonicated.  Electrospinning at the same 
conditions utilized for pure Ultem® was attempted once the solution appeared 
uniform.  Fibers were successfully produced; however, the resulting mat was 
very different from the white Ultem® electrospun mat in appearance.  The mat 
was slightly gray with small dispersed darker spots, was much more fragile, and 
did not look as “high-loft.” 
 In addition, phase separation of the SWNTs was obvious in the syringe 
during electrospinning.  It is not clear if the SWNTs and polymer separated from 
the solvent or if the SWNTs alone with some solvent separated from the polymer 
and bulk of the solvent.  It is assumed that phase separation was inherent to the 
solution but was accelerated by application of electric field; this phase separation 
eventually occurred in the solution standing in the storage bottle as well.  Another 
indication of incomplete dispersion was seen at the spinning nozzle.  As the 
polymer jet continuously spun out of the nozzle and built up as a fiber mat, a 
repeated building and ejecting of a black mass was also clear.  This black mass 
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was likely composed mainly of SWNTs.  SEM observation of the mat showed 
“blobs” and average fiber diameter of 0.59 ± 0.46 microns (n=80), as shown in 
Figure 68.   
 
Figure 68. Scanning electron micrograph of electrospun Ultem® with SWNTs.  
The spinning solution was sonicated. 
 
 
 Further, Raman spectroscopy showed obvious presence of SWNTs in the 
dark spots and obvious lack of SWNTs if the focus was a single fiber in the mat.  
Raman data are shown in Figure 69.  A peak at 1592 cm-1 and a group of peaks 
in the region of 180-300 cm-1 indicate the longitudinal and breathing modes of 
SWNT, respectively.160, 161  These peaks are clearly present in the film shown for 
comparison.  They also appear in the focused region of a dark spot within an 
electrospun mat, although with less intensity due to the lower concentration of 
SWNTs.  No peaks appear if a single fiber is the focus.  These data confirm that, 
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while SWNTs are clearly present in the electrospun mat, they are not well-
dispersed. 
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Figure 69. Raman spectroscopy of Ultem®/SWNT in film and electrospun form.   
 
 Homogenization of SWNTs into an Ultem® solution was the next route to 
dispersion attempted.  While mixing during sonication is caused by the energy of 
high frequency sound waves, homogenization achieves mixing by pulling the 
solution through a tiny hole under high pressure to break up, in this case, SWNT 
bundles.  The first step was dispersion of SWNTs into the cosolvent via 
sonication, as described earlier.  However, subsequent to this, the sonicated 
SWNT solution was homogenized into a premade solution of 10wt% Ultem® in 
80/20 THF/DMF to give a final SWNT concentration of 0.1wt% relative to Ultem® 
concentration.  The solution appeared stable, and no phase separation, either in 
the syringe or at the nozzle tip, was apparent during electrospinning.  The 
resulting electrospun mat, while still fragile, was a dark gray with no obvious 
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black spots.  In Figure 70, SEM observation clearly shows more uniform fibers 
with no “blobs” and fibers of diameter 1.10 ± 0.61 microns (n=80).  Differential 
scanning calorimetry showed a glass transition temperature of 218°C and 214°C, 
respectively, for first and second heats, also close to the expected range for 
Ultem®.  TGA showed a weight loss of only 0.3% over the test cycle.  These 
results suggest that incorporation of SWNTs into the Ultem® fibers did not affect 
the polymer’s stability, though DSC and TGA were only run to 400°C and 350°C, 
respectively, low to see degradation of Ultem®.   
 Both DSC and TGA of melt extruded Ultem®/SWNT fibers were reported 
by others.175  Their results showed similar Tg values, but TGA results showed a 
decrease in the temperature of 5% weight loss as SWNT concentration in the 
fibers was increased from 0 to 1.0 wt%.  This weight loss occurred at higher 
temperature than tested here, about 500°C.  It is likely, then, that the electrospun 
fibers tested here would show similar degradation properties to extruded fibers at 
higher temperatures because the same material is in different, but still fiber, form. 
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Figure 70. Scanning electron micrograph of electrospun Ultem®/SWNT fibers.  
The spinning solution was homogenized. 
 
 Raman spectroscopy confirmed that SWNTs were evenly dispersed in the 
electrospun mat.  As illustrated in Figure 71, using different angles of polarization 
of the Raman analysis beam on a single electrospun fiber, it was found that 
SWNTs were preferentially aligned within the fibers.  In this experiment, the 
longitudinal mode peak at 1592 cm-1 was the focus.  Measurements were taken 
at different angles along a single electrospun fiber, where 0° is along the fiber 
long axis and 90° is perpendicular to it.  This confirms speculation that, because 
the electrospinning jet is elongated up to 100,000 times over a short distance in 
less than 1 second, anisotropic nanofillers such as SWNTs can be aligned.37, 159 
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Figure 71.  Polarized Raman spectroscopy. 
 
 Strain testing was completed on both the Ultem® and Ultem®/SWNT fiber 
mats to determine if addition of SWNTs caused enhancement of electroactive 
nature to Ultem®.  Brittleness of the samples made it difficult to properly measure 
strain properties; fibers broke very easily just in setting up the configuration prior 
to testing.  In addition, Ultem® mats were more fragile compared to the GE 
materials discussed above.  Finally, only one of each sample was run due to 
scheduling constraints on measurement equipment. 
 While Ultem® only exhibits a small dipole at the imide functional 
group (≈2.3 D), Figure 72 indicates nonzero electroactive strain response in 
electrospun mats.  This response appears to be linearly dependent on the square 
of electric field, especially at higher fields, suggesting electrostrictive response.  
This response is likely Maxwell effect due to the low modulus of the fibrous mat.  
This linearity becomes more pronounced with inclusion of SWNTs, as higher 
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strain is exhibited by Ultem® mats doped with SWNTs.  The enhancement could 
be due to a couple of effects.  SWNTs have a relatively high dielectric constant, 
which will enhance Maxwell effect contribution.  Additionally, SWNTs may have 
made the mats more supple, also increasing Maxwell effect. 
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Figure 72.  Longitudinal strain vs. electric field squared of Ultem® and 
Ultem®/SWNT fiber mats. 
 
 After learning that addition of SWNTs to Ultem® imparted enhancement of 
strain capability to the composite, static mechanical testing was completed to 
determine if Ultem®’s mechanical strength was also enhanced or, at least, not 
diminished by presence of SWNTs.  As shown in Table 11, modulus and tensile 
strength for Ultem® fiber mats in the longitudinal direction were 45.7 MPa and 
1.4 MPa, respectively.  In comparison, tensile strengths reported by Choi et al. 
for electrospun Ultem® were lower:  in the range of 0.5 MPa.174  Though values 
reported by General Electric are 3590 MPa and 110 MPa, respectively, this 
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testing followed ASTM D638, which requires a thicker, solid piece of material.  
Further, fiber mat testing cannot accurately reflect the mechanical properties of 
the individual fiber itself.   
 Porosity of the electrospun mat would certainly decrease static 
mechanical testing results.  To account for this, a normalization factor based on 
the mass of the fibers in the gage length region was utilized; this factor utilized a 
modified denier value, which is defined in the textile industry as grams of fiber 
per 9000 m length.  Both tensile modulus and tensile strength were normalized 
by this method and reported in Table 11 as normalized modulus and normalized 
strength.  Normalized strength is analogous to tenacity.  This method is based on 
ASTM D1294 and is explained in more detail earlier in this dissertation for PVDF.  
For Ultem®, polymer density used in this normalization was 1.3 g/cm3. 
 
Table 11.  Mechanical properties (n=5) of electrospun Ultem® with and without 
SWNTs. 
Sample Orientation 
Tensile 
Modulus 
(MPa) 
Normalized 
Modulus 
(MPa) 
Tensile 
Strength 
(MPa) 
Normalized 
Strength 
(MPa) 
Thickness 
(µm) 
Ultem Longitudinal 45.7±5.4 425 1.4±0.1 13 99 
Ultem Transverse 2.4±0.5 23 0.3±0.0 3 100 
Ultem/0.1% SWNT Longitudinal 35.5±10.7 272 0.9±0.2 7 112 
Ultem/0.1% SWNT Transverse 0.6±0.5 3 0.1±0.0 1 83 
 
 Comparatively, mechanical testing produced some interesting results.  As 
discussed for PVDF, transverse mechanical properties are obviously lower than 
longitudinal for aligned samples.  Transverse fibers are simply being pulled apart 
from one another during testing.  Consequently, it is likely that transverse testing 
is more a measure of interfiber bonding strength, not material strength.   
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 A rule of mixture would suggest that tensile modulus should increase to 
4.6 GPa when 0.1wt% SWNT is added to Ultem® if a tensile modulus for SWNTs 
is assumed to be 1 TPa.  However, incorporation of carbon nanotubes did not 
improve, yet did preserve, mechanical properties of the electrospun fiber mats.  
After normalization, longitudinal moduli and strength are comparable.  
Transverse strengths and moduli also show no significant differences.   
 As described above for PVDF/SWNT fiber mats that were processed in 
the same manner as Ultem®/SWNT fiber mats, these puzzling results can be 
explained by weak interactions that inhibit load transfer from the SWNTs to the 
polymer matrix.  The polymer matrix must infiltrate the SWNT aggregate 
interstices at the nanoscale and maintain these interactions once mixing is 
stopped to effect load transfer to and enhancement of modulus of the 
composite.166-168  Homogenization was the mixing method chosen for this work, 
and mechanical testing results show that this mechanical mixing method did not 
facilitate necessary nanoscale interactions between SWNTs and the Ultem® 
matrix.  Therefore, load transfer from the SWNTs to the matrix could not occur 
and mechanical properties were not enhanced.  Mechanical properties were not 
decreased by addition of SWNTs either, and the electroactive strain capability 
imparted by their inclusion may be enough to warrant using these composites.  
Future work can focus on enhancing both mechanical and strain properties to 
develop a multifunctional material. 
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 Though Ultem® was not included in cytotoxicity testing due to its late 
inclusion in the project, there are reports of biocompatibility studies with this 
polymer.  Seifert et al. attached ligands known to improve either blood or tissue 
compatibility to accessible groups on the Ultem® backbone via added ether 
linkages.176  This modification to the Ultem® took less than 10 minutes to 
accomplish, yet improvements in blood compatibility in vitro with respect to 
complement system activation, platelet adhesion, and fibroblast compatibility 
were seen. 
 Another group found that Ultem® membranes induce fibrinogen adsorption 
and platelet adhesion.177  However, the platelets do not aggregate as actively as 
on polysulfone, another material tested.  Because Ultem® is less wettable than 
polysulfone, it promotes generalized platelet adhesion but does not allow gross 
subsequent aggregation of more platelets.  The authors suspect that this could 
be due to the conformational state of fibrinogen:  it can unfold more and bind 
tighter to Ultem®. 
 Overall, electrospinning of nanocomposite fibers of Ultem® and 
Ultem®/SWNT was successful.  A solvent mixture that allowed electrospinning of 
dry Ultem® fibers consistently was determined.  Further, a method to stably 
disperse SWNT into this solution was found, and electrospun fibers were easily 
fabricated.  Testing showed that the SWNT were well-dispersed in the fibers.  
Though further investigation to exploit SWNT properties to improve the strength 
of the matrix is needed, this matrix is a promising route to further explore for 
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biomedical and aerospace applications.  SWNTs do seem to impart electroactive 
properties to the matrix.   
 
 163 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 
 
 
 Electrospinning was utilized here to produce nanoscale fibers of three 
electroactive materials.  The goal was to determine if the fiber form of any or a 
combination of the materials could be used to create a functional material.  This 
was accomplished by producing and then testing electrospun fibers and fiber 
mats of these materials in environments relevant to aerospace and biomedical 
applications such as micro-air vehicles and the cardiovascular system.  In this 
way, a realistic assessment of the potential of electrospinning for future functional 
materials was completed. 
 An experimental electroactive family of polymers, Graft Elastomers, was 
investigated in electrospun form as actuators.  Electroactive strain testing with 
modified equipment to accommodate electrospun mats showed improvement in 
strain capacity over films of the same material.  Thermal and cytotoxic properties 
were unaffected by electrospin processing.  Results illustrate potential for grafted 
elastomers as actuators in electrospun form; however, lack of supply and 
variation in polymer physical properties make it difficult to electrospin consistently 
and, therefore, impossible to fully assess this potential.  Until these issues are 
resolved, the film form of this material is still the better option. 
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 PVDF, a well-known piezoelectric polymer, was also successfully 
electrospun alone and with dispersed and aligned SWNTs.  Evidence showed 
that the most useful crystalline form of PVDF could be induced in fibers via 
electrospinning under proper conditions, and dielectric constants comparable to 
those of PVDF films were measured.  Further, piezoelectric properties of PVDF 
were maintained in electrospun form without decline of mechanical or cytotoxic 
properties.  Enhanced dielectric constant was measured in PVDF fiber mats 
doped with aligned SWNTs.  This was also accomplished without loss of 
mechanical or cytotoxic attributes.  These results show promise for application of 
electrospun PVDF in future aerospace and biomedical materials. 
 Finally, Ultem® was electrospun alone and with dispersed and aligned 
SWNTs to impart electroactive properties.  Unexpectedly, Ultem® fiber mats 
exhibited a degree of electroactive strain response; SWNT inclusions enhanced 
this strain.  Mechanical and thermal properties of Ultem® were not significantly 
affected by fiber processing.  Because this polymer is relatively simple to 
electrospin and its useful properties are maintained, it is a good option for 
electrospinning alone as a lightweight, structural polymer or, in conjunction with a 
sensing polymer like PVDF, as a multifunctional nanocomposite that is strong 
and can behave as a sensor and possibly an actuator.     
 This work successfully investigated the potential of electrospinning in 
conjunction with electroactive polymers and composites for future functional 
materials.  It also introduced methods to accomplish these investigations.  
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Results are promising, especially with respect to PVDF and Ultem®.  However, 
the major hurdle in the future will be consistent production of material.   
 Three major areas for attention stand out: solvent, equipment, and mat 
porosity.  While solvent mixtures to generate electrospun PVDF and Ultem® 
fibers were isolated, results showed that PVDF fibers electrospun from DMF 
alone produced the most useful piezoelectric form.  Fiber formation when 
spinning out of DMF alone, however, was difficult to consistently achieve due to 
the solvent’s high boiling point.  Finding a way to electrospin from a solvent that 
allows repeatable formation of dry fibers and β phase PVDF would be a valuable 
endeavor.  A next generation electrospinning apparatus that includes capabilities 
such as control of temperature and humidity might be one way to accomplish 
this.  A more robust collector that allows for a range of collector sizes would also 
be beneficial as utility of the processing technique expands.  Finally, improved 
test methods that can more accurately account for mat porosity would enable 
comparison of results to relevant published data.  Traditional electroding and 
testing methods used here were only sufficient for intrastudy comparison.   
 This work proved that electrospinning is a viable processing method for 
future materials.  In addition, it demonstrated that electrospinning may help to 
mitigate longstanding limitations of electroactive materials.  While this method is 
not as straightforward as originally thought, issues with its use are not 
insurmountable.  Electrospinning should be considered a viable option for 
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applications where nanoscale-sized fibers would be beneficial for structural and 
electroactive enhancement. 
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Test ____ 
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Extract Materials       Date:_____________ 
Day 1:  
Need: Sterile Gauze     Large Beaker 
 Sterile Tweezers    DI Water 
 Media      Test Materials   
 Positive Controls (2)    Pipets 
 Negative Controls (2)    Pipetter 
 6-well plates     Hemostat 
 Material storage container   Scissors 
 Ethanol 
 Scalpel 
 Cutting Board 
 
1) Warm up water bath and media. 
2) Cut control and test materials to 1 cm2. 
3) Weigh samples. 
4) Sterilize test materials via best method.  Sterilize positive control pieces in 
Ethanol for 15 min in hood.  Then, let dry on sterile gauze in hood for 15 min to 
dry.  Sterilize negative control pieces in sterile boiling water for 5 min, then 
transfer to a sterile 15 ml tube for transport to hood. 
5) Fill wells of a 6-well plate(s) with 6 ml of media. 
6) Add controls (4) and test materials (4) to wells of 6-well plates.  
7) Leave at least two wells with media only. 
8) Alcohol plate and incubate.  Note time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Masses of Materials: 
 
+A  __________ g 
+B  __________ g 
-A  __________ g 
-B  __________ g 
test 1A  __________ g  sample 1: 
test 1B  __________ g 
test 2A  __________ g  sample 2: 
test 2B  __________ g 
Test ____ 
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Plate Cells        Date:_____________ 
Day 7 or 8: 
Need: Trypsin    Hemacytometer 
 Media     Crystal Violet 
 HBSS     Confluent cells 
 96-well plate    15 ml tubes 
 Micropipetter    50 ml tubes 
 Tips 
  
 
1) Warm up water bath, HBSS, trypsin, and media. 
2) Plate 96-well plate.  Split one confluent flask into 105 cells/ml by doing cell 
count.  100 µl to each well of 96-well, as appropriate.  
 
Cell Count Calculation:  result is Dilution Volume needed 
 
   (2000) ( ____ ml-0.1ml) ( ____ cells) 
  105 
 
3) Add same volumes of fresh media where appropriate. 
4) Alcohol and incubate.  Note time. 
5) Let cells develop for 6 hours. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Test ____ 
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Run Test        Date:_____________ 
Day 7 or 8: Approximately 6 hours later 
Need: Sterile tweezers   Material storage container 
 Sterile gauze    Tips 
 Plated 96-well    Micropipetter 
     
      
1) Remove materials from 6-well plate(s).  Place on sterile gauze 15 min to dry. 
2) Remove media from plated 96-well and discard. 
3) Add extract to plated wells:  100 µl to 96-well plate as appropriate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4) Alcohol and incubate plates.  Note time. 
5) When dry, wipe residue from extracted materials.  Put in storage container and 
reweigh. 
 
  
Masses of Materials: 
+A  __________ g 
+B  __________ g 
-A  __________ g 
-B  __________ g 
test 1A  __________ g 
test 1B  __________ g 
test 2A  __________ g 
test 2B  __________ g
Test ____ 
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MTT Assay/Qualitative Evaluation     Date:_____________ 
Day 9, 10, or 11: 2-3 days after start of test 
 
Need: MTT Assay Components 
 Tips 
 Micropipetter 
 
1) Warm water bath and MTT reagent (slightly). 
2) Evaluate 96-well plate qualitatively.  Criteria as below: 
 At 100x magnification: 
 Grade Reactivity Observations 
 
 0 None  Discrete intracytoplasmic granules; no cell lysis 
 1 Slight  Not more than 20% of the cells are round, loosely attached, and  
        without intracytoplasmic granules; some lysed cells are present 
 2 Mild  Not more than 50% of the cells are round and devoid of   
        intracytoplasmic granules; extensive cell lysis and empty areas  
        between cells 
 3 Moderate Not more than 70% of the cell monolayer contains rounded cells  
        and/or are lysed 
 4 Severe  Nearly complete destruction of the cell monolayer 
 
3) Vortex MTT reagent briefly. 
4) Add 10 microliters MTT reagent to all wells of 96-well plate. 
5) Alcohol and incubate 4 hours or until purple precipitate is visible under the 
microscope. 
6) Take MTT detergent out of refrigerator and let warm to room temperature.  Do 
not shake too much. 
7) When 96-well plate is ready, add 100 microliters detergent to all wells.   
8) Leave at room temperature in the dark for 2 hours minimum. 
9) Read Absorbance at 570 nm. 
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000000000000
4) Alcoholandincubateplates.Notetime. 10~30pO'\
5) Whendry,wiperesiduefromextractedmaterials.Put in storagecontainerand
reweigh.
Massesof Materials:
+A D.I{P~;;!.
+B D.tLt?,S
-A O.D1-lD3
-B b.O'1(o5
testlA O.OIlS
testIB (L0 1\0
test2A O.DD(,Lt
test2Bfl. OD(g~
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
Test l.P
MTT Assav/QualitativeEvaluation
Day9,10, or 11:2-3daysafterstartof test
Date:~D3 ~
Need: MTT AssayComponents
Tips
Micropipetter
1) WarmwaterbathandMTT reagent(slightly).
2) Evaluate96-wellplatequalitatively.Criteriaasbelow:
At 1O0xmagnification:
Grade Reactivity Observations
4 Severe
Discreteintracytoplasmicgranules;nocell lysis
Not morethan20%of thecellsareround,looselyattached,and
withoutintracytoplasmicgranules;somelysedcellsarepresent
Not morethan50%of thecellsareroundanddevoidof
intracytoplasmicgranules;extensivecell lysisandemptyareas
betweencells
Not morethan70%of thecellmonolayercontainsroundedcells
and/orarelysed
Nearlycompletedestructionof thecellmonolayer
0
1
None
Slight
2 Mild
3 Moderate
3) VortexMTT reagentbriefly.
4) Add 10microlitersMTT reagentoall wellsof 96-wellplate.
5) Alcoholandincubate4 hoursoruntilpurpleprecipitateis visibleunderthe
microscope. ~'.30a..m
6) TakeMTT detergentoutof refrigeratorandletwarmtoroomtemperature.Do
notshaketoomuch.
7) When96-wellplateis ready,add100microlitersdetergenttoall wells. Il', 3o~
8) Leaveatroomtemperaturein thedarkfor 2hoursminimum.
9) ReadAbsorbanceat570nm.
QualitativeReadingsandNotes:
01J.03 OtJ0 Oil 03 O~0 0 d 0' o~
a 010' 0 a0;;'0\ 0 0 (Q 0 9>+-)~
03.01010 d 0' 030 0 0 0 0
cJO\O~O oao~oqo 0 0 0 0
0' 0'0i10 010(}'030 0 0 0 0
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
MOLECULAR DEVICES
Ro~ooto(Plote]
PRiimD
to
Orficdoeroity
2 3 5 6 B 10 11 0',,~
A
, , ,
0,612' 0,539 ' 0,435 '
, , , ,
, 0.374' 0.447' 0.452 '
, , ,
, 0,B05 ' 0,B19 ' 0",Ie
. . . .'. , , .', . . ,', ' . , , . , . ,'. , , ,'. . , ,', , . . , . . . .'. . , .'. . , . '. . . -
B 0.2Bo: 0.323: 0.312: : 0.243: 0.257: 0.302: , 0052' 00",. 0 GI)': '. " "J , U.", ~
. , . . . , " ,. . . , , . , . . . . , , . . , . , , , . , . . . . . , , , . , . , . , , , . . , , . . . . . . . -
C 0.710:0.691: 0.596: : 0.49B : 0.467: 0.513:
. . . . . , , . . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . , . , . , , , . . . , , , , . , . , , , , . . . . . -, . , . . , , , , , ,
0 0.702: 0.526: 0,545: : 0.516: 0.493:0,390:
, . . '.' , , ',' , , ',' . . , , ' , , ',' . , ',' . , ',' , , , .. . , '.' . , '.' , , '.' . . .
E
, , ,
0.729' 0.691 ' 0,560 '
, , , ,
, 0.574 ' 0,494 ' 0.407 '
, , , ,'. ' . ,', , . . '. . , , , . , . ,'. , , .'. . , ,'. , ' , , . , . ,'. . , ,', , . -'. . -
, , " '" ,. . , . , . . , , , . . . , , , , , , , , . , , . . , . . , , , , , , , . , . . , , , . . - - . . .
G
, . . . , , . ' , ' . , , . . . , . , , , . . , . , . . , . . . . , , . . . . , . , . . . . . , , -, , , , , , " "
H
DATAFILE slii
DESCRIPTION:
PROTOCOL: ProliferotionAssGj
DESCRIPTION:
MODE Erdpljrt AUTOMIX: On
WAVELENGTH: 570
CALIBRATION: On
, SETTEMP: Off
MOLECULAR DEVICES
Ro oato(Report)
DATAFILE: scti
DESCRIPTION:
PROTOCOL: ProliferotionAss[)j ,
DESCRIPTION: °HINTFO
MODE: Erdpoirt AUTOMIX: On
WAVELENGTH: 570 loCALIBRATION: On
SETTEMP: Off
UNKNOWNS Mem00 StdDe'! CV Well 00 S[J1lpe10
fA 0,529 0.oB9 16.B3 Al 0.612
A2 0.539
O,C{11-A3 0.435
tB 0.424 0.044 10.29 A5 0.374
O.31;OA6 0.447A7 0.452
-A 0.305 0.022 7.324 Bl 0,2BO
O.S'?>OB2 0.323
83 0,312
-B 0.267 0.031 1153 B5 0,243
O.?J5'DB6 0,257
87 0.302
CCTRL 0,B22 0.019' 2.337 Al0 0.BO5 0.11-00All 0.B19
A12 0,B43
MCTRL , 0.05e \1.00e-.' B'-../ '..../ . /11'11 D.
812 0,051
MEDA 0,660 0.OB9 13.43 El 0.729
O. lP 050E2 0,691
E3 0,560
MEDB 0.492 0.OB4 16.99 E5 0.574
O.4 00E6 0.494E7 0.407
rST1A 0.666 0,061 9,175 Cl 0.710
Q.Loll{OC2 0,691
C3 0.51)6
rST1B 0,493 0.023 4.762 C5 0.49B
O.CllDC6 0,457C7 0.513
Ism [).591 [).[)97 16.34 01 0.702
D2 0,526
O.Sqo03 0,545
rsm 0.466 0.067 14,39 05 0.516
06 0,493 O.lllYD07 0.390
ExtractMaterials
Day 1:
Need: SterileGauze
SterileTweezers
Media
PositiveControls(2)
NegativeControls(2)
6-wellplates
Materialstoragecontainer
Ethanol
Scalpel
CuttingBoard
Date: (pIr~\ 03 ~
LargeBeaker
DI Water
TestMaterials
Pipets
Pipetter
Hemostat
Scissors
1) Warmupwaterbathandmedia.
2) Cutcontrolandtestmaterialsto 1cm2.
3) Weighsamples.
4) Sterilizetestmaterialsviabestmethod.Sterilizepositivecontrolpiecesin
Ethanolfor 15minin hood.Then,letdryonsterilegauzein hoodfor 15minto
dry. Sterilizenegativecontrolpiecesin sterileboilingwaterfor 5min,then
transfertoa sterile15ml tubefor transportohood.
5) Pill wellsof a6-wellplate(s)with6ml of media.
6) Add controls(4)andtestmaterials(4)towellsof 6-wellplates.
7) Leaveatleasttwowellswithmediaonly.
8) Alcoholplateandincubate.Notetime.
00
(!)@
~
~ 08
@e[)
~
~
(W\
~
~
~
Massesof Materials:
+A D.1531 g
+B D.HI.{3 g
-A D.Ogt;3 g
-B {).O.;tI g
i\'lMtestlA D.D 35 g sample1: 1\Df.UY''f'{Df'Ut'rpOluitestIB O.D Df> g
test2A O.O'aOO g sample2: 110jJm.'P\J1)f l'b-l.ul \Mtest2B 0.0:1\3 g
Testl
Date:~PlateCells
Day7 or8:
Need: Trypsin
Media
HBSS
96-wellplate
Micropipetter
Tips
Hemacytometer
CrystalViolet
Confluentcells
15ml tubes
50ml tubes
1) Warmupwaterbath,HBSS, trypsin,andmedia.
2) Plate96-wellplate.Splitoneconfluentflaskinto105cells/mlbydoingcell
count. 100~ltoeachwell of 96-well,asappropriate.
Cell CountCalculation:resultis DilutionVolumeneeded
(2000)( I\.5 ml-0.1ml)( 305 cells)
1(f :: l.lt.5 nJ.
3) Addsamevolumesoffreshmediawhereappropriate.
4) Alcoholandincubate.Notetime. to-.30fVY\
5) Letcellsdevelopfor6hours.
000000000000
OOOOOOE)OO~
000000800000
&00000000000
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
Cotlls
rV\1cLl~
I --~ll\~ 1
<:::::::>~ d.i0\-
Testl
Date:~RunTest
Day7 or8:Approximately6 hourslater
Need: Steriletweezers
Sterilegauze
Plated96-well
Materialstoragecontainer
Tips
Micropipetter
1) Removematerialsfrom6-wellplate(s).Placeonsterilegauze15mintodry.
2) Removemediafromplated96-wellanddiscard. I~: lOam
3) Add extractoplatedwells: 100/-llto96-wellplateasappropriate.
Not! (j.,w1 ~-A ~ 0 Q 0 -& 0 0 ~/p
1. +1'\c9 0 go <6"'0 (2)130 er-~
-ttS-/:IA Q~O Q) 0 cOC)7:}3300 0 0 0
+ist«A Q 0 Q)0 (Q 0 D5'b 0 0 0 0
tYIlciia-A60 Q)0 <Q0 Sfto 0 0 0 0
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
LEA\lE As IS
4) Alcoholandincubateplates.Notetime. \a..3Do...m
5) Whendry,wiperesiduefromextractedmaterials.Putin storagecontainerand
reweigh.
Massesof Materials:
+A O.153lo
+B D.!1i3B
-A O.O~51
-B 0.051'1
testlA O.oa3\
testIB D.oa(;;2.
test2A 0.01'1't
test2B 0 .on \
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
Testl
MTT Assav/QualitativeEvaluation
Day9, 10,or 11:2-3daysafterstartoftest
Date: l.R11'i\D3 1h
Need: MTT AssayComponents
Tips
Micropipetter
1) WarmwaterbathandMTT reagent(slightly).
2) Evaluate96-wellplatequalitatively.Criteriaasbelow:
At 1O0xmagnification:
Grade Reactivity Observations
4 Severe
Discreteintracytoplasmicgranules;nocell lysis
Not morethan20%of thecellsareround,looselyattached,and
withoutintracytoplasmicgranules;somelysedcellsarepresent
Not morethan50%of thecellsareroundanddevoidof
intracytoplasmicgranules;extensivecell lysisandemptyareas
betweencells
Not morethan70%of thecellmonolayercontainsroundedcells
and/orarelysed
Nearlycompletedestructionof thecellmonolayer
0
1
None
Slight
2 Mild
3 Moderate
3) VortexMTT reagentbriefly.
4) Add 10microlitersMTT reagentoall wellsof 96-wellplate. 8: ~SCLM
5) Alcoholandincubate4hoursoruntilpurpleprecipitateis visibleunderthe
ll1lcroscope.
6) TakeMTT detergentoutof refrigeratorandletwarmtoroomtemperature.Do
notshaketoomuch.
7) When96-wellplateis ready,add100microlitersdetergenttoall wells.
8) Leaveatroomtemperaturein thedarkfor2hoursminimum.
9) ReadAbsorbanceat570nm.
QualitativeReadingsandNotes:
d 010' 0 d O~oq 0 0 Od.0'iJ.a
o<xo'aOd.O d 0'0'0 0@9+->c1.LfJA.
60'0"0 OIOIO'aO 0 000
0' 0'0'0 d 010'0 0 0 0 0
0'0'0'0 01010~0 0 0 0 0
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
MOLECULAR DEVICES
RO\1OdD (Plote)
?Ri~ITFC
-
OrticdOffiSity
2 3 6 B 9 10 11 12
A 0.897: 0.527' 0.621' :0.409: 0.334:0.356: , 0.914' 0.953: oyp j
i
. . . .'. . . .'. . . . '. . . . , . . . .'. . . .'. . . - '. . . . , . . , ,', , , ,', , , ,'- , - - i,
B 0.99B: 0.62B: 0.692: : 0.612: 0.602: 0.667: : 0.045: 0.04B: OoA7 :
, , , , , , , ,. . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . , , , . . , ' , , , , , .
C 0.734: 0.5B5: 0.617: : 0.607: 0.57B:0.591:
. . . . . . , , . , . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . , ' , , . . , , , . . . - ., , , , , , , , , , ,
0 0.749: 0.666: 0.592: : 0.654: 0.684: 0.675:
, . . '.' . . ',' , , '.' . . . .. , , '.' . . '.' . , '.' . , . .' , . '.' . , '.' , . '.- - -
E
, , ,
0.888' 0.665' 0.630'
, , , ,
, 0.623 ' 0.683 ' 0.650 '
. . . ,', , . .'. , , ,', . , , , . , . ,', . . .'. , , ,'. , . , , , , , ,', . , ,', , . ,'. . . .
F
, , , , , , " ". , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . , . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . , , , , . . . . -
G
. . . . . , . , . , , , . . . . . , , , . . . . . ' . . , . . . . , . , , . . . . , . . . , , , . . ., , , , . , , , . ,
H
DATAFILE: soli
DESCRIPTION:
PROTOCOL: ProlifentimAss
DESCRIPTION:
MOo( [rdpOri AUTOMIX: On
WAVELENGTH: 570 1-CALIBRATION: On
SETTEMP: Off
MOLECULAR DEVICES
Ro ooto(Report)
DATAFILE: soti
DESCRIPTION
PROTOCOl ProliferctimAssOf
DESCRIPTION: OPINE
MODE: Endpoint AUTOMIX: On
'1WAVELENGTH: 570
CALIBRATION: On
SETTEMP Off
UNKNOWNS Mem00 SIdoev CV Well 00 Somple10
tA 0.773 0.19B 25.59 81 0.99B
82 0.62B
83 0.692
t8 0.627 om5 5.5B2 85 0.612
86 0.602
B7 0.667
-A 0.6B2 0.192 2B.21 Al 0.B97
A2 0.527
A3 0.621
-8 0.366 0.039 10.52 A5 0.409
A6 0.334
A7 0.356
1A 0.645 o.D7S 12.15 Cl 0.734
C2 0.5B5
C3 0.617
18 D.592 D.D15 2.454 C5 D.6D7
C6 D.57B
C7 0.591
2A D.669 D.079 11.74 Dl D.749
02 D.666
03 0.592
28 D.671 D.015 2.294 05 0.654
06 0.684
07 0.675
CCTRL 0.936 0.020 2.146 Alo 0.914
All 0.953
A12 0.942
MCTf1L 0.047 D.002 3.273 810 0.045
Bl1 0.046
812 0.047
MEDII 0.72B 0.140 19.23 El 0.886
E2 0.665
E3 0.630
MEDB 0652 0.030 4.609 E5 0.623
E6 0.663
E7 0650
Test13-
ExtractMaterials
Day 1:
Need: SterileGauze
SterileTweezers
Media
PositiveControls(2)
NegativeControls(2)
6-wellplates
Materialstoragecontainer
Ethanol
Scalpel
CuttingBoard
Date: (p}\q It>?Th
LargeBeaker
DI Water
TestMaterials
Pipets
Pipetter
Hemostat
Scissors
1) Warmupwaterbathandmedia.
2) Cutcontrolandtestmaterialsto 1cm2.
3) Weighsamples.
4) Sterilizetestmaterialsviabestmethod.Sterilizepositivecontrolpiecesin
Ethanolfor 15minin hood.Then,letdryonsterilegauzein hoodfor 15minto
dry. Sterilizenegativecontrolpiecesin sterileboilingwaterfor 5min,then
transfertoa sterile15ml tubefor transportohood.
5) Pill wellsof a6-wellplate(s)with6 ml of media.
6) Add controls(4)andtestmaterials(4)towellsof 6-wellplates.
7) Leaveatleasttwowellswithmediaonly.
8) Alcoholplateandincubate.Notetime.
0) 0) @ G) G) G)IA t'B
@ (j) 0 @ 0:)0A a'B
MassesofMaterials:
+A D.15(,5 g
+B 0.151\ g
-A O.DBoo g
-B D. OB;).Li g
testlA O.O'at3 g sample1: rMli: - l'A.l%ld. 1\!'DF .f1\rf\
testIB O.QaD4 g
test2A D. DOl13 g sample2: 3)\ 1\1\) \= '\rA
test2B O.D05\ g
Test~
Date:(0I ti{?IO~HPlateCells
Day7 or8:
Need: Trypsin
Media
HBSS
96-wellplate
Micropipetter
Tips
Hemacytometer
CrystalViolet
Confluentcells
15ml tubes
50ml tubes
1) Warmupwaterbath,HBSS, trypsin,andmedia.
2) Plate96-wellplate.Splitoneconfluentflaskinto105cells/mlbydoingcell
count. 100III toeachwell of 96-well,asappropriate.
Cell CountCalculation:resultis DilutionVolumeneeded
(2000)(~ml-O.lml) ( 50Lfcells)
iCf -::: \ISrvJ.
3) Add samevolumesof freshmediawhereappropriate.
4) Alcoholandincubate.Notetime. 3'-l.l5'fW'
5) Let cellsdevelopfor 6hours.
(ft<LcfJaUe.')
0 0 -0 0 0 0 -e 0 0 0 0 G Ialls
0 0 0 0 G 0 GOO <Q0 9 Imtd.(~
000000000000
000000000000
800000000000
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
-ctlls
0 vY\it.U~
'RlsLt5ftvld ~ qy,,1
-rt1h ~ qm.Q. '-<f-h> 38. 3~ b\c.
aODOe 11.'1)[£;D4;
- 3B.3 -::- 3x(05o(/s
1Ntt till\t4 d.4VII~ CO!s OA Mrbd. "PlaXtcells.
WM -\1,,0lnouxs. 1\tmO'J..t1'Ntta.<;Alfldf:t wi -Ihshfl\id..it!.(~tpl:
~ ~ !>Jut'). l~p.I 5 "45pm
~tt~ ltt\1\\ q: L{5-ph\1l>S10At t(si.
Test ~
RunTest
Day7or8:Approximately6hourslater
Need:Steriletweezers
Sterilegauze
Plated96-well
Date: (P10\3jO3 H
Materialstoragecontainer
Tips
Micropipetter
1) Removematerialsfrom6-wellplate(s).Placeonsterilegauze15mintodry.
2) Removemediafromplated96-wellanddiscard. q'.45 rn
3) Addextracttoplatedwells:100III to96-wellplateasappropriate. l'
~AI~O1°Q'O ci3b0 ~ 0
-A
I
0 Q 0~1b 0 ~1'-- LEA\J£As 15
{tstlA 0 0 0 ~~O 0 0
tlf.-laA
l g-o ~o~tJ 0 0 0 0n\ldi~A. 0 0 0 0 Q 0 (j 0
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
4) Alcoholandincubateplates.Notetime. 10:DOym
5) Whendry,wiperesiduefromextractedmaterials.Putinstoragecontainerand
reweigh.
MassesofMaterials:
+A D.ISlo3 g
+B O.15al g
-A D.D9>OIg
-B tJ.l)~aC}g
testlA 0.OdII g
testIB o.DaDa g
test2A O.oDlf=!- g
test2B a.0053 g
TestL
MTT Assay/QualitativeEvaluation
Day9, 10,or 11:2-3daysafterstartof test
Date:~
Need: MTT AssayComponents
Tips
Micropipetter
1) WarmwaterbathandMTT reagent(slightly).
2) Evaluate96-wellplatequalitatively.Criteriaasbelow:
At 1O0xmagnification:
Grade Reactivity Observations
4 Severe
Discreteintracytoplasmicgranules;nocell lysis
Not morethan20%of thecellsareround,looselyattached,and
withoutintracytoplasmicgranules;somelysedcellsarepresent
Not morethan50%of thecellsareroundanddevoidof
intracytoplasmicgranules;extensivecell lysisandemptyareas
betweencells
Not morethan70%of thecellmonolayercontainsroundedcells
and/orarelysed
Nearlycompletedestructionof thecellmonolayer
0
1
None
Slight
2 Mild
3 Moderate
3) VortexMTT reagentbriefly.
4) Add10microlitersMTT reagenttoallwellsof96-wellplate. £3'.4
5) Alcoholandincubate4 hoursoruntilpurpleprecipitateis visibleunderthe, Sa..m
mIcroscope.
6) TakeMTT detergentoutof refrigeratorandletwarmtoroomtemperature.Do
notshaketoomuch.
7) When96-wellplateis ready,add100microlitersdetergenttoall wells. It-.5Stun
8) Leaveatroomtemperaturein thedarkfor2hoursminimum.
9) ReadAbsorbanceat570nm.
QualitativeReadingsandNotes:
d,"2 I I I \ 11
0 OD<.O0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
020d.020 cJ 01OaO 0~+)c.Ji.flA-
d Od.O~0 d Od.Od..0 0 0 0 0
Od.0;;"cJ 0 Od.0';).,cJ 0 0 0 0 0
Oa 0tJ.Od...0 d~'Od.cJ0 0 0 0 0
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
DATAFILE:
DESCRIPTION:
PROTOCOL
DESCRIPTION:
MODE:
WAVELENGTH:
CALIBRATION:
soli
Endpoint
570
On
MOLECULAR DEVICES
Ro"Doto(Plote)
AUTOMIX: B
PRINFO
On
SETTEMP: Off
-p\J1:>~
"f\J1>f
pMtU~
2 3
, .
, 1.031. 0.863.J TA
. , ,
1.157' 0,989. 0.860'
- - . .' - - - -'. - ' .', - . - , . . ' .'. . . .', . . ,'. . . . , . - . .'. - . ,'- , , ,'. , . , .
: 0.043: 0.043:OJ::B 0.959: 0.798: 0.693:
, , , , , , " ,, , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . , - . . . . . . . . - . - , - , , , , , , . . . , . . . .
: 0.722: 0.712: 0.747:C 0.879: 0.823: 0.685:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - , . . . . . , - , , . . ' . . ' . . - - . , , , . , . ., , , , , , " ,.
: 0.699: 0.743: 0.792:0 0.926: 0.757: 0.702:
. . . -.' . ' '.' . . '.' . . . .. - , -.' . . ',- . . - ,- , , . . . . . -, - - , '.' - , ',' , . . ,
, , , ,
, 0.785 ' 0.787 ' 0.798 '
, , ,
0.964 ' 0.812 ' 0.850 '
OJticliDensity
5 6 8 10 11 1",L
, , , ,
. 0.860' 0.827' 0.804'
: 0.748: 0.681 : 0.667:
. . . ,', . , ,'. . . . '. . . - , . , , ,', - . .'- - - -'. . - . , - . - " - , - ,', , , .', , , .
F
, , , , . , " "- ' . . . . , , , . . . . . . . . . . , - . . . . - - . - . . - . . , , , , , . . , - . . . . , . ,
G
, , . . . - - - . , . . . . . , . - . . . . , - . . . . . - , , - . , - , - - , - , , , - . , ' , ,. . . . . . , . . .
H
MOLECULAR DEVICES
Ro Octo(Report)
DATAFILE: soli
DESCRIPTION:
PROTOCOL:
DESCRIPTION: )filV
MODE: ErdpOrt AUTOMIX: On BWAVELENGTH: 570
CALIBRATION: On
SITTEMP: Off
UNKNOWNS Mem00 Sidoe<i CV Well 00 S[)1lDeID
+A 1,002 0,149 14,B6 A1 1157
A2 D,9B9
A3 0,B6o
+B 0,B3D 0,02B 3.390 A5 0,B6o
A6 0.827
A7 0,B04
-A D,B17 0,134 16.41 Bl 0,959
B2 0.79B
B3 0,693
-B 0,699 0,043 6,197 B5 0.74B
B6 D,6Bl
B7 0,667
lA 0.796 0,100 12,55 Cl 0,B79
C2 D,B23
C3 0,6B5
lB 0,727 O,OlB 2.4BD C5 0.722
C6 0.712
C7 0.747
2A 0,795 0,117 14,6B D1 0,926
D2 D.757
D3 0.702
2B 0.745 D,047 6,247 D5 0,699
06 0.743
07 0.792
WIM 1002 D,m 12.71 Al0 1031
All 0.863
A12 1113
MEDA D,B75 0,079 9,037 E1 0,964
E2 0,B12
E3 D.B5D
MEDB 0,790 0,007 0,BB6 E5 0.7B5
E6 D,JS7
E7 0.79B
NUCEL D044 0,002 3.936 810 0,043
811 0.043
812 D.046
ExtractMaterials
Day 1:
Need: SterileGauze
SterileTweezers
Media
PositiveControls(2)
NegativeControls(2)
6-wellplates
Materialstoragecontainer
Ethanol
Scalpel
CuttingBoard
Date:3Jr1l 11"3Th
LargeBeaker
DI Water
TestMaterials
Pipets
Pipetter
Hemostat
Scissors
1) Warmupwaterbathandmedia.
2) Cutcontrolandtestmaterialsto 1cm2.
3) Weighsamples.
4) Sterilizetestmaterialsviabestmethod.Sterilizepositivecontrolpiecesin
Ethanolfor 15minin hood.Then,letdryonsterilegauzein hoodfor 15minto
dry. Sterilizenegativecontrolpiecesin sterileboilingwaterfor 5min,then
transferto asterile15ml tubefor transportohood.
5) Fill wellsof a6-wellplate(s)with6ml of media.
6) Add controls(4)andtestmaterials(4)towellsof 6-wellplates.
7) Leaveatleasttwowellswithmediaonly.
8) Alcoholplateandincubate.Notetime. 1-:""Jb(}.ftl.
00
GJ0
~
~ @G)
@0
~
~
~
~
(W\
~
Massesof Materials:
+A 0.1\050 g
+B ().llDC;3 g
-A O.OB30 g
-B D.DCOO0 g
testlA tJ.OOLt0 g sample1: aSt.Vtt71o "})F0 ;X°loSwN-r e,S-p\M1O. 003 ) .testIB g
test2A o.oOI g
sample2: 30wtolDl\JlIf) \5\J 6;f'W'\test2B O-ODg
Date:~PlateCells
Day7 or8:
Need: Trypsin
Media
HBSS
96-wellplate
Micropipetter
Tips
lIemacytometer
CrystalViolet
Confluentcells
15ml tubes
50ml tubes
1) Warmupwaterbath,lIBSS, trypsin,andmedia.
2) Plate96-wellplate.Splitoneconfluentflaskinto 105cells/mlbydoingcell
count. 100III toeachwell of 96-well,asappropriate.
Cell CountCalculation:resultis DilutionVolumeneeded
(2000)( n.S ml-O.lml)( 14C\cells)
i'(f :: lll~
~
3) Add samevolumesof freshmediawhereappropriate.
4) Alcoholandincubate.Notetime. 3'.45J>rA
5) Let cellsdevelopfor 6hours.
90000000000-0
ooooooeoo<Q-oQ)
000000000000
00-8000000000
OOOOGOOOOOOO
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
RlSlt~~Uld~l~mD..
'11Y\1-tva. Sf)rvJ. -bJl J
~ R\\ -WSonJ..
-;S1:Mi
t
tli.loUib
5bnJ..
;lDDO(n.4)(1~) :::Uqy.\l)5
\So
- C(2.l\s ,
C) w.dia.
TestlL
Date:~RunTest
Day7or8:Approximately6hourslater
Need:Steriletweezers
Sterilegauze
Plated96-well
Materialstoragecontainer
Tips
Micropipetter
1) Removematerialsfrom6-wellplate(s).Placeonsterilegauze15mintodry.
2) Removemediafromplated96-wellanddiscard. q'.30fM
3) Add extractoplatedwells: 100J-llto96-wellplateasappropriate.
+A ~OQO ~lb0 ~~
-A <:00 Q) 0(6 0 g130 0 V£>'4
1:l5t\A ~ 0 <00-q)80 0 0 0 0
{l>taA60Q)OcQoQ5'b0000
rN.CL{C1.A ~ 0(6 0 !)YO 0 0 0 0
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
L.EA\lE-AS \S
4) Alcoholandincubateplates.Notetime. ib',00f f't'\
5) Whendry,wiperesiduefromextractedmaterials.Put in storagecontainerand
reweigh.
Massesof Materials:
+A D./Io4.S
+B D.t~4S
-A O.oe~4
-B D.D~O'1-
testlA D.Ob45
te~IB D.0041
test2A D.DOli
test2B 0.0013
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
MTT Assav/QualitativeEvaluation
Day9, 10,or 11:2-3daysafterstartof test
Date: ll~~ ID~ih
Need: MTT AssayComponents
Tips
Micropipetter
1) WarmwaterbathandMTT reagent(slightly).
2) Evaluate96-wellplatequalitatively.Criteriaasbelow:
At 1O0xmagnification:
Grade Reactivity Observations
4 Severe
Discreteintracytoplasmicgranules;nocell lysis
Not morethan20%of thecellsareround,looselyattached,and
withoutintracytoplasmicgranules;somelysedcellsarepresent
Not morethan50%of thecellsareroundanddevoidof
intracytoplasmicgranules;extensivecell lysisandemptyareas
betweencells
Not morethan70%of thecellmonolayercontainsroundedcells
and/orarelysed
Nearlycompletedestructionof thecellmonolayer
0
1
None
Slight
2 Mild
3 Moderate
3) VortexMTT reagentbriefly.
4) Add 10microlitersMTT reagentoall wellsof 96-wellplate.
5) Alcoholandincubate4 hoursoruntilpurpleprecipitateis visibleunderthe
mIcroscope.
6) TakeMTT detergentoutof refrigeratorandletwarmtoroomtemperature.Do
notshaketoomuch.
7) When96-wellplateis ready,add100microlitersdetergenttoall wells.
8) Leaveatroomtemperaturein thedarkfor2hoursminimum.
9) ReadAbsorbanceat570nm.
4',d.O~
QualitativeReadingsandNotes:
a oL{040 OLi0404.0 0 cJ Od-Od.
O~Ol010 0'30"3030 O~r'>~
01 O'ad 0 d 01 O~0 0 0 0 0
oj. 0' 0' 0 Od..030'"0 0 0 0 0
dOlO' 0 OaO'O"J.O 0 000
000000000000
000000000000
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DATAFILE:
DESCRIPTION:
PROTOCOL:
DESCRIPTION:
MODE:
WAVELENGTH:
CALIBRATION
sEJ:i
ProliferctionAssGj
ErdpIjrt
570
On
MOLECULAR DEVICES
RooOcto(Plote)
AUTOMIX: On
1/
, SET TEMP: Off
2 3
O[iicdDensity
6 8 10 11
A
, , ,
1.484 ' 1.998 ' 2.026 '
, . . ,', , , ,', , , ,', . ' . , ' . . .'. , . ,', . . ,'. ' . , , . . , .', , , ,'. ' , ,'.
: 0.048: 0.053:B 0.638: 0.616: 0.583:
, . " ", ,. . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . , , , , , .
: 0.440: 0.572: 0.417:C 0.705: 0.557:0.572:
. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . , . . . . , . . . . . . . . . , . , , , . . . , . , , , , ,. , , , , . , , , ,
: 0.503: 0.531 : 0.477:0 0.744: 0.651: 0.692:
, , , ',' . . ',' , . ',' , , . .. . . ',' , , ',' . . . " , . , . ' , , ',' , , '.' ' ,
, , , ,
. 0.587' 0.675' 0.583'E
, , ,
0.901 ' 0.726 ' 0.677 '
. . , ,', , , ,', , . -', , . , , , , . ,'. . , ,', , , .', , - , . , , , ,'. . , ,', , , ,'.
F
, , , ,
. 0.516' 0.416' 0.483.
, , .
, 0.812 ' 0.B6i '
: 0.516: 0.495: 0.533:
, , " '" ,. . . . , . , , , , . . . . , . . . . , - , , . . , . . . , , , , . . ' . . , , , . . , , , ,
G
. . , , , . . . , . . , . . ' . . . , , , . . . , , , . . , , , , - . . . - , , , , . , , , ,, , . , , , " ,
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MOLECULAR DEVICES
RowOrio(Report]
DATAFILE: soti
DESCRIPTION:
PROTOCOL: ProliferotionAssOj
DESCRIPTION: ".'."
MODE: Erdpori AUTOMIX: On
WAVELENGTH: 570 I {
CALIBRATION: On
SETTEMP: Off
UNKNOWNS Meon00 Sidoev CV Well 00 Sompe10
tA 1.B36 0.305 16.62 A1 1.4B4
A2 1.99B
A3 2.026
tB 0.472 0.051 10.BO tfJ 0.516
A6 0.416
A7 0.4B3
-A 0.612 oD2B 4.521 B1 0.63B
B2 0.616
B3 0.5B3
-B 0.515 0.019 3.699 B5 0.516
B6 0.495
B7 0.533
1A 0.611 0.OB1 13.33 C1 0.705
C2 0.557
C3 0.572
18 0.476 0.oB4 17.56 C5 0.440
C6 0.572
C7 0.417
fA 0.696 0.047 6.700 01 0.744
02 0.651
03 0.692
2B 0.504 0.027 5.362 05 0.503
06 0.531
07 0.477
CFIIM 0.869 01J61 7.065 A1o 0.812
A11 0.861
A12 0.934
MFJJf' 0.768 0.118 15.33 £1 0.901
£2 0.726
E3 0.677
MfO8 0.615 0.052 B.455 E5 0.587
E6 D675
E7 D.5B3
MFDIA 0.051 DO03 5.188 B1o 0.048
811 0053
812 0.052
Date:~ExtractMaterials
Day 1:
Need: SterileGauze
SterileTweezers
Media
PositiveControls(2)
NegativeControls(2)
6-wellplates
Materialstoragecontainer
Ethanol
Scalpel
CuttingBoard
LargeBeaker
DI Water
TestMaterials
Pipets
Pipetter
Hemostat
Scissors
1) Warmupwaterbathandmedia.
2) Cutcontrolandtestmaterialsto 1cm2.
3) Weighsamples.
4) Sterilizetestmaterialsviabestmethod.Sterilizepositivecontrolpiecesin
Ethanolfor 15minin hood.Then,letdryonsterilegauzein hoodfor 15minto
dry. Sterilizenegativecontrolpiecesin sterileboilingwaterfor 5min,then
transfertoa sterile15ml tubefor transportohood.
5) Pill wellsof a6-wellplate(s)with6ml of media.
6) Add controls(4)andtestmaterials(4)towellsof 6-wellplates.
7) Leaveatleasttwowellswithmediaonly.
8) Alcoholplateandincubate.Notetime. \~:3D-pm
(h;\
~
~
~00
@0
GG
G:)@~~ ~~
Massesof Materials:
+A
+B
-A
-B
testlA
testIB
test2A
test2B
O.I(g1q1og
n.ILD"1lo g
O.01?>l4 g
D.Ot~;;). g
D.0034 g
D .DD31.0 g
o. DOLt\ g
0.00'\0 g
sample1: (\tLU GE -h1tY\ (~- Cd~t')
sample2: Y\.U.\)0 E. tf.p\A.i\
~()tL..lq(15 11J is ~I~JO( (~~U'!f--hU1\t~).
SO?\\!clt\Mf1 U1~ occ~ lV\-1W,m().tw.o.l4
~ au:hc-l()N\~.
Date:~PlateCells
Day7or8:
Need:Trypsin
Media
HBSS
96-wellplate
Micropipetter
Tips
Hemacytometer
CrystalViolet
Confluentcells
15ml tubes
50ml tubes
1) Warmupwaterbath,HBSS, trypsin,andmedia.
2) Plate96-wellplate.Splitoneconfluentflaskinto105cells/mlbydoingcell
count. 100Jll toeachwell of 96-well,asappropriate.
Cell CountCalculation:resultis DilutionVolumeneeded
(2000)( I\.5 ml-O.lml)( a-w cells)
i(f = lJ>3.£1rrJ
3) Add samevolumesof freshmediawhereappropriate.
4) Alcoholandincubate.Notetime.
5) Let cellsdevelopfor6hours.
800000000000
0 0 0 0 GOO 0 o(fi 0 Q
900000000000
000000900000
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
IJ3.3~
- t5 :: I~.(PBI"Al.
'RlSU.>pWd.l n S r-rJ...
l~ l~ (f).
1)...m)add.to 1~.lPBrrJ.
- Cells
c::::::>Y'tUtLi~
RunTest
Day7or8:Approximately6hourslater
Need:Steriletweezers
Sterilegauze
Plated96-well
Materialstoragecontainer
Tips
Micropipetter
Date:~
1) Removematerialsfrom6-wellplate(s).Placeonsterilegauze15mintodry.
2) Removemediafromplated96-wellanddiscard.
3) Add extractoplatedwells: 100~lto96-wellplateasappropriate.
+A
-A
-ttSt\A
hs-l aPt
rw.dAllA
00 o<QOQJb 0 ~~
0 O~BO 0 ~~0
0 Q o~o.g;o 0 0 0 000 0 0 00 0
00 o~ooooo
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
LEA\\t.AS \~
4) Alcoholandincubateplates.Notetime. l.o"DDfrY\
5) Whendry,wiperesiduefromextractedmaterials.Put in storagecontainerand
reweigh.
Massesof Materials:
+A D.\\D~'1
+B o.\lt>8\
-A D.O~114
-B O. D1:S3!o
testlA 0.004;1.
testIB O.Dol{~
test2A D.0038
test2B D.oo'1~
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
MTT Assav/QualitativeEvaluation
Day9, 10,or 11:2-3daysafterstartoftest
Date:~;;i1.\lo:s>1h
Need: MTT AssayComponents
Tips
Micropipetter
1) WarmwaterbathandMTT reagent(slightly).
2) Evaluate96-wellplatequalitatively.Criteriaasbelow:
At 1O0xmagnification:
Grade Reactivity Observations
4 Severe
Discreteintracytoplasmicgranules;nocell lysis
Not morethan20%of thecellsareround,looselyattached,and
withoutintracytoplasmicgranules;somelysedcellsarepresent
Not morethan50%of thecellsareroundanddevoidof
intracytoplasmicgranules;extensivecell lysisandemptyareas
betweencells
Not morethan70%of thecellmonolayercontainsroundedcells
and/orarelysed
Nearlycompletedestructionof thecellmonolayer
0
1
None
Slight
2 Mild
3 Moderate
3) VortexMTT reagentbriefly.
4) Add 10microlitersMTT reagentoall wellsof 96-wellplate.
5) Alcoholandincubate4 hoursoruntilpurpleprecipitateis visibleunderthe 1-:51lt¥n
mIcroscope.
6) TakeMTT detergentoutof refrigeratorandletwarmtoroomtemperature.Do
notshaketoomuch.
7) When96-wellplateis ready,add100microlitersdetergenttoall wells. l\'.D~ll.rf\
8) Leaveatroomtemperaturein thedarkfor2 hoursminimum.
9) ReadAbsorbanceat570nm.
QualitativeReadingsandNotes:
cJ a cJ 0 o'iou,01{0 0 0 0°d
d 01 d 0 0°010' 0 0 (Q0 9>-t->cltOA
d 0' 0°0 OD0' d 0 0 0 0 0
01 0° 0° 0 02 o'a.oa 0 0 0 0 0
d 0° 0° 0 01 0° 01 0 0 0 0 0
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
DATAFILE:
DESCRIPTION:
PROTOCOL:
DESCRIPTION:
MOOt
WAVELENGTH:
CALIBRATION:
MOLECULAR DEVICES
Ro~0010(PloIe) {3
sd:i
ProliferolionAsslij
PRINFO
Erdpcirt
570
On
AUTOMIX: On
SETTEMP: Off
(,'>
Orticd:otrnity
2 3 5 6 B 10 11 'L
A
, , ,
0.B7o ' 0.600 ' 0.576 '
, . .
, 0.763' 0B14.
, , , ,
, 0.417 ' 0.407 ' 0.3B4 '
. . . .'. . . .'. . . . '. . . . , . . . .'. . . .'. . . . '. . . - , - . - .' - . . .'. . . - '. - -
B 0.660: 0.527: 0.49B:. : 0.510: 0.500: 0.441: : 0.055: 0.053: OO]~
, , " ,,' ,. . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . , . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . , . . . - . . . . . . - - . -
C 0.746: 0.619:0.559: :0.512:0.49B:0.556:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . - . . . . . - . . . . . - . . . - . - - - -. , . . . . , , , ,
0 0.715: 0.591: 0.49B: :0.529: 0.516:0.57B:
. . - -.- - - -.' - . ..' . . . , - - - -.- . - ..' . - '.' . . . . . . - -.' - . -.- - - -.- - -
E
, . ,
0.852. 0.674' 0.657.
, , , ,
, 0.553. 0.5BB. 0.622'
- . . .'. . . .'. . , . '. . . - , . . . .'. . . .'.. - . '. . . - , . . . .'. . - .'. . . -'- - -
, , , , , , " ,. . . . . . . . . - . - . , . - . . - - - , . . . - . . . . . . - - . - . . . . - . - . - - - - -
G
. . . . - . . . . . . . . - - . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . - -, , " ",."
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MOLECULAR DEVICES
Ro Octo(ReportJ \3
DATAFILE: scti
DESCRIPTION:
PROTOCOL: ProliferctionAssW
DESCRIPTION: J"iNF
MODE: Erdprt AUTOMIX: On
WAVELENGTH: 570
CALIBRATION: On
SETTEMP: Off
UNKNOWNS Mem00 SidDE'! CV Well 00 S[JJleID
+A 0.682 0.163 . 23.94 A1 0.870
A2 0.600
A3 0.576
+B 0.403 0.017 4.202 A5 0.417
A6 0.407
A7 0.384
-A 0.562 0.086 15.38 B1 0.660
B2 0.527
B3 0.498
-B 0.484 0.037 7.709 B5 0.510
B6 0.500
B7 0.441
l' 0.641 0.095 14.89 C1 0.746,1'\
C2 0.619
C3 0.559
18 0.522 0.030 5.798 C5 0.512
C6 0.498
C7 0.556
2A 0.601 0.109 18.10 01 0.715
02 0.591
03 0.498
2B 0.541 0.033 6.044 05 0.529
06 0.516
07 0.578
r:IMfD 0.810 0.092 10.9B A10 0.763
1111 0.811
A12 0.912
MflJA o.m 0.10B 11.B1 E1 0.B52
E2 0.674
E3 0.657
MEDB 0.5BB 0.035 5.B71 E5 0.553
E6 0.5BB
E7 0.622
M[OIII 0.054 0.001 2.125 B10 0.055
811 0.053
812 0.055
ExtractMaterials
Day 1:
Need: SterileGauze
SterileTweezers
Media
PositiveControls(2)
NegativeControls(2)
6-wellplates
Materialstoragecontainer
Ethanol
Scalpel
CuttingBoard
Date: ~lPlI to?>Th
LargeBeaker
DI Water
TestMaterials
Pipets
Pipetter
Hemostat
Scissors
1) Warmupwaterbathandmedia.
2) Cutcontrolandtestmaterialsto 1cm2.
3) Weighsamples.
4) Sterilizetestmaterialsviabestmethod.Sterilizepositivecontrolpiecesin
Ethanolfor 15minin hood.Then,letdryonsterilegauzein hoodfor 15minto
dry. Sterilizenegativecontrolpiecesin sterileboilingwaterfor 5min,then
transfertoa sterile15ml tubefor transportohood.
5) Fill wellsof a6-wellplate(s)with6ml of media.
6) Addcontrols(4)andtestmaterials(4)towellsof 6-wellplates.
7) Leaveatleasttwowellswithmediaonly.
8) Alcoholplateandincubate.Notetime. '1:lOam
t\lott.~'EI~lO lS .(I~lotLAtLUU~1n\~).
Sow:~ ~~occuwd~m mattMaiA
~\r\t ~-\1>cla\J\{\~.
80)C!) GG)GD
@GJ0 @G)@
Massesof Materials:
+A D.\lPl5 g
+B O.It liD g
-A 0.0141- g
-B D.D1"1S g
<?tE\cu:rc {1ItA «;.olt'\-Cas.-t)testlA b.DOlO g sample1: v\/)N
testIB O.OD';4 g
test2A D.OO!,q g sample2: r\tw f1t lCl.tl>G <..ltctYt>s,\>uY\test2B O.oO1l4 g
PlateCells
Day7 or8:
Need: Trypsin
Media
HBSS
96-wellplate
Micropipetter
Tips
Date:~a510~ H
Hemacytometer
CrystalViolet
Confluentcells
15mltubes
50mltubes
1) Warmupwaterbath,HBSS, trypsin,andmedia.
2) Plate96-wellplate.Splitoneconfluentflaskinto105cells/mlbydoingcell
count. 100III toeachwell of 96-well,asappropriate.
Cell CountCalculation:resultis DilutionVolumeneeded
(2000)( 1\.3ml-O.lml)(t'1€>cells)
W :: 11-YrJ.
3) Add samevolumesof freshmediawhereappropriate.
4) Alcoholandincubate.Notetime. h', ?70tlrv\
5) Let cellsdevelopfor 6hours,
008000600800
GOO 0 0 0 0 0 OCe:?OJ})
900000000000
000000--600000
GOGOOOQOOOOO
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
\1i
\0 :: 1l.L./~
'RLS\.lS\,U\d.LA IDml,
"\aJa 1m!.
'1),\.uit-1Dl1.YnJ.
t~ddlLP.YwJ.l.
, --c.e.l\s
C)~c:>..\
Date: e1~5)b3 MRunTest
Day7or8:Approximately6hourslater
Need:Steriletweezers
Sterilegauze
Plated96-well
Materialstoragecontainer
Tips
Micropipetter
1) Removematerialsfrom6-wellplate(s).Placeonsterilegauze15mintodry.
2) Removemediafromplated96-wellanddiscard.
3) Add extractoplatedwells: 100~lto96-wellplateasappropriate.
{AlmO 0 6C5C5?~b0 ~fi +Lct\\JE A'5 IS.-1\ 0 0 0 0 €91b 0 ~hst\ft 0 o~go 0 0 0 0
tts\:aA 6C5Q) O~~O 0 0 0 0
f\tt.rli&..A <Q 0 9 0 «[JisJ) 0 0 0 0 0
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
4) Alcoholandincubateplates.Notetime.l9ph'\
5) Whendry,wiperesiduefromextractedmaterials.Putin storagecontainerand
reweigh.
Massesof Materials:
+A t>.IIoDq
+B O.n4'1
-A 0.0+44
-B D.O'1-9Jo
testlA D.DOIO
testIB D.DoaS
test2A D.DDlt:>a
test2B D.DOlJ"""f
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
Test~
MTT Assav/QualitativeEvaluation
Day9, 10,or 11:2-3daysafterstartof test
Date:~
Need: MTT AssayComponents
Tips
Micropipetter
1) WarmwaterbathandMTT reagent(slightly).
2) Evaluate96-wellplatequalitatively.Criteriaasbelow:
At 1O0xmagnification:
Grade Reactivity Observations
4 Severe
Discreteintracytoplasmicgranules;nocell lysis
Not morethan20%of thecellsareround,looselyattached,and
withoutintracytoplasmicgranules;somelysedcellsarepresent
Not morethan50%of thecellsareroundanddevoidof
intracytoplasmicgranules;extensivecell lysisandemptyareas
betweencells
Not morethan70%of thecellmonolayercontainsroundedcells
and/orarelysed
Nearlycompletedestructionof thecellmonolayer
0
1
None
Slight
2 Mild
3 Moderate
3) VortexMTT reagentbriefly.
4) Add 10microlitersMTT reagentoall wellsof 96-wellplate.
5) Alcoholandincubate4 hoursoruntilpurpleprecipitateis visibleunderthe
mIcroscope.
6) TakeMTT detergentoutof refrigeratorandletwarmtoroomtemperature.Do
notshaketoomuch.
7) When96-wellplateis ready,add100microlitersdetergenttoall wells.
8) Leaveatroomtemperaturein thedarkfor2hoursminimum.
9) ReadAbsorbanceat570nm.
B '.~aa..m
\\'.as/4Y\
QualitativeReadingsandNotes:
04 O"J.O~0 0 Olid' 0 0 030").d
c3010' 0 o~01030 0 ~+') WOJ\...
d 0' 010 0' 0' o~o 0 0 0 0
d 0'010 d o~o~o 0 0 0 0
cJ 0' 0' 0 o~0- 6~0 0 0 0 0
000000000000
000000000000
000000000000
MOLECULAR DEVICES
RooOcto(Plote)
~~irFC8
O~icdDensity
3 5 6 8 10 11 12
A
, . ,
0,542' 0.660' 0.406'
, , , ,
. 0.385' 0.364' 0,249.
. , . ,
. 0.671' 0,669' OSS7 :
. . . .'. . . .'. - . .', - . . , . . . .'. . . .'. . . . '. . . - , . . . ,'. . , ,'. - , ,', - - -
B 0.655: 0.529: 0.540: : 0.325: 0,502: 0.435: : 0.042: 0,046: DD45
. , , , . . " ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . ' . . . . . . . , , , - , -
C 0.604: 0.526 : 0.523: : 0.500: 0,444: 0.563:
, . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . , - , . , , . ' , . . . , - - , - - .. . ,. ", ,
0 0,621: 0.553: 0,581: : 0.500:0.501: 0.443:
, . . ',' . . ',' . . '.- , . . , - . . -,' . . ',' . . ',' , . . , . . , '. - . , -.' - . '.- -
E
, , .
0,703' 0.634' 0,576'
, , , ,
. 0.534' 0,625' 0.421.
, , . .'. . . .'. , , -', , , . , . . . ,'- . , ,'. . . .', - - . , , . , ,', . . ,'- . , ,', - - -
, , , , , , " ", . . . - . . ' , - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . , - , , , . - . . . , , - - - -
G
, . . . , . , . - , . . . . . . . . . , , - . . . . . . , . . . - . - . , , , - - . . . - - - . - -. , " ,,' ,
H
DATAFILE: scti
DESCRIPTION:
PROTOCOL: ProliferotionAssrJf
DESCRIPTION:
MODE: Endpoint AUTOMIX: On /5WAVELENGTH: 570
CALIBRATION: On
SETTEMP: Off
MOLECULAR DEVICES
Rowocto(Report)
DATAFILE: scti
DESCRIPTION:
. PROTOCOL: ProliferctionAssflj
DESCRIPTION: PRiN'TO
MODE: Emp(]rI AUTOMIX: On ISWAVELENGTH: 570
CALIBRATION: On
SETTEMP: Off
UNKNOWNS Mem00 SidDE'! CV Well 00 Sompe10
tA 0.536 0.127 23.71 Al 0.542
A2 0.660
A3 0.406
tB 0.333 0.073 22.01 AS 0.385
A6 0.364
A7 0.249
-A 0.575 0.070 12.14 81 0.655
82 0.529
83 0.540
-8 0.421 0.089 21.24 85 0.325
86 0.502
87 0.435
lA 0.551 0.046 8.335 Cl 0.604
C2 0.526
C3 0.523
18 0.502 0.060 1185 C5 0.500
C6 0.444
C7 0.563
2A 0.585 0.034 5.842 01 0.621
02 0.553
03 0.581
28 0.481 0.033 6.898 05 0.500
06 0.501
07 0.443
Mml 0.766 0.166 21.64 Alo 0671
All 0.669
A12 0.957
MEIJA 0.638 0.064 9.971 El 0.703
E2 0.634
E3 0.576
MFnR 0.527 0.102 19.10 E5 0.534
E6 0.625
E7 0.421
MEOlA 0.045 0002 5.170 810 0.042
811 0.046
812 0n46
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